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Studer 961/962: Small Wonder
It's a wonder how a console so small

can do so much ... and sound so
good!

The Swiss have a special talent
for making great things small. A case

without 3 -band EQ, plus mono mic/
line inputs and master module with

make a big splash in audio production circles. Small wonder. Call your

compressor/limiter. Other choices
include a variety of monitor, talk back, auxiliary, and communica-

more details.

in point: the new 961/962 Series

tion functions. The 961 frame

mixers from Studer. In video editing
suites, EFP vans, remote recording,

holds up to 14 modules,

and radio production, these com-

the 962 accepts up to 20.

Other new fea-

pact Studers are setting higher standards for quality audio.

tures in the 961/962

Sonic performance is impeccable throughout, with noise and
distortion figures well under what

guide faders, bal-

you'd need for state-of-the-art digital recording. By refining and miniaturizing circuits developed for our

900 Series production consoles,
Studer engineers have squeezed
world -class performance into suitcase size.
The 961/962 Series is fully
modular, so you can mix -and -match

modules to meet your requirements. The 961/962 features stereo

line level input modules with or

nearest Studer representative for

Series include im-

proved extruded

anced insert points,
FET switching, electronic muting, Littlite® socket, and multi frequency oscillator.
Thanks to its light weight, DC
converter option, and sturdy transport cover, you can put a 961/962

mixer on the job anywhere. And,
with Studer ruggedness and reliability, you can be sure the job will
get done when you get there.
Packed with performance and
features, 961/962 consoles will surely

With snap -on cover, mixer is road -ready in seconds.

STUDER
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike/Nashville, TN
37210/(615) 254-5651
New York (212) 255-4462 Los Angeles (818) 780-4234
Chicago (312) 526-1660 Dallas (214) 943-2239
San Francisco (415) 930-9866
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GO WITH THE WINNERS.

DY1YAMAX CTR100 SERIES

"We installed Dynamax C7R100s
at KIIS-FM, #1 in Los Angeles.
We plan to make Dynamax
Cart Machines standard

equipment at all our
stations."
Joe Dorton
President

Gannett Radio

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC

ridelipac Corporation P.O. Box 808
Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A.
609-235-3900 TELEX: 710-897-0254
OlbIlFree 800 -HOT TAPE
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"Makegood?
What's a
makegood?"
How soon they forget.
All those people from Anchorage to New York who already

use Sony Betacart Systems.

They forget about downtime. They forget about on -air
backup systems. And they forget about ad agencies demanding

damngood makegoods.
Why?
Betacart is the smart cart machine.
Microprocessors keep constant track of
forty cassettes. They maintain system alignment.
They run self -check diagnostic routines.
And Betacart's simple operation not only
prevents human error, it prevents human boredom.
Technicians at KDNL, St. Louis use their
Betacart to put snap into station breaks. For station IDs
they shoot logo artwork, add movement with digital effects and
air the cassettes through the Betacart. Now there are no more
dull title cards at KDNL.
At WDBJ, Roanoke, commercial delivery has improved
dramatically. So has the picture quality of the spots.
Carl Guffey, director of operations, reports: "The sales
staff is happy, traffic is happy, the engineers are happy and the
general manager is ecstatic:'
Want to improve your station's commercial outlook?
Put the Gold Standard to work for you.

Call Sony Broadcast at (201) 833-5231. SONY
Sony Broodcost Products Company, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07666. © 1985 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a ,egistered trademark
and Betacart o trademark of Sony Corporation. Photographed at WNET, New York.
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We did it right.
It's no surprise that when
the key engineers of our
PZIvr. microphone technology
set their sights on combining
the benefits of the boundary
effect with unidirectionality,
the fruits of their efforts would
be nothing less than superior.
After all, Crown has been
leading the way in boundary
technology longer than anyone in the industry. And, like
the PZM project, our commitment to developing the
"premiere" unidirectional,
surface -mounted microphone
rings true.
Introducing the PCCrm-160
Phase Coherent CardioidTM

from Crown.
Designed for easy mounting on a boundary surface,
the PCC-160 utilizes a subminiature supercardioid mic
capsule to create a directional pattern which im-

proves gain -before -feedback,

reduces unwanted room
noise and rejects sounds
from the rear.
For stage reinforcement,
podiums, news desks, or for
hiding in sets, the PCC-160
offers superior performance.
And because the microphone is mounted on a
boundary, direct and reflected sounds arrive at the
diaphragm in -phase. The
result...wide, smooth frequency response free of
tonal coloration or unnatural
sound which can occur with
conventional microphones.
Self-contained electronics
eliminate the need for a
sometimes awkward in -line
preamp box. The PCC-160
can be powered directly
from the console or other
remote power source. Or if
battery power is convenient,
a battery supply unit can be
inserted anywhere in the
mike line...right up to the
console or mixer.

For maximum flexibility,
the PCC-160 features an exclusive three-way "bass tilt"
switch which allows you to
tailor, up or down, the low end response for special applications or unusual boundary sizes.
Due to its low profile and
"go away gray" finish, the
PCC-160 microphone becomes nearly invisible in
use, making it ideal for tne
stage, newsroom or lectern

Executive Assistant
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Marketing Services
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Controller
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Assistant Controller
Andrea Bettke
Reader Service

Coleman Hough

top.

But beneath its cloak of
dark gray, the PCC-160 is
protected by a heavy -gauge,
all -steel body, tough enough
to stand up to even the
most severe abuse.
The PCC-160. A
microphone meeting the
needs of today's sound professional with today's most
advanced technology.
We did it right.
Call or write for more information and complete
specifications.

crown.
Crown International, 1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN 46517 (219) 294-8000.
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TEK'S NEW 1710B: THE
BRIGHTEST IDEA IN
WAVEFORM MONITORING.
One -of -a -kind capability

it a new Naveform monitor
tfat's easy to use and afford!
The Tek 1710B has all the
essentials for reliable, consistent monitoring of your
video signal. For example, it

in:ludes tie first -ever burst
phase indicator found in a
waveforrr monitor. This special new color display indicates if burst is properly set:
a green light means it's right!
Operating simplicity
anyone will appreciate. The

front panel controls of tie
1710B are logically grouped
and labeled for fast, easy
handli lg. And the high qual-

If you see a place for a
cost-effective waveform
monito- in your operation,
you owe it to yourself to see

ity Tektronix CRT offers

the 171 DB. Available in both
NTSC and PAL versions, the
1710B is our most econom-

a sharp, bright trace sc it's
easy to see.
You get outstanding
versatlity and Tek quali:y in
a convenient, compact package that fits in half a ra:,sk.

DC power operation cal be
installEd and used with a
battery pack for fully portable operation in the field.

ical answer yet to improving
picture quality through video
waveform mon toring.
For a look, contact a
Tektronix Professional Video
Dealer, or your local
Tektronix Sales Engireer,
listed in major -city directoriEs.

eictronix
f It ftfl
111
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MASTER

with a view.
And the sound itself is far superior to any other digital reverb.
Because it gives you unheard-of control The REV -1 uses specially developed
Yamaha LSIs to create up to 40 early
over virtually all reverb parameters.
reflections and up to 99.9 seconds of
And something that has never been
subsequent reverberation.
seen in any type of re So the effect can be as
verb: the capability to
natural (or unnatural) as
"look" at the sound as
you want it to be.
well as hear it.
We'd like to open your eyes to
the incredible REV -1 digital reverb.

"EARLY REFLECTION"display mode shooing mom
size and relative level and time of discrete refaytions.

The remote unit
that controls the nineteen -inch rack -mountable

unit has a lighted high resolution LCD display
that graphically depicts
the results of the adjustments you make.
So getting just the
right reverb sound is no
longer a question of trial

"REI'ERB DENSIT display mode showink level
and relative time nf.snhsnlaent trwrheration.

We could go on about
the REV -1. Tell you about
its 44.1 kHz sampling rate
that provides a full 18 kHz

bandwidth to prevent the
natural frequency content
of the input signal from
being degraded.
How it has a dynamic
range of more than 90 dB
for the delay circuitry
and more than 85 dB for
an error
The logical grouping of the para- the reverb circuitry.
But why not take a closer look at
meter controls on the remote also
makes it easy to create any effect you the REV -1 at your authorized Yamaha
like. Then store it in any of 60 memories Professional Audio Products dealer. Or
for a complete brochure, write: Yamaha
for instant recall.
The remote also contains 9 addi- International Corporation, Professional
tional RAMs so you can store programs Products Division, P.O. Box 6600,
and carry them with you to use any- Buena Park, CA 90622. 111 Canada,
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milwhere there's an REV -1.
And there are 30 additional ROMs ner Ave., Scarborough, Ont M1S 3R1.
with factory preset sounds. Many of
which can be completely edited (as can
the user -programmed sounds) by using the LEDs to tell you the set value or indicate in which direction to
move the control so you can easily
and precisely match the value of
the originally programmed sound.
"REVERE TIME" display mode shoring difference
in revert, time in emit af liturfrequenvv hands.

"MEMORY TITLE" display shaming the titles of
intent
mai ROM mentinies.

YAMAHA
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PRODUCING STEREO
MTS' SECOND STAGE

10 Editorial
FCC Take Heed

As MTS quickly becomes an essential
competitive tool in market after market,
broadcasters are encountering various problems in instituting stereo audio, and have
by
had to take on the role of pioneers
.

.
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Robin Lanier

RADIO PROGRAMMING
AND PRODUCTION : WSM
Presents a Night at the Opry
31

TIME BASE CORRECTION 59
COMES TO AUDIO

This month, WSM, Nashville will celebrate the sixtieth anniversary of its most
acclaimed show, the nationally famous
Grand Ole Opry .
by Eva J. Blinder

More than ever, time base correctors are in
demand.
...by Judith Gross, Associate Editor
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POST -PRODUCTION
BRIDGES THE GAP

68
41 TELEVISION
PROGRAMMING AND
PRODUCTION: Louisiana
Stations "C -Band" Together

With many of the capabilities of the largest
post -production systems, the new midsized video editors are displaying their versatility in a variety of applications ...

Six Louisiana stations, five of them NBC
affiliates and one CBS affiliate, decided to
split the cost of SNG rental while covering
the trial of governor Edwin Edwards .

by Eva J. Blinder, Senior Editor
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RETAIN FILM SUBTLETIES

To preserve the intentions of the filmmaker
during the video transfer process, the three
networks and cable television are making
extensive use of the latest generation of
production telecines
by Russell
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1. LE_,. [2.[2:L_, State-of-the-art design for
stereo and multitrack production.

2. 21EINDABLE. Available from 16 inputs
up to 80 inputs, now-or later. The Westar
frame is even field -expandable.

3. -LIL

IDF Intelligent Digital
Faders with three levels of automation.
Field retrofitable.

4. 1_1111:11:-Cas-_, Easy interface with video

editing systems and TV facilities.
5. L-LILLL-L, Easy interchange of three

types of equalizers and three types of
microphone preamplifiers, in the studio.
6. 1.12-1.1iLL, Console layout and patch -

bay location may be custom ordered
without custom pricing.
7.

C-LL.1.LiLL, Optional micro-

processor controlled input/output stereo
routing/mixing switcher.

The Westar 8300 Series at Hanna -Barbera Productions, Hollywood

Regional service centers for
quick and courteous support. New York
City, Nashville, Los Angeles, and Toronto.
8.

Engineered and manu9. LADE L.
factured in the United States by Quad
Eight as a member of the Mitsubishi Pro
Audio Group in their new 45,000 square
foot Los Angeles facilities.

Pal_

L, -11[1[

by Quad 1`1111h[

8100 Series TV Stereo
8200 Series Video Sounc. .2.cs:. Production

8300 Series Film Sound

10. IILL'LLLILLL, Under the $8 billion
strong Mitsubishi Electric umbrella, Quad
Eight is the most solidly backed of all professional console makers.
For more information, please call or write.

MITSUBISHI PRO AUDIO GROUP
DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION

Headquarters: 225 Parkside Drive, San Fernando, CA 91340 Phone (818) 898-2341 Telex 311786
New York: Suite 1530, 555 W. 57th Street, New York, NY 10019 Phone (212) 713-1600 Telex 703547
Nashville: 2200 Hillsboro Road, Nashville, TN 37212 Phone (615) 298-6613
Canada: 363 Adelaide Street E., Toronto, ONT. M5A 1N3 Phone (416) 865-1899
United Kingdom. 1 Fairway Drive, Greenford, MIDDX UB6 8PW Phone (01) 578-0957 Telex 923003
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WITORIOL
FCC Take Heed
Back in May we offered some food for thought on the current role o
the FCC in serving the broadcast industry. At issue was a radical rate
restructuring which would, in effect, tax broadcasters to finance the
Commission. We questioned, at the time, whether the FCC was in fact
responding to the needs of broadcasters, and what radio and TV stations could expect to get for the extra dollars they were being asked to
contribute.

Now, six months later, the FCC has restructured licensing fees amid
NAB protests, but still intends to raise more than half of its income by
dipping into broadcasters' pockets. The questions we raised then are
still valid now, perhaps more so, in light of the failure to come
through with a satisfactory "must -carry" policy.
We asked our readers to participate in a straw poll, an "FCC vote
of confidence," voting either "yes," the FCC is doing an adequate
job of serving the industry and should be allowed to levy its proposed
tax, or "no," it does not adequately represent those needs and should
not be allowed to support its activities with the tax. The response was
definitive, and the FCC would do well to take it to heart.
Of the 101 responses we received, 94, or a clear majority, voted
that the FCC was not doing an adequate job. Only seven responses
said that they were. Most of the votes, it should be noted, came from
chief engineers or major members of the engineering staffs, and presidents and general managers of stations, in that order. In light of the
recent weakening of the Commission's technical section, the responses
from engineers should inform the FCC that a restructuring of priorities
may be more necessary than a restructuring of rates.
While this may be bitter medicine to swallow, the FCC would do
well to get more in touch with those who are directly affected by its
policies-or lack of them. Our straw poll was only a thin slice of the
whole pie, and we can only wonder how many more dissatisfied
broadcasters there might be, industrywide.
As for those who took the time to respond, we urge you to go beyond this poll and make your feelings known to the commissioners,
and to your federal legislators.

Yes, the FCC is doing an adequate job for the industry, and
should be allowed to levy its proposed new tax on CPs
7
No, the current FCC does not adequately represent the needs of
the industry and should not be allowed to support its activities
with a tax on CPs
94

10
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AURAL STL TRANSMITTER

0
MODEL PCL -606
.(l\ MOSELEY ASSOCIATES

J

INC

AURAL STL RECEIVER

Ma

rosary ossocans me.

0--

You're scrupulous about quality.

You're running compact discs mastered on
digital equipment. You've bought the best console

MODEL PCL-606
m

you can afford. Your processing equipment is
state-of-the-art. Your RF plant is clean as a whistle.
Don't compromise now!
Deliver your signal with the only STL that's totally
transparent. The composite stereo PCL-E06./C. Or the
mono PCL-606.
Find out why Moseley STLs outsell all ethers in every
major market. Contact Moseley Marketing, or your
Authorized Moseley Distributor.

Moseley Associates Inc., 111 Castilian Drive, Goleta,
California 93117, (805) 968-9621, Telex: 65E-448,
Cable: MOSELEY

LMOSELEY
ASSOCIATES, INC.
PC L -606/C Transmitter.

Cover removed. Note easy access to all
critical adjustments and modular construction.

A Flow General Company

1111111 I

I
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CAMERA MART
VIDEO SYSTEMS PERFORMS
AT THE VAN CLIBURN
PIANO COMPETITION.

Pianist: David Buechner

Of all the videotape production systems that could have been
chosen to produce the Van Cliburn Piano Competition, the production
team picked Camera Marts Super System II for editing and the Betacam
camera system using the innovative Ikegami HL -95 camera.
Why select a New York supplier for a job in Fort Worth, Texas? With
only 48 hours between announcement of winners and airdate, the
producers had to have a fully portable, self-contained professional
system on location. And they knew they could count on Camera Mart to
deliver it-anywhere in the world.
Where are you shooting next?
A Bill Fertik/Robert Dalrymple Production 0 Robert Dalrymple, Executive Producer
Bill Fertik. Director/Writer o Brian Williams, Editor
Vide* SSSSS les deolbeed.

ecillseeresi,
serviced

bycM

The

Camera Mart, Inc.

456 West 55th Street, New York 10019 (212) 757-6977
Telex: 275619/FAX (212) 582-2498
305 Vine St., Liverpool, NY 13088 (315) 457-3703

Sales Service Rental

The affordable,
portable editing system.
At Camera Mart.
11111111=Wm111111111111111111

III II

"Super System" is a fully portable 3/4 -inch A-B Edit System
based on the Convergence Edit
Controller. It is completely selfcontained, can be rolled from
room to room and shipped anywhere in the world.

Open the cases, plug in and
you're ready to power up in a
matter of minutes.
It has one BVU-800 and one
BVU-820 as source machines
feeding one BVU-800. Other
configurations are available employing combinations from halfinch through one -inch.
The Editor is supported by two
TBC's, time code, dual floppy
disk drives, high-speed printer,
switcher, and audio mixer.
Monitoring includes dual 8 -inch
color monitors, one 12 -inch color
monitor, wave -form monitor/
vectorscope, data display

Camera Mart Transportable "Super System"
monitor, and 2 -channel audio
system. All permanently
mounted and pre -wired.
"Super System" was built for
Camera Mart rentals by the Sys tems Division of Camera Mart.
You can rent it from us or have
ore built to your specifications.
It's new, and, as you'd expect,
it's available right now from
Camera Mart.

The more you know about video, the more you can
rely on Camera Mart.
The

Camera Mart, inc.

456 West 55th Street, New York 10019 (212) 757-6977
Telex: 275619 FAX (212) 582-2498
305 Vine St.. Liverpool. NY 13088 .(315) 457-3703

Sales Service Rental
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McKinney Theorizes
Major AM Changes
The FCC has started work on a full report on the engineering, legal, and economic options for potentially dramatic
changes in the AM industry.

Speaking at a recent IEEE broadcast symposium in Washington, DC,
FCC Mass Media Bureau chief James
McKinney prefaced his remarks by

saying that they were "more philosophical" than a statement of new poli-

cy, but in his conclusion he revealed
that he has already asked the Commis-

sion's Policy and Rules Division "to
turn their attention to the present state
of the AM band," and that a forthcoming report will "include options for future rulemaking."
The FCC bureau chief detailed the
following changes he said the Commission would make if "we had the ability
to start fresh with AM":
Get co -owned AM/FM stations to du-

plicate programming (though
McKinney believes not all would do
so).

Strike the duopoly rule for AM.
"Why would we prohibit the overlap of
groundwave signals by the same owner
if we wanted to fully utilize the primary

advantage of AM-extended range of
signal coverage?"
Permit the use of synchronous transmitters or satellite AM stations on dif-

New Automated Audio For Video Studio
National Video Center/Recording
Studios in New York City has buil:
its second audio for video sweetening room, fully automated with
24 -track capability. The room is

acoustics so no monitor equalization
is needed. The video monitor is also
moveable. Audio Kinetics' Q. Lock is
usually used for overall control; other features are 1/4 -inch center track

equipped with Crown -driven, track mounted Urei 813 B Time Aligned
speakers and provides natural stereo

automated 500 console, and Ampex
AT R-100 recorders.

computers, telephones, and light bulbs,
said McKinney. The Commission has
already proposed revisions to rules cov-

mitters, and other products. The divi-

ering many of those devices, but the
NAB's Science and Technology De-

the announcement came less than a

sion reportedly lost $74 million in 1983
and $15 million last year. Ironically,

month after RCA garnered an Emmy
Award for its CCD-1 solid-state ENG
camera, a recent introduction, which it
had promoted as a new era in video

region. "It is entirely feasible today to
build multiple AM transmitters along a
narrow corridor (say, 1-95 from

partment has recently reported that RF
light bulbs have no radiated emission
limit of any kind for frequencies below
30 MHz. An NAB survey on that sub-

Washington to the North Carolina

ject was due out shortly after press

border)."
Concerning clear channels, create a

time.
The Mass Media Bureau chief issued a

limited number of "super -power"

warning on another technical problem
he suggested may be contributing to
AM's loss of audience. "Many of the
directional antennas arrays installed in
the 1950s and many of the ground sys-

the corporation's board of directors

tems buried in the 1940s are so severely
that complete rebuilds
deteriorated .

around." RCA recently had rehired a

are probably required. "

ployees and appeared poised to boost

ferent frequencies covering a whole

AMers covering large sections of the
country day and night; limit or abolish
clears for more regional service; allow
clears to operate during the day in more
areas.
McKinney also discussed AM's cur-

rent difficulties, noting that AM sta-

.

tions have slipped in the ratings
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time code, Sony Pro Audio's

competition with FM stations in almost
all markets and suggesting that, due to
spectrum limitations, AM will never be
able to win in the head -to -head combat
for music listeners "broadcasters seem

RCA Broadcast Div.
Closes its Doors

to want."
Another growing threat-one to the
AM bandwidth itself-is noise from

has announced that it will phase out its
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Bowing to stiff foreign competition and

continuing losses, RCA Corporation
Broadcast Systems Division, a major
supplier of television cameras, trans-

imaging.

According to Andrew M. Hilliard,
manager, advertising and promotion
for Broadcast Systems, the decision by
took employees by surprise when it was
announced Thursday, October 3.

"Up until that point," he said, "we
were optimistic that things were turning

number of key sales and marketing emits flagging broadcast business until the
sudden announcement.

RCA had supplied broadcasters
since the industry's inception, although
broadcast equipment was a small part
of its overall business, which includes
consumer products, satellite construction and communications, and the NBC

broadcasting network. RCA products

To cover those on -the -road

bicons® in the ITC-730AP or Sat -

top-quality performance everytime.
So, at Midwest we equip our M-1,
M-20 and M-24 Mobile Units with

budget -minded professional.
And 1985 marks Midwest's 25th

events that mean big ratings, you
need a mobile unit that delivers a
tough, dependable Ikegami ITC -

730A and ITC-730AP Color
Cameras.

Every feature of the ITC -730

Series meets Ikegami's high stan-

dards of quality and reliability.

These professional 3 -tube cameras
have excellent ENG and EFP capability and the performance of these
economical, easy to handle cameras

surpasses that of many studio

con I's') in the ITC -730A - make
these rugged yet lightweight color
cameras the perfect choice for the
year in integrating superior equip-

ment like Ikegami Cameras into
comprehensive systems like the

MIDI4EST
Communications Corp.

fectly. In addition, as one of the

Edgewood, KY 41017

M-1, M-20, and M-24 Mobile Units.
So, we have the expertise to custom
design a unit that fits your needs per-

largest distributors in the nation, we
can deliver a fully equipped mobile
teleproduction unit on time and on

budget
If you want to improve your rat-

cameras that cost a lot more.
The ITC -730A and ITC-730AP
Color Cameras use the same lens

ings by covering on location events,

HL -83, HL -95, and HL -79, making
lens interchangability possible. Your

mances on the road. Call 800543-1584 and order a Midwest

mount as the ITC -350, SC -500,

contact the company that
specializes in giving super perfor-

choice of pickup tubes - Plum-

Mobile Unit with Ikegami Cameras.

Plumbicon° Registered Trade Mark of N. V. Philips

Saticon' Registered Trade Mark of Hitachi Ltd.
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One Spelt' Drive

606-331-8990
Edgewood. KY
606-331-8990

Louisville, KY
502-491.2888

Virginia Beach, VA
804-464-6256

Columbus, OH
614-846-5552

Lexington, KY
606-277-4994

Richmond. VA
804-262.5788

Dayton, OH
513-435-3246

Charleston, WV
304-768-1252

Roanoke, VA
703-980-2584

Cleveland, OH

216-447-9745

Nashville, TN
615-255-2801

Charlotte, NC
704.399-6336

Toledo, OH
419-382-6860

Knoxville, TN
615-687-9515

Washington. D.C.
301-577-4903

Pittsburgh, PA
412-364-6780

Bristol, TN
615-968-2289

Miami, FL
305-592.5355

Indianapolis, IN
317-872-2327

St. Louis, MO
314-569-2240

Tampa. FL
813-885-9308

Detroit, MI
313-689-9730

Kansas City, KS

Orlando, FL
305-898-1885

Grand Rapids, MI
616.796-5238

Atlanta, GA
404-875-3753

913-469-6810
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are in use at hundreds of stations and

mitter and antenna operations. About
500 employees of the Broadcast Sys-

Hilliard said that RCA "will honor

tems Division, based in Gibbsboro, NJ,

Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR)
group adopted the 60 Hz NHK standard
for recommendation to the crucial Ple-

and fulfill all its contracts and will pro-

will be displaced by the division's

vide warranty service and technical
support" for products already in the

nary Assembly next year. The major

closing. RCA plans to try to place "as
many as possible" in other divisions,
according to Hilliard.

obstacle remaining appears to be European concern over transmission.

broadcast -related facilities.

field. All Broadcast Systems manufac-

turing functions ceased immediately,
but existing inventory will continue to
be sold.
In addition, RCA will attempt to find

a buyer for certain portions of the
broadcast business, including the trans-

60 Hz HDTV Clears
Another Hurdle ...

A worldwide HDTV standard is substantially closer since an International

CRYSTAL CLEAR REMOTES FROM ANYWHERE

...ANYTIME
A Comrex" Frequency Extender
gives you crystal clear audio from
the most remote of remotes. Now,
you can have immediate access
anytime, anywhere there's a phone.
No more due dates that are overdue or line charges that are out
of line.

4498

MILES

Picking Up Where
Phone Lines Leave Off
Raw dial up lines simply can't do
justice to audio. That's where
Comrex fits in. Sounds never heard
on a phone line are brought to life
by frequency extension. Something no mere equalizer can do.

Nothing Remotely
Resembles a Comrex

MI

From the classic single line model
to the advanced two line system,
Comrex has the answer. To prove
it we'll send you a tape. Or even
give you a ten-day trial. Free.

For your next remote (anywhere
on earth), use the telephone ...
but call us first.

1-800-237-1776
355 S

An Interim Working Party of the
CCIR was responsible for the advancement, which occurred despite the failure of a European Broadcasting Union

meeting to reach a consensus on the
standard. At the EBU meeting, British
representatives insisted that not enough
was known about transmission of the
NHK standard. Fortunately, at a subsequent meeting the CCIR group was able

to note this exception while still approving a "draft recommendation" for
the next level of talks.
Those were scheduled, as of press
time, for late October in Geneva between the U.S. State Department and
other governments, who were supposed to directly address the political
and economic issues of HDTV. Robert
Hopkins, executive director of the Ad-

vanced Television Systems Committee, which represented the U.S. at the
successful Working Party, said he had
"very high hopes" for the NHK standard being approved at this last meeting
and also for its going on to adoption at
the CCIR Plenary meeting next spring.

Hopkins noted that the reservation
about transmitting the 60 Hz standard is

designed to buy time for brief studies,
and that all parties involved have said
they want a world standard. The CCIR
recently released a message from a senior Soviet Union broadcasting official,
stating that that country "strongly sup-

ports" a world HDTV standard and
will be flexible about the standard it had
already proposed.

...

And Motivates 30
FPS Film Study
With HDTV aimed at a 60 Hz standard
and video becoming the fate or salvation of more and more movies, SMPTE

has organized a study group to see
whether changing film's 24 frame rate
to 30 is possible.

The main factor tending to hinder
such a decision is economics, accord-

ing to Edmund DiGiulio, the study

3557

Las Vegas

miLEs
2381

Li$b0

MILES

group chairman and president of Cine-

ANYIViiMILIGAM
MA 01776
TEL: 617-443-8811 TWX: 710-347-1049
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ma Products Corp. "Nobody will be
keen about spending 25 percent more
for stock," he observes, and adds that
someone would have to pay to convert
film equipment. "The real question is,

The ProCam' Video Camera
with Plumbicon tubes at Saticon price.
JVC's experience-and
success-in designing
the highest quality and
reliability into compact
video production cameras is unmatched. Now,
continuing this tradition
of high performance at
an affordable price, JVC
has brought a "high end" teleproduction
camera within the financial reach of production people often victimized by modest budgets. This time, ifs ProCam 320.
What a package!
SENSITIVITY. ProCam 320 features

three, 2/3" Plumbicon pick-up tubes for
incomparable picture quality. A refined
f/1.4 prism optics system provides horizontal resolution of better than 600 lines
at center. A 2H vertical contour correction
circuit further assures in -age clarity. And
minimum illumination measures only 38
lux (3.6 fc) at f/1.7, permiting shooting
even in limited or artificial light.
A video S/N ratio of 57 dB. color framing output signal (RS -170A). A split field
color bar generator for consistent color
reference. A genlock circuit for maintaining a stable picture while switching or
mixing with other signals locked
on the same source.

lighting. H gh degree of
automat on. An extensive
selection of optoons anc
access() -ies combine tc
make the ProCa-n 320
suitable ior Loth studio
productic.r, EFF! or ENG;
or, indeed, b any application, anywhe-e, --of calls
for top ck.alitr vic eo production vhibe staying
,

within a tit budget.
PROCAM

VICAL

SUPPORT. Your ProCam

sales representaive will
be happy to explain the
availability and calibre of
the ProCam tact- iical
support program_
For a ciemonskration of
the ProCam 'J:20 'Jideo
Camera, a 320 Spec
Sheet, or JVCs complete
catalog ca I, toil -free:

1-800-J7C-5825
JVC Cc moany of America
rofessior al VideD Division
41 Slater Drive,
Elmwood Pad. N.J. 07407
JVC CANADA,
Scarborough, Dm
,

EASY OPERATION.

Several 8 -bit data memory chips offer operator
conveniences for quick
set-up and consistent
performance. These
include: Auto centering,
auto -black balance and
auto -white balance,
auto black level stabilization and auto
beam control circuits.
Matrix masking for true
color reproduction and
automatic protection for
the pick-up tubes are a
few of the many features
standard on this new
camera.
VERSATILITY. Easy

portability. Outstanding
performance in low-level

S/ 1984 JVC Company of A erica
ProCam is a tracemar; of L5 JVC CORP.
1 :Iumbicon is a ing steed 1--ademark of
'North American Philips Cap.
...:aticon is a reg rterec tradnark of
-itachi Denshi. Ltd.

JIM
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
Professional Video Division
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do the economics of the situation make

try is increasingly reliant on video dis-

it viable?"

tribution markets, and a widespread

Although "nothing is technically
unfeasible" about the increased rate,
DiGiulio stresses that any thinking at

HDTV system would make flicker and
picture quality problems more obvious.
A 30 frame rate, DiGiulio notes, offers
the "enhanced use of film for HDTV."
Film is already shot at 30 fps for a lot
of material intended for television, especially commercials.
The study group is expected to hold

this point is tentative and merely based
on several suggestions which have been
made at the "knock -down, drag -out"
discussions over HDTV standards.
Chief among incentives for adopting

a 30 frame rate, DiGiulio feels, is
HDTV, with its 60 Hz rate and aspect
ratio matching film's. The film indus-

its first meeting some time before or
during this month's SMPTE convention in Los Angeles.

Engineering License
Deadlines Approach
Engineers who have not yet acted to
preserve their FCC licenses might want
to note two upcoming deadlines. First
Class or General Class Radiotelephone

Operators license holders have until
December 31 of this year to trade their
tickets in for a Lifetime General Class
Certificate. Holders should contact the

FCC field office that issued their last
license.

The National Association of Radio

and Telecommunication Engineers
(NARTE) in Salem, OR, also has an
end -of -year deadline on its grandfathering of FCC licenses (see BMIE,
July 1985, News section.) People with
certain kinds of work experience are

also eligible. NARTE has a full
licensing program covering first
through fourth class licenses and most
RF radiation categories.

Radio Watson Used for
Regional News
A self-employed radio newsman in
Michigan has combined a new comput-

er voice -mail technology with traditional radio newsgathering to provide
broadcast news stories to subscriber
stations 24 hours a day.
Known as Watson, the computer de-

vice is an IBM or compatible phone
modem unveiled by Natural Microsystems last year. Watson was original-

RVS 210
THE FINEST
COMPACT SWITCHER

ly designed to act as a computerized
phone manager, taking incoming calls
and recording them in voice mailboxes,
and allowing the user to leave messages
for incoming callers. Callers can access
various messages by dialing the correct

codes, and the messages can be edited
or changed remotely, making it ideal

for adding news stories as they
develop.

AVAILABLE

The newsman, James Doherty, decided to set the system up for news

ROSS 'll

J

feeds, and now has six member stations
that would find it difficult to cover indi-

vidually the community stories
Doherty provides. When he's ready to

record a story, Doherty calls into
Watson from a phone booth, and the

system records his voice. With
Watson's features, Doherty can easily
edit a story even after he has recorded

Canada : Ross Video Limited ,500 John St., P.O. Box 220, Iroquois, Ont., KOE 1KO
613. 652. 4886, Telex 05.811579
U.S A.:
18

Ross Video Inc., P.O. Box 880, Ogdensburg, N.Y., 13669.0880
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it. He can also provide each station with

custom opens and closes, which
Watson automatically switches into the
story.

Get

on the air
fast
The 1.214 TUL-a completely
self-contained satellite
uplink facility.

with
a Microdyne

transportable uplink
For teleconferencing, training seminars, special event broadcasting or
electronic news gathering, there's
nothing faster, more reliable or more
flexible.

Direct To Satellite
Since you link directly to a C- or Ku band satellite, you rely less on expensive, troublesome backhauls. You go
from site, to satellite, to studio. With
no interference. No loss of signal quality. No delays.
A crew of one can set up the
TUL and be operating
within one hour.

Sports, Teleconferences,
Training Seminars
You can, for example, follow the action on the NASCAR racing circuit,
cover fights at the Las Vegas Sports
Arena, broadcast the 1988 Winter
Olympics, provide full coverage of national political conventions.
Or you could let the Chairman of the
Board speak directly to every branch
operation across the country, all at the
same time, on the same day.
You can even televise a complicated
operating room procedure at Boston
General to other major hospitals
across the country. For instruction,
and for consultation.

Ku- or C -band, large
system or small
We can provide you with a system to fit

your needs and your budget. Our

economical SCPC radio system has

Not just for ENG
Electronic news gathering is only one
of the many uses of a Microdyne transportable uplink. As a completely selfcontained uplink facility, it is ideal for
covering a multitude of events.

proven ideal for local sports and other
audio -only broadcasts. And you have
your choice of equipment for C -band
or the newer Ku -band satellites such
as Anik, GTE Spacenet or SBS. With

either full or half transponder con-

Custom uplinks and downlinks
Our engineering staff

products are backed by one of the

most responsive service policies in the
industry.
Our 12 -foot audio uplink is

ideal for sports, news and
data transmission-and is
surprisingly affordable.

Call us today
Call our Sales Department at (904)

687-4633, and tell us what you need.
We'll show you just how simple it can
be to get on the air, fast. And at a cost
that's easy to take.
Microdyne Corp. P.O. Box 7213,
Ocala, FL. 32672 (904) 687-4633
TWX: 810-858-0307

a

Corporation
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skilled at

your needs. We offer a full range of
components and services for both
uplinks and downlinks, and all our

figurations.

Microdyne

is

custom -tailoring our equipment to suit
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When a station wants to access a story,
it simply enters a code Doherty has pro-

vided by pushing numbers on a tele-

phone. Watson reads off a list of
available stories, each with a corresponding number, and the radio station
chooses from them, again by punching

relatively high -quality audio at 4000

bps. A station could improve audio
quality even further by installing a
Watson modem at the receiving end as
well, but so far, Doherty's Dial -It local

news service hasn't gone that far.

the correct number on the phone

NBC Wins Olympics
Watson is priced at $698 and for $300 Million

keypad.

Doherty runs it from his Tandy 1200.
He can add actualities to his stories as
well, and says the finished product is

In second -round bidding, NBC has
captured the television rights to the
1988 Summer Olympics in Seoul,

"Monday Night Football- has become the first sports series to be
closed -captioned in real time. A
three -person team from the Nation-

INTRODUCING
THE SMART
SWITCH
FOR MTS
BROADCASTING
With the advent of MTS
when mono is detected. It
broadcasting, many TV
can also be used as a
stations are turning to stereo dedicated mono/stereo
simulators to accomodate
recognition device when
programming material that is connected to a broadcast
still monaural.
video tape recorder.
The problem? Identifying
The RCU-1, used with
the material and switching
Studio Technologies' AN -2
the simulator in and out of
Stereo Simulator, is a must
the broadcast chain.
for stereo TV broadcasters.
The solution? Studio
The RCU-1 is also comTechnologies' new RCU-1
patible with other stereo
Recognition Control Unit.
simulators.
The RCU-1 determines
For more information
whether the audio input is
and the name of your nearest
mono or stereo and autodealer call Studio Technolomatically cross -fades the
gies, Inc. at 312/676-9177.
stereo simulator in -circuit
X 17

Taos.

:z

STUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES

dB

al Captioning Institute, including a
spotter to keep track of overall action, transcribes ABC's play-by-play
commentary.

Korea. NBC will pay a mere $300 mil-

lion plus a share of ad revenues. The

bargain price-advance predictions
had been on the other side of half a
billion dollars, and ABC paid $309 mil-

lion for the Winter Olympics-was
largely attributed to the 13 -hour time
difference, a damper on live prime time broadcasts.
The International Olympic Committee and South Korea had rejected the
three U.S. networks' original bids because all fell far short of the $500 million or more anticipated by Seoul and
the committee. NBC then reportedly
lowered its $320 million bid and won
the second round, while CBS and ABC
stood pat at $300 million and $225 mil-

lion respectively. Sharing ad revenues
is a new angle probably needed to placate the sponsors, but analysts expect
that it will not add much to the amount
NBC will pay.
The most important reason for the
low price is the 13 -hour time difference

between Korea and the United States;
but Seoul's lack of appeal to most of the
U.S. audience is probably a factor also.
The Los Angeles Olympics, for example, earned tremendous ratings despite
the Eastern bloc boycott, and ABC ob-

viously expects big audiences for the

1988 Winter Olympics in Calgary,
Canada.

INC.

Tactics Vary Over
Must -Carry Battle
7250 NORTH CICERO AVENUE LINCOLNWOOD, ILLINOIS 60646
20
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Faced with being dropped from cable
systems across the nation, broadcasters

Picture this for
under $25,000!
An affordable hi -resolution color
graphics system outperforming
others costing 3 times as much!

mhe WhirlwindTM AT Graphics System

Photographs taken are of
actual monitor display.

User friendly: Icon -driven
menu is designed for artists.
not programmers. There is no
easie -to-learn system
aunt

SONY

Whether you select the IBM-PC
add-on package, or the complete
turn -key workstation, you'll have at
your fingertips the graphics power 8:.
features of systems costing far more.
Your production/broadcast
image wdl never again be the same!

Compare the performance:
Simple to install & service; IBM
PC -based hardware ensures
serviceability anywhere.

Programmable, completely
unattended weather data

reception & image generation. At
air time, the images are waiting
and ready.

Receives the major weather data

bases (Attu -Weather, ESD,
Weather Central, WSI, & Zephyr)
Art -in -motion (AIM) 3-D animator

automatically creates smooth
motion from selected scene
to selected scene.

Hand drawn graphics courtesy of Saul Bernstein.

NTSC color frame grabber

digitizes images from any video
source, acts as a Still -Store for up
to 500 frames.

512 simultaneously displayed

on -screen colors from a palette of
16.8 million (the largest in the
industry).

For complete information or a hands-on demonstration, contact:

Entire system fits on a desk -top.
No bulky equipment racks
needed; travels anywhere.
Newest technology; IBM-PC/AT
with LSI-based graphics cards

and internal RS -170A
encoder/gen-lock circuitry saves
space & cost.
ITI welcomes our newest

UkIFIFIE0±.1191 AIME%

INV II !EVROS' SY

customers: KATU-TV Fbrtland, OR:
KTPX-TV. Midland, TX: WTVM-TV,

Columbus, GA.

lrMalti
MOM
060tu
e
weirs 111110Whill ialP Inc.
3716 Alliance Dr., Greensboro, NC 27407
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INTV, on the other hand, has recommended to the FCC that cable systems
be required to carry all local stations as
long as copyright licensing allows them

are taking two approaches in dealing
with an Appeals Court elimination of
the FCC's cable must -carry rules. The

court's finding that the old rules unfair-

NAB wants the FCC to rewrite the rules
so that fewer stations would have to be

stations without regard for the systems'
capacity, the quality of local coverage,

carried, while the Association of Inde-

and duplication of programming on
network affiliates. NAB is said to be

paying copyright fees.
Both INTV and NAB have given the

continuing the practice of not charging

considering a plan in which operators
with 12 or fewer channels would not be
required to carry any stations, while

cable operators for broadcasters'

others could limit local (within 50

programming.

miles) stations to one-third of their total
channel capacity.

FCC a list of stations that have been
dropped by cable systems, told they
will be dropped, or told they will be
charged for carriage, including some
"staggering" fees.

pendent Television Stations (INTV)
would like to revive mandatory carriage of all local stations in return for

NAB's strategy is based on the

ly required cable systems to clog up
their channels with all possible local

to carry broadcast signals without

The NAB is also pursuing a U.S. Su.-

preme Court review of the Appeals
Court decision. INTV has put out a

Aft Schneider
KREUZNACH

series of 30 -second spots urging viewers to, "Call your cable company now
and tell them you want this station, and

all other local stations, to stay on the
cable."

First Solid -State 50

NEW SCHNEIDER LENSES
...Continuing a tradition
of quality and reliability.

kW Unit on Air
This country's first totally solid-state
50 kW radio transmitter went on the air

recently with the installation of a
Nautel Amfet 50 at KBMR-AM in
Bismarck, ND.
The new transmitter uses RR power
MOSFET transistors, which were developed five or six years ago to handle
power requirements bipolar transmit-

ters could not. The new transistors
eliminate secondary breakdown, the
focusing effect of bipolar transistors
which makes them impossible to use at

higher wattages. The new transmitter
gives AM 50 kW stations the option of
replacing vacuum tube transmitters and

eliminates worries about replacing

The Schneider tradition continues with two lenses that excel
in their specific environments.
One is ideal for the studio, the new Schneider 14.5X wideangle lens. It combines excellent color correction, minimum
distortion and overall superior optical performance.
The other, the 14X ENG/EFP lens, has earned its well deserved reputation as a superb performer in electronic news
gathering and field production. It is available with an add-on
super -wide aspheric attachment and a full selection of EFP
accessories.
Contact us for a demonstration.
SCHNEIDER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
400 Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury, NY 11797; (516) 496-8500. TLX: 960102
Jos. Schneider Optische Werke Kreuznach GmbH & Co. KG
PO Box 947, D-6550 Bad Kreuznach, Fed. Rep. of Germany
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tubes or tube decay.
Nautel believes it is the only company producing solid-state transmitters as
high as 50 kW; other companies are
making them in the 10 kW range. Several of the higher power transmitters
were on the air in Canada, but KBMR is
the first station to use a solid-state 50
kW in this country.

NAB and Exhibitors
Grapple with Dallas
The 1986 Dallas NAB conventionand the question of where to hold future

shows-has become a news event even
before it happens.
The Dallas convention center has
added room since the NAB met there in

1981, but the show had space trouble
then and has grown enormously since.
Ed Gayou, NAB's exhibit director, es -

Promise Born

Promise Delivered

The New Breed
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AGFA-GEVAERT

MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISION 275 NORTH STREET, TETERBORO. NJ 07608 1201) 288-4100
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['mates that Dallas offers 300,000
square feet net, compared to Las
Vegas' 315,000. The difference is
"huge," he says. "There won't be as
many aisles, they'll be narrower, there
will be more back-to-back booths, and
practically no island exhibits," Gayou
claims, predicting a five to 10 percent
cut in booth sizes.

Exhibitors' trucks, vans, helicopters, and satellite dishes will probably
be limited to sheltered outside parking
lots.

The closing of RCA Broadcast Systems (see story above), should also ease
the space problem since it had reserved

Dallas presents other difficulties,
too. The exhibit area is on two floors,
and big exhibitors must use the upper

11,000 square feet at Dallas. Americom and Solid State divisions, exhib-

floor since the lower has a ceiling

iting on their own for the first time,

day discussed last spring has been

plan to have substantial booths.
Gayou also expects a waiting list for
booths. When BMIE spoke with him,

dropped to allow seven days for setup;
larger exhibitors often need 10 days at
Las Vegas. An NAB exhibitors' advisory committee, formed this year, has
asked that the hall be kept open all day
Wednesday instead.
A possibly permanent change is that

75 companies had already asked for
first-time entry to the show, though
many of those are expected to drop out
when asked for a deposit.

height of only 12 feet. An extra exhibit

over the next few shows, the radio/
television exhibit division will be

Eliminate

problems
with the flick
of a switch

dropped in favor of separate areas for
equipment categories such as transmission, radio, and lighting. Distributors
might also be clumped separately, and
possibly "nonessential" products.
Another issue this fall is where to
take the NAB after Dallas in 1987. Las
Vegas is generally viewed as ideal, but

the NAB is worried about attendee
"burnout," and the association wants
different geographic regions to have the

show nearby. Chicago's enormous
McCormick Center is an obvious an-

swer, but Al Fisher, the exhibitor
committee's chairman and manager of
marketing communications at Ampex
Corp., says that many companies are
"quite emotional" about not going to

Chicago, where booths have been
known to destroy themselves overnight

if not wired by the right union
IT'S SIMPLE. Add the "REGEN" option to Cipher Digital's Model

personnel.
Plus, McCormick Center is booked
through this decade, as are Houston and

710A Time -Code Reader/Character Inserter and a majority of editing
glitches are gone forever.

New York. Atlanta is about the only

WHY? Most computer editing glitches relate to the quality of the
Time -Code provided to the system. The Model 710A with the

the immediate future, as Fisher says,
"Dallas presents a lot of difficulties,
but it's a fact of life."

"REGEN" option provides the edit system with perfect, re -timed and
re -synced code, irrespective of the original code quality.
Even non -synchronous, free running code will edit correctly.

other contender for 1988 and 1989. For

Indies Keep Hold on Top

Cipher Digital has even solved the "No -Code" problem. Supplied
with control -track pulses, the Model 710A will continue to output

Spot Dollars

error -free Time -Code without reading incoming data.
Think of the edit time these two features alone could salvage. But the
710A offers much more.
For detailed information or demonstration of this remarkable

dent television stations have main-

product, contact our Sales Department:

Figures released by the Television Bureau of Advertising show that indepentained their share of ad dollars spent by

the top 25 national spot television advertisers in the first half of 1985, corn-,

pared to 1984, at the same time as

cipher c ..,
c ta
Sales/Marketing
S
Headquarters.
Satellite Management Inc.
215 First St. Cambridge, MA 02142
Tel: (617) 491-8300 Telex: 928166
an SMI group co.

spending increased 22 percent.
Broken out by product category, in dies gained two points over the same

period, receiving 44 percent of spot
dollars of the top 20 classifications.
The leading category was sporting
goods and toys at 91 percent of spot
dollars .
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Go For T e Gold!

I
PGM

AUG

NMI
4 -position

stereo
preselector

PGM-AUD routing switches

Input punch
block

the MEDALIST
The competition is tough, but you'll be tougher
with the all new Harris GOLD (Au) MEDALIST
Audio Console. With an excellent track record of
more than 300 units in operation in less than two
years, the MEDALIST family has achieved a leadership position in the stock on -air console market.
The new GOLD MEDALIST is the premier member
of this family.
Everything about this board is competitive. Take
for instance its 24 -carat program performance with
superb quality sound that will set you well above
the rest in your marketplace, regardless of price.
The GOLD MEDALIST provides features previously found only in much higher priced modular
boards. Features like:

Start/Stop of up to 36 sources
Remote control of all 12 input channels
Illuminated input channel On/Off switches
Expandability to 72 sources with pre selector switch

Comfortable padded arm rest-and more ...

More features, better sound, exceptional price...
from start to finish, you'll be more competitive with
the GOLD MEDALIST on your team! For more
information, contact Harris Corporation, Studio
Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305.
217/222-8200.

HARRIS

For your information, our name is Harris.
Circle 120 on Reader Service Card

MEWS BRIEFS
Association's National Radio Systems
Committee plans to study AM

only, and 45 percent have C and Ku

talking about deregulating cross ownerships. He suggested that certain

preemphasis and deemphasis stan-

newspapers that have folded would
have been kept going if the owners

dardization proposals and hopes to set
up a voluntary industry standard. The
thinking is that if receiver manufacturers adopt uniform deemphasis characteristics, broadcasters will be
encouraged to follow suit.

C -band only, 30 percent have just Ku,
and 22 percent employ both.
WTIC-TV of Hartford, CT says it is
the first east coast station to add Span-

FCC chairman Mark Fowler has begun

could also have owned broadcast
stations.

Several people are reportedly in the
running to fill ex -commissioner Henry
Rivera's seat. Most are minority mem-

bands; 48 percent of uplinks use

ish separate audio program (SAP)
capability. A local retailer reportedly
sold 500 SAP sets at $270 each, while

The Mexican/U.S. AM allocation

area Radio Shacks ran out of decoders.

bers, as is traditional since the early,

agreement may be delayed due to

1970s, and Democratic. In other FCC
politics, commissioners Mimi Dawson
and Dennis Patrick are said to be contenders for the agency's chair if Fowler
retires; he may, however, be considering another term
. The possibility

Mexico's earthquake. The Mexican

Arbitron has added four new ADIs
going into the 1985-1986 broadcast

computer database used for de-

year. Three are in Montana: Missoula,

termining the allocations may have

ranked 176, Butte, 189, and Helena,
210. Charlottesville, VA is the one
hundred and ninety seventh market.
The top 10 markets haven't changed

for television coverage of the U.S.

where delegates agreed to look for
spectrum outside the 0.5 to 2 GHz

.

.

.

Senate is said to be gaining ground after
hearings on that issue. Main opponent,

however, is said to be Senate majority
leader Robert Dole (R -KS).
It's Worth Your While Department:
The FCC's Mass Media Bureau has authorized the Field Operations Bureau
to issue "monetary forfeitures" of up
to $10,000, up from the $2000 limit,
for multiple technical rule violations.
The NAB and Electronic Industries

been destroyed.

Satellite radio broadcasting got a
small boost at this fall's Space WARC,
band, which was originally set aside for
satellite sound but proved unsuitable.

A study by Telepicture's N.I.W.S.
news service of satellite facilities at

.

.

.

. The Television Bureau of Adver-

tising and the National Auto Dealers
Association are taking entries through
November 29 for "original" auto ads
in smaller markets. Call (212)
. Forty
486-1111 for entry blanks .
.

.

television stations finds that 98 percent
of television stations have downlink capacity, 74 percent have more than one

weeks into 1985, VCR sales topped the

satellite dish, and 17 percent can

eo Production Conference will be

uplink. Among those with more than

held in Long Beach on May 13 to 16
next year.

one downlink, 51 percent have C -band

total 1984 record of 7.5 million.
The L.A. Pro Videoshow and Vid-

113APPROVED
200 Series On -Air Broadcast Control Console
CFAC KORK WAAX CFMS KPSI WAJR CISN KQAK WAMC CJCA KQIP WAPI CJOR KRBE WAPP KACE KRIC WARM

KALB KRMG WAUP KALL KRNA WAVR KAUR KRNT/KRNQ WBBM ICBEQ KRQX/KZEW KBRW KRZN WBCL
KCEE/KWFM KSMB WBCS KCIX KSOF WBNI KCTC KSOL WBNS WKI.I
KSPN WBWB KEEY KSUI/WSUI WBYU KHBS KSYZ WVU
KFAL/KKCA KTFX WCKY KFOR KTUN KN S
KOCY/KXXY WCRH KHKE WCO
KHYL WDEL KL
WHLM KOA
WDVA KJIB
WENC KJOJ

DON KSON WBNX KEEL/KMBQ
CAO KEZK KTCU WCKO KHIT
CMS KGER KTVB WCMU KISS
CRT KHSE WDAF KYSR WDBI
DEX KIDD WDGM KIMM KELI
NC/WDCG KJAZ KJCK WOC
DXU KJMO WELI KJNE

ENS KKNG WHGR
ERC/WKXX KLGR

KLAK WEOL
WEYY WGTE
WFDD KXYL
WFTL WSJS
WGAR KMPX

FAX KLNK/KZI3S

WFSS KMEL
OX/KHTR
GLD KZAP
LO KOGO KUOW
HYW WICXYWTYX WKZC

KNMO WHBQ
KONO/KONO
WLAK WLKI WLLZ
WLXR WMAG WDIA

DD WLTT WLUP WLUX WLVV
WMJX WMUB WNAX WNDS-TV WNDU
YX WOOD WOOK WPCK/WIRK WPRO WQIS/WNSL
WNGS WNJY WNTQ
X WNFL WHOM WHOO WRAL WHSB WRDL WHYI WREC
WQXY/WLCS WHO/ICLYF
INK WSFL WIOD WDPN
W113A WRVA WIBW WRXL
E WJFM WTAR WJJD WTEB
WITL WSOC WJBR WSOY
WCOG KGOU KUMR WMEE WLAC
WJMO KGHL/KIDX KUFM
3750 Old Getwell Road
WTLQ WJRD WTTS WIRY WTWC WJXQ WUFT WKCI WUSY WKCR
Memphis, Tennessee 38118 USA
WKDF WVIK WKIX/WYYD WVJS/WSTO WKLQ WVMI WKMF/WGMZ
Telephone: (901) 362-1350
WWBC WKQX WWKX WYST WYSU WZPL WZUU WVIC WRNL KLON

ouditronics, inc.
Telex: 533356
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Only Panasonic delivers a1/2"recorder
with color playback in the field.

Is it a "wrap" or isn't it? Now you can tell right on the
spot. Because the Panasonic Recam'AU-220 is the only
1/2" VCR that gives you the quality of 1" color playback in
the field. So you can instantly see what you've shot.
Either through the viewfinder or a monitor.
Consider the facts: The Panasonic AU -220 records,
utilizing the M -Format, on standard'/2' VHS cassettes.
Yet it delivers the kind of picture quality that's long been
the broadcast standard. Luminance is 4.0mHz (typical).
Chrominance is 1.0mHz. While the video S/N is every bit
as good as 1" with chrominance better than 50dB.
For total flexibility, the AU -220 includes a built-in

switchable SMPTE time code generator. And it's
compatible, not only with component analog video
equipment, but also with YC and NTSC.
The Panasonic AU -220. 1" color quality from'/2" tape
makes it one of a kind.
For more information, call your nearest Panasonic
regional office. Northeast: (201) 348-7336.
Southeast: (404) 925-6772. Central: (317) 852-5973.
West: (619) 941-3387. Canada: (416) 624-5010.

Panasonic
Broadcast Systems

ANOTHER BROADCAST INNOVATION FROM MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC
Circle 121 on Reader Service Card

ATLANTA:1404) 351-6510 CHICAGO: (312) 654-5300 DALLAS: (214( 351-3221 HOLLYWOOD: (213( 464-6131 HONOLLW:1808( 833-1661. NEW YORK: (212( 930-7500
SAN FRANCISCO: (415) 989-8434 WASHINGTON, D.C.:1703) 558-9220 MONTREAL: (514) 781-3481. TORONTO: (416) 76643233 VANCOUVER: (604( 986-1321

"We're putting out 50 kw
of AM Stereo and we've
never sounded better."
Morris Blum
President and General Manager,
WANN Radio, Annapolis, Maryland

41141.40

11111..1 .14m.

"As anyone who's been in
this business a long time
knows-if you don't move ahead,
you're left behind.
"We've just upgraded WANN
to a 50,000 watt, four -tower
directional array. We now reach
a potential market of six million
people.

"That-along with a new
urban contemporary soundmeans that WANN is moving

ahead, planning for the
future ... and sounding better
than ever.

"And Of Course,
We're In Stereo"
"AM Stereo is the most
phenomenal sound I've heard in
40 years of owning this station.
"We sound absolutely great in
stereo-a purer, cleaner high quality signal. We even sound
better in Mono.
"And you can be sure AM
stereo receivers are coming. By
next year, over 30% of all new
cars will have AM Stereo. And
we're ready to capture those
listeners right now.

"Naturally, I Chose
Delta Electronics"
"When I decided to upgrade
to AM Stereo, I chose Delta Electronics. Why? Because Delta's
been around a long time, providing precision equipment to the
broadcast industry long before
they came into AM Stereo. They
know my business and they know
what they're doing. They
installed my C-QUAM® stereo
system without a hitch.
"And Delta's C-QUAM system
is rugged and reliable, built to

work the way it should. Literally
trouble -free. Plus, it's got the
numbers to back it up: over 65
systems operating in the U.S.
and worldwide.
"Even better, Delta stands
behind it with full technical
and service support. Any

problems or questions-I just
pick up the phone. They're
always ready to help.

"Next Time You're

In Annapolis ..."
"Stop by and I'll personally
give you the deluxe station tour.
"Better yet, turn your dial to
1190 and hear for yourself the
new sound of AM Stereo-and
hear where your listeners are
going to be."

Delta Electronics, Inc.
5730 General Washington Drive
Delta's C-QUAM
Stereo System: ASE -1 Exciter (top)
and ASM-1 Modulation Monitor.
FCC laboratory tested and type -accepted.

P.O. Box 11268

Alexandria, Virginia 22312
(703) 354-3350
Telex: 90-1963

C-QUAM is a

registered trademark of Motorola, Inc.
Manufactured under license
from Motorola, Inc.

DELTA ELECTRONICS
Circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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WSM Presents a Night at the Opry
By Eva J. Blinder

Senior Editor

This month, the folks down at WSM,
Nashville, will celebrate the sixtieth
birthday of their most acclaimed show,
the nationally famous Grand Ole Opry.

The country music extravaganza
started life in 1925 as the WSM Barn
Dance and is broadcast live every Friday and Saturday night. Just one month
older than the station itself, the Opry is
as colorful as the Nashville music scene
it represents.
The Opry's unique flavor is due to its

commitment to country music as well
as its freewheeling format. An average
of 30 acts are presented each night in a
show that is entirely unrehearsed. In
fact, the lineup of performers isn't even
determined until two or three days before the show. Nevertheless, the shows
stay on schedule and move quickly,
rarely missing a beat. A host of musicians, some known nationally, others
only to diehard country fans, make up
the Opry roster.
Originally held in the WSM studios,
the Opry soon attracted an enthusiastic
live audience that quickly outgrew the
station's facilities-including the
500 -seat Studio C built expressly for

Sound mixer Conrad Jones at work on the Neve console during a Friday
night performance of the Grand Ole Opry.

Opry broadcasts. The show was moved
to a former movie theater, then to a tabernacle, and in 1939 to the newly con-

Down-home, updated

structed War Memorial Auditorium.

down-home country, it is broadcast out
of the up-to-date Opry House, center-

Even an entrance fee of 25 cents failed
to slow audience growth, however, and

While the Opry's roots are pure
piece of Opryland USA, a 400 -acre

in 1943 the show moved again, this
time to the Ryman Auditorium, an

complex that also houses the Opryland

1891 structure with a capacity of 3000.
It remained there almost 30 years.

broadcasting and cable television com-

Hotel, an amusement park, and a
plex including the radio station, the
Music Country Radio Network, and the

Nashville Network. The entire com-

plex is owned by Gaylord Broadcasting, which purchased it in 1983.
The modern, 4400 -seat Opry House

opened in 1974, replacing the old
Ryman Auditorium, built in 1891. It is

an ideal setting for the Grand Ole
Opry-even if radio listeners can't see
the bright red "barn door" backdrop
(occasionally replaced with curtain sized ads for sponsors). Spacious backstage areas simplify lining up the 30 or
so acts that appear each night, and the
house itself is designed to allow a com-

plete change of audience in the halfhour between shows.

The business of broadcasting the
concerts, however, takes place in a
sound booth at the rear of the Opry
Announcer Grant Turner prepares a commercial message during set by Little
Jimmy Dickens.

House orchestra section. Sound mixer
Conrad Jones, a 10 -year Opry veteran,
took time out during a recent performBM/E NOVEMBER, 1985
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ance to describe the setup during the

zer," but otherwise little processing.

live shows.

"We try to keep it as clean and pure as
the music will let us, due to the tradition

Live mixing
The centerpiece of the booth is a
40 -input, 16 -output Neve console that

Jones believes "was the largest in the
country for a while" after its installation. The board sits in front of a large
glass window that offers a panoramic

of where we work," he explains.
Jones estimates that about half of the
Opry's commercials are aired from cart
via the booth's ITC three -deck cart machine. The other half are broadcast the

old-fashioned way-read live by the.
announcer who introduces the acts, so

taped on an Ampex 440 two -track
ATR. The live broadcast begins at
7:00, and the taped segment is aired between shows. Later in the evening, the
final half-hour is taped and saved to be

played back between shows on Satur-

day. Leading into Saturday's Opry
broadcast is a 25 -minute program of recorded music (it starts at 6:05, right after the news).

they entertain the Opry audience as

From the Opry house, the audio

view of the stage and is flanked by large

well as WSM's listeners. Opry veteran

UREI Time Align monitors. A pair of
Electro-Voice Sentry 100A speakers sit
on the console itself.
Two multitrack recorders-a
24 -track Otari MTR-90 and a 16 -track
Ampex-accommodate the occasional
recording work done in the booth. They
are supplemented by an array of processing gear, also used primarily for re-

Grant Turner shares the announcer's
job with Charlie Douglas and Hairl

heads back to the station over dedicated
underground lines, then to the transmit-

cording, including an Eventide 910
Harmonizer, Lexicon Model 200 digital reverb, Valley People Kepex II, and

several dbx compressor/limiters. According to Jones, the broadcasts themselves use "some limiting, maybe an
echo, occasionally a little Harmoni-

Hensley.

Taping the breaks
The Friday and Saturday night performances are aired live except for brief

recorded portions that fill in the halfhour between shows, during which the
house is emptied and reseated. Chief
engineer Hugh Hickerson, whose re-

ter in Brentwood, south of Nashville,

via STL. In addition, the Saturday
night broadcast is picked up live by
WKY, Oklahoma City via satellite.
WSM has its own uplinking facilities,
with equipment from ScientificAtlanta, Modulation Associates,
CoastCom, and Andrew.
It's this combination of old and new

that gives the Grand Ole Opry its

sponsibilities include the Nashville

flavor-just as country music itself is a
blend of old traditions and new innova-

Network as well as the Opry and WSM,

tions. It's a formula for success that

explains that the first half-hour of Friday's show, from 6:30 to 7:00 p.m., is

cherishes the past while embracing the
BM/E
future.

Nothing
sells an

LPB' console

like the station that bought one
We recently surveyed a group of radio station General Managers who purchased LPB audio consoles...

TX 100kw FM-"Delighted; it simply won't stop."
UT FM-"Love it; would certainly buy another. Best all-around console we've ever had."

NY AM-"Great board; our second LPB. Wouldn't buy anything else."
SC AM-"Best I've ever had. It was recommended by our consultant. Have anyone interested call us."
OH FM-"Our second LPB board, because we liked the first so well!!! Never had any problem with either."

WV 50kw FM-"Couldn't be happier with it. Certainly pleased with your rep's presentation."
CA AM/FM-Our operators love it. It's a solid console. The good layout made it easy to install."
What are you saying about your console?
Call your LPB Dealer or LPB
LPB Inc.

LPB®

01985 LPB Inc.

0 is a registered trademark of LPB Inc.
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28 Bacton Hill Road
Frazer, PA 19355
(215) 644-1123
TELEX: 703000

YOUR WORLD IS
CHARGED ENOUGH.
YOU DON'T NEED
STATIC FROM YOUR
VIDEOCASSETTES.

STATIC -ATTRACTED DEBRIS ON
VIDEOCASSETTE TAPE. . . A MAJOR
CAUSE OF DAMAGING DROPOUTS.

-

Electron micrograph final magnification 100x.
Photographed at the University of Minnesota, Electron Microscope Service Laboratory, St Paul, MN.
1985 3M Co. "Scotch" is a trademark of 3M.

I"

a

You're looking at an electron micrograph of videocassette tape. It dramatically shows
the debris that a videocassette's
inherent static charge can attract.
Hair. Dust. Fibers. Cigarette ashes.
Note the size of these particles in
relationship to the read head. Is it any
wonder they can cause dropouts and

,..411101,
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picture quality problems?
Now our patented new Scotch1M Anti-

Stat Treatment solves the problem. It's a
revolutionary cassette coating that minimizes static attraction, giving our 1/2 -inch

I

Broadcast and 3/4 -inch MBR videocassettes
the industry's lowest electrostatic charge levels
The result: Fewer transient dropouts. Less
color noise. Better signal-to-noise. A reduction

of picture problems caused by static -attracted
particles.
These new Anti-Stat Videocassettes, recogniz-

able by their distinctive red doors and hubs, are
what you've come to expect from 3M. Still another
example that no one in the industry is as consistently
innovative. Still another demonstration of 3M's commitment to quality. Still another reason we're number
one in the world of the pro.

OURTAPE

ALWAYS AN INNOVATION AHEAD.

\\

_.....1101116119111.11111

3M

Broadcast

Anti Stat

Scotch
AUDIO & VIDEO TAPES

3MI

FOR TA

C 1985 3M Co. "Scotch is

Fifteen minutes to air
time, and you have six minutes of videotape to edit into
thirty seconds. You don't have
any time to worry about whether the machines are aligned per-

jrfectly. But you don't have any
reason to worry either. Not if you
have a tape you can rely on.

We know you need a videocassette that can handle the toughest
editing conditions. So we created the
Scotchrm 3/4 -inch MBR videocassette

with a thicker backing to reduce tape
"crunching" and edge damage. We also
gave it our exclusive Anti-Stat Treatment
for fewer tranBASE FILM THICKNESS
(in millimeters)
sient dropouts.
Less color noise
90
and better signal
85 to noise, too.

-

80-

It's available in
hanger cases, in-

cluding Mini U-Matics.

-

_75_

-

With our red doors and - 3M BRAND BRAND BRAND C
A
B
MBR
hubs for easy Anti-Stat
identification. With our engineers just a phone call
away. With all the toughness it takes to be number one
in the world of the pro.

OUR TAPE

NOTHING ELSE MEASURES UP.

UDIO & VIDEO TAPES

..,1985 3M Co. "Scotch" is a trademark of 3M.

You've waited three hours

in the dust and hot sun to
get that spectacular finish,

only to have your once -in -a lifetime shots destroyed by transient dropouts caused by parti-

cles drawn into your videocassette by a static charge. But that's
always been a risk, until now.

We know you need a 1/2 -inch video-

cassette that can go anywhere without picking up static -drawn souvenirs

that will destroy your picture. So we
developed the exclusive Scotch"'"AntiStat Treatment, giving our new 1/2" Broad-

cast Videocassettes the industry's lowest

electrostatic
charge levels

ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE
(BETA)

for unsurpassed S
dropout perform- 0

ance. With out- 0- 6000(1

standing color re- - 4000
production and sig- 4 2000 nal to noise. Hanger >

cases are available in

VHS and Beta, in 10

PB23M 0

-BRAND

BRAND

BRAND

and 20 -minute lengths. All distinguished by our red
doors and hubs for easy Anti-Stat identification. All
backed by our engineers, just a phone call away. All the
more reason we're number one in the world of the pro.

ANTI-STAT...ANTI-DROPOUT.

UDIO imikaDEO TAPES
Val

3M VIDEO RECORDING TAPES.
WE STAKE OUR PROFESSIONAL
REPUTATION ON THEM.
AND YOU CAN STAKE YOURS.
When you use 3M video recording tapes,
you're on the right track
In fact, in 1983, we won an Emmy Award for

pioneering and developing video recording
tape.

For over 30 years, we have been setting
industry standards for excellence and quality
assurance. And we back Scotch' Video tapes
with unmatched service, nationwide. When you
have any questions or problems, technical service representatives are just a phone call away.
For all these reasons, Scotch" Audio and Video
tapes are number one in the world of the pro.

For more information about our complete
line of audio and video recording tapes and
diskettes, call for a free brochure.

1-800-328-1684

Scotch

_NUMBER ONE IN THE lAdthail OF THE PRO

3M
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Louisiana Stations "C -Band"
Together
By Judith Gross

Associate Editor

When Lousiana governor Edwin
Edwards went on trial in New Orleans
in September, stations throughout the

state were faced with the task of
bringing up-to-the-minute news cover-

age back home, which in some cases
was as far away as 300 miles.
The stations were used to covering
stories in the nation's capital, Baton

Rouge, and had the usual option of
renting portable satellite uplinks or microwave links, as they would for major
election coverage. But physically, the
task of getting reports back to the station each day seemed a difficult chal-

lenge, and financially, the costs of
SNG rental seemed prohibitive to many
news departments, especially for a trial
that was expected to drag on, perhaps
for months. Enter the idea of cooperative coverage.
Six Louisiana stations, five of them
NBC affiliates, and one CBS affiliate in
a market where there is no NBC affili-

Six Louisiana stations shared the rental of this portable C -band uplink, set up outside the trial of governor Edwin Edwards in New Orleans.

portable Ku -band trucks, although the

we have more transponder time." The
staions uplink to Westar V and can send

cal place to go first was the network.

network is working on converters to
solve that problem for the future. The
Ku -band would also have meant less
flexibility in the coverage, since it
would have meant less available

Ku problems

transponder time and only one package
or report per day. In light of the prob-

Lake Charles, and KLFY, the CBS station in Lafayette, have crews at the trial

ate, decided to split the cost of SNG
rental, and since NBC's Ku -band satellite system is fully operational, the logi-

NBC was happy to cooperate, but the
idea to uplink on Ku -band was frought

with problems. For one thing, there is
no Ku -band uplink in New Orleans,
and the stations would have needed to
use an AT&T line to Houston, uplink
the transmission from Houston to New
York, and uplink it a second time to the
affiliates. Another problem, according
to news director Phil Oakley of WRBT,
the affiliate in Baton Rouge, is that the
NBC system is not compatible with all

two reports per day.
There are six stations participating in
the cooperative effort. In addition to

WRBT, KPLC, the NBC station in

lems, Oakley says, WRBT president

every day. KTAL in Shreveport,

Cyril Vetter suggested the stations rent

KALB in Alexandria, and KTVE in

a portable C -band truck, which they
did, from AGC Corp. in Lafayette.
They rented a 34 -foot vehicle with a

Monroe, all NBC stations, send crews

12 -foot dish. The dish is manual and re-

by WRBT.
KPLC and KLFY have mobile news
trucks at the courthouse where the trial
is taking place; WRBT has a standard

quires hand feeding of tape into a tape
machine set up on the truck, so setup
time is a bit longer, Oakley says.
"But the dollar amount is about the
same, and the C -band uplink is only
about 10 percent less portable than the
Ku -band," Oakley explains. "Plus,

only part of the time; the rest of the time

"pool" coverage is provided to them

news car and has set up an edit/
production room in a rented office
across the street from the courthouse.
In the temporary edit facility are two
BM1E NOVEMBER, 1985
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Cooperative effort
There are regular telephone communications back to studios and for IFB.
Each station has one ENG camera at the
scene: WRBT uses a Sharp, one station
has a Sony and one a JVC. Interestingly
enough, even for a story as important as

this one, there are no backup cameras.
Instead, Oakley says, the stations will
share cameras if something goes wrong
with the one they normally use. In this

way, it's more than just the satellite
uplink that is a cooperative effort. If
one station is editing and an important

event requiring taping occurs at the
same time, another crew will get the
footage and both stations will use it.
"We trade video back and forth quite
a bit," says Oakley, "it's really a coopWRBT-TV engineer Mike McNamee monitors a news report from the trial from inside the "Skycom" unit.

Sony 5658 edit stations, a makeshift
audio room where voiceovers are recorded on BVU 50s, and a Sony 800

monitor. All Chyron supers and graph-

ics are inserted back at station headquarters during the live reports.

erative effort of NBC stations in
Louisiana." The stations also share
artwork of the trail proceedings.
KPLC and KLFY go live with reports from the trial each day at 5 p.m.
and 6 p.m. Since each station schedules

It's SHOWTIME
Just an old cliche'...until it
means "no second chance."

For years, we've supplied time code equipment to
many customers, including NASA, who may get
just one shot at success. They need instrumentation
that works.

Good time code equipment can also be vital to the

video editor. When post -production deadline is
near,

there's no substitute for reliable system

components.

Our video products also include data encoders and
readers. These units permit digital information to be
inserted in the vertical blanking interval (VBI) of a
composite video signal. The information is completely

HIM

transparent to the viewer, and can be transmitted to
any receiving station equipped with a reader.

igg

a

The people at DATUM are among the pioneers of
time code technology. We're also among the world's

.

We build SMPTE time code products to the same
rigid standards specified by our customers in the
aerospace industry. In terms of overall quality and
reliability, our 5300 -Series processors, generators
and readers are second to none.
TD 122

foremost manufacturers of time code equipment. Let
us show you why.
For more information, call or write our Video Group.
DatumInc TIMING DIVISION
1363 S. State College,Blvd. Anaheim, CA 92806 (714) 533-6333
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Expand
Your
Horizons
With Canon's wide-angle ENG lenses.
Nov. you can get a new kick-wide angle
coverage like never before-with Canon's new breed
of wice-Engle lenses for 2/3" cameras. Never before
have yot_ been able to take so much advantage of

wide -angle's larger field of view and unique
perspective. For sports, electronic field production,
news and more, Canon wide-angle lenses help you
score extra points.

Canoe J1e-x18 BIE High Resolution Lens
Ideal for E =P and studio work. Its extraordinary resclution gives 2/3" cameras
results yOL expect from larger cameras.
KEY SPECIFICATIONS:
Focal Length 8-112mm
(16-224 Ai/Extender)
Max Rela ive Aperture:
f1.7 trough 91mm, f2.2 at 112mm
Angula- field of view:
30.E`at 16mm, 4.5° at 112mm
Minimum Dbject Distance: 27.6"

Canon J3x6B Ultra -Wide Angle Lens
The widest 2/3" BCTV zoom lens there is.
With an 8X zoom and M 0 D of only 11"great for interviews, close-ups and tight
spaces.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS:
Focal Length: 6-48mm
Max Relative Aperture:
f1.7 through 33mm, f1.9 at 48mm
Angular field of view:
72 5' at 6mm, 10.5° at 48mm
Minimum Object Distance: 11"

Ca-non

Optics Divisbn
Canon' SA, Inc., Head Office: One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042 (516) 488-6700
Dallas Office: 3200 Regent Blvd., Irving, TX 75063 (214) 830-9600
Chicago Office: 140 Industrial Drive, Elmhurst, IL 60126 (312) 833-3070
West Coast Office: 123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714) 979-6000
Canon Canada, Inc., 6390 Dixie Road, Mississauga, Ontario L5T1P7, Canada (416) 678-2730
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TELEVISION

pRoaRem mum

its reports around the same time, there
was an initial conflict as to which station would get to use the uplink first.

governor accused of financial mis-

"We flipped a coin the first time,

coverage. All six stations are assuming

and then just rotated the order,"
Oakley explains. His station, WRBT,
only does one live report, at 5:30, so
there is no conflict.
To intro the live reports, the anchors

deeds, was enough to insure manage-

ment support for the cost of the
the cost, which Oakley declined to
specify
Oakley says the formation of the ad
hoc network is a first in news coverage
for the region.

back at the studios call attention to
"Channel 33's live Skycom in New Orleans" reinforced with a Chyron super
saying the same thing. For graphics,
WRBT will usually freeze some trial
video on its DVE then label it with
Chyron.
For KTAL, KTVE and KALB, who
are not at the trial continuously, WRBT
will produce a "doughnut" for the live
shot, then WRBT reporter Robyn Ekings produces a custom open and close
for each station.
Oakley says the trial is usually the
top story for each station each night. He
also says the magnitude of the trial, a

News sharing

ally not with portable SNG uplinks.
Banding together might have actually been more of a necessity than just a
nice idea, however. Microwave links
are not as numerous in Louisiana as in
some states, and the cost of portable
satellite uplinks would have made it im-

possible for each of the six stations to
rent one separately. Their only other
alternative would have been to physically transport tape back and forth from

New Orleans to the station, which

"It represents a breakthrough in the
way local television stations organize
to cover major events of statewide or

would have meant no live coverage for
most of the six, and no coverage at all,

regional importance." Oakley adds
that they hope to put the network to-

farthest from the trial site.

gether whenever a major event calls for

learning experience for the Louisiana
NBC stations, and as much as the criminal trial of the top state official will
change political matters in the state for

such coverage. The only other time
such news sharing has been done in previous stories, according to Oakley, was
in use of a Conus truck, which is also at
the trial for some of its stations. The six

stations involved in the Skycom effort
have pooled election coverage, but usu-

perhaps, for the stations situated the

The cooperative effort has been a

some time to come, the formation of the

Louisiana Skycom should change TV
news coverage in the region, probably
for good.
BM/E

Perfect reception
in long yardage situations.
Shure's new FPII and FP12 field
production units help the signal
come through loud and clear. The
compact size and ultra -rugged design

of these units make them perfect
for ENG, EFP, film and even sound
reinforcement situations. Lightweight, with belt clips, they'll go

anywhere to cover all the action.

FPII Mic-to-Line Amplifier

FM Headphone Bridging Amp

The FPII boosts mic signals to
line level by up to 84 dB, giving a
clear, static -free signal over long
distances. It features a precision
stepped gain control, a switchable
limiter, and easy access to batteries
for checking or replacement.

The FP12 lets you check any
audio line through headphones,
without terminating the signal. The
unit accepts standarcW-or 3.5 min
mini -plugs. Its 96 dB's of gain drives
headphones even with a weak signal.

For more information on Shure's

complete Field Production family,
call or write Shure Brothers, Inc.,
222 Harvey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204,
(312) 866-2553.

SNUB'

THE SOUND OF TILE PROFESSIONALS :..WORLD WIDE.
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Intergroup Video Systems
Options
Now nou can boost the creative power of
your proauction syste-n and cut down the number
of generations required to get your final edit.
Intergroup options will enhance the production
capabilities of your Grass Valley 100, Crosspoirt
Latch, Panasonic, Shintron, Echolab, /VC or
Intergroup production switcher.

DISK EDGE

The 2031 Matrix Wipe Generator
Our 2031 Matrix Wipe Generator interfaces with
any switcher having an external key input for
the mix:effects system. You have sixteen basic wipe
patterns to choose from, including random and
rvtational, and you can create hundreds of different
patterns zvi.-h 2031's pattern modifiers. Wipes
can be controlled using either the lever arm or auto

transitions.
MODE

ON/OFF

Opt For Intergroup
Other production enhancing options from Intergroup
include stand-alone encoded and RGB chroma keyers,
fade -to -black with a blanking processor and a
aigital pointer generator. Many of these options are
contained in our 5010 rack frame whick also houses
.some of the most affordable audio and video
distribution: amplifiers ir the industry. Call
1-800-874-7590 today and let us add a little magic to
your production system.

The 640 Downstream Keyer
The Intergroup 640 Downstreem Keyer provides key
edging capability; key borders and drop shadou s with
edge luminance control and cc for key outlines. A color
matte getkorator supplies key jill. The 640 also has four
inputs standard for key hole cutters with companion
video Fill inputs to accommodate full featured
character generators.

"Creativity You Can Depend On"
IN.TERGROUP VDEO SYSTEMS, INC.
no. BOX 1495 / GAINESVILLE, FL 32602 USA
SALES: ',14X11274-7591'

IN FLORIDA (904) 373-6783 / TWX 810-825-2307
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The airwaves are bursting with interference. TV
broadcasts, police emergency calls, taxi dispatches,
even other wireless microphones.
All of which can make a performer look bad,
and an engineer look worse. But fortunately, Sony has
created an effective alternative to the anxiety of conventional wireless microphones. The VHF Synthesized
Wireless System.
TUNE YOUR WAY OUT OF A JAM.
Other wireless microphones are pre -tuned to just
one channel. Each electronically synthesized Sony

VHF wireless microphone, on the other hand, gives

you 48 channels -48 opportunities to get on the air
without interference. With a mere push of a button.
In fact, with as few as 4 Sony wireless microphones
and a tuner, you can reach 168 microphone channels.
And the Sony Wireless System makes it possible to use
up to 13 microphones in the same place at the same
time. Also, Sony's tuner gives you an easy -to -read LCD
display. Which is an indispensable asset when you
happen to be in a big hurry.
In addition, Sony's wireless microphones won't
leave you wincing at poor dynamic range. Thanks to a
companding technique which yields a dynamic range

D1985 Sorry Corp. of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corp. Sony Communications Products Co., Sony Drive, Park Ridge. N.J. 07656. Use ofSony wireless devices is regulated by the FCC as described

in excess of 94dB. Well within the realm of wired
microphone performance.
The Sony system is also designed to
withstand the rigors of live recording. Besides being lightweight, it's also extremely
sturdy. Including everything from the microphones, to the body pack transmitter, to
the tuners, to the shock -resistant portable
cases and rack -mounting brackets.
An arsenal of equipment designed to
be invaluable to you in the battle of the
bands. And to be an exceptional value
in Part 74 subpart H of the FCC regulations and requ res an appropriate license.

as well-about $3,000 for a full -diversity system.
A small price to pay to keep a respected engineer's
reputation from being at the mercy of a taxi dispatcher.
For more information about the Sony Wireless
System. call the Sony Professional Audio office nearest
you. In the East, call (201) 368-5185; in the
South, (615) 883-8140: in the Central
Region, (312) 773-6002; and
in the West, (213) 639-5370.

SONY

Professional Audio

PRODUCING
STEREO

MIS' SECOND
By Robin Lanier

STAGE

Now that many stations have been equipped for MTS,
the next step is producing programming with high
fidelity stereo audio, which carries a new set of
engineering challenges.

'04
tiMr

\\\.

The first network show to go stereo.

At WCAU-TV in Philadelphia,
when the stereo generator was

taken out for testing and the
sound returned to mono for
about four hours, 400 listeners called to

complain that stereo was missing.

At WPRI-TV in Providence, RI
when a stereo program went out with
channels reversed, about a dozen listeners called to complain specifically of

that fault in the short time it took the
staff to correct matters.
More than 100 television stations are
currently putting out stereo sound, and
the cases cited show that stereo audio is
gaining a foothold among TV viewers.

there can be a disappearance of bass,
given that the bass is strongly corre-

an oscilloscope, for instance). Correc-

lated in the two channels, as it often is.
Essential to the control of this problem is, first, monitoring that alerts the
staff immediately to any marked degradation of the mono signal. Most effec-

proper adjustment of the unit; or, it may

tive for that is a three -channel
monitoring system, L, R, and L + R.

WTTW in Chicago, the first station to
broadcast stereo sound, chief engineer
James Swick has put an L -R output on
all tape machines used for stereo material. The operator can hear the mono at
the throw of a switch. Incoming material, in fact, whether arriving on tape, by
satellite, or by terrestrial line, must be
previewed more carefully than ever.
Television engineers report getting programs billed as "stereo" that were really mono, or that had a polarity reversal,
or a channel reversal, or even serious
phase errors.

The operator can hear the mono (L + R)

We may be getting near the critical

along with the stereo, or in quick

mass for a fast spread of stereo through
the industry as MTS becomes an essen-

alternation. Any peakiness, roughness,
loss of highs, or mushiness, will stand
out sharply in the mono in comparison
with the stereo. An experienced operator can spot trouble in seconds. Contin-

tial competitive tool in market after
market.

As that rapid spread approaches,
there are likely to be a number of broadcasters who must get into stereo sooner
and faster than they had expected. They

uous monitoring of the mono is

will encounter three initial problems:

check should be on the head alignment
of the tape machines involved. Out -of -

equipping the studio for stereo;

therefore essential for TV stereo.

If trouble does turn up, the first

tion may involve nothing more than

need a delay circuit in the leading
channel.
Preview mono monitoring on incom-

ing material is also a necessity. At

equipping the transmitter and adjusting

The staff can put in switching for

it; and instituting the studio practices
for putting a stereo program properly
on the air. Much has been discussed of
the first two challenges, but when it
comes to setting up stereo programming, other than that provided by the
networks, many stations have had to
take on the role of pioneers.

quick correction of reversals. Phase er-

rors may be more difficult to handle,
however. Eric Small of Modulation

Sciences, which manufactures and
markets MTS equipment, has recommended the temporary misalignment of
a tape head to make the mono acceptable, if a badly out -of -phase program
must be used.

Top quality mono

Audio processing

Assuming the studio has been properly reequipped regarding such necessities as reducing noise and distortion to

vanishing levels, and that the station
meets exacting "high-fidelity" standards and is ready to handle stereo in
every technical consideration, the next
crucial need is to consider the mono
signal. The broadcaster must put out a
mono signal of high quality for that
large proportion of the audience that
will be listening in mono for a long

time. It's important to note that the
quality of the mono signal in the BTSC

system does not automatically match
the quality of the stereo signal. The
stereo can be splendid and the mono
virtually unlistenable-a guarantee of a
massive audience tuneout problem.

It is becoming increasingly clear that
the function of audio processing is quite
different in TV stereo from what it is in
FM stereo.

NBC sitcoms heard in stereo.

As Geoff Mendenhall of Broadcast
Electronics puts it, in FM, the product
being sold is sound. The qualities of the
sound are central, and extra loudness
does attract and hold listeners, at least
in the view of most FM broadcasters.

Hence, we have the long -running
line heads are the most common seat of
the L -to -R phase errors. In FM stereo,
the carts and cart machines were the lo-

cus of the trouble, with tape handling
and head alignment that lacked precision. A new ueneration of cart equipment with far better handling of tape

"loudness war," and loudness means
heavily compressed signals, with the
dynamics squeezed down to a minimum so that the modulation level can
be pushed to the top.
In television, says Mendenhall, the
picture is the main product, the element
the audience tunes in for. The TV view-

The source of the disparity (FM

brought the "phase problem" under

broadcasters have been struggling with

reasonable control in FM stereo. The
maintenance program in a television
station must therefore include a much
heavier emphasis on alignment of tape
heads than it usually had in the past.

er, it now appears, is put off by sound
that is distracting or very "different."
Being a lot louder than other stations is
one form of unacceptable distraction. If

There are, of course, many other
points in a complex studio plant at

ing good projection of stereo, that is a
big plus; but uncomfortable loudness
means a tuneout. Stations going into
stereo sound have found they must reduce the audio modulation level so it
matches approximately that of other
stations in the market.

the problem for two decades) is that
when there are phase errors (more correctly, time errors) between the L and R
channels, the L + R can be subjected to
comb filter effects seriously destructive

of quality. There can be loss of top
highs, selective cancellation of highs,
mushy, thin and reedy, rough, peaky
quality, or missing mid -frequencies. If
there is a polarity reversal in the plant
that puts the L and R 180 degrees apart,

which a time difference between the L
and the R channel can be inserted. The
experienced engineer will have some

means of "signal tracing" to spot the
offending unit (in and out checks with

the sound has very high quality, includ-
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The two types of programming differ

in another important way. FM programming to a large extent comes down
to a certain type of recorded music with

limited dynamics. The FM processors
are very closely fine-tuned to this kind
of material, so closely, in many cases,

modulation level. Very important is so-

Bob Orban of Orban Associates adds

phisticated gating so that background
noise does not bump up during pauses
in the sound, or during a tapered falloff
when the volume goes up.
Broadcast Electronics' TZ-30 stereo

further clarification of this important
consideration. He notes that the processing used must be in some sense an
average, or a compromise between the
needs for top -grade, truly hi-fi receivers and the run-of-the-mill class. The

generator omitted audio processing
with the idea that TV programming

that even the announcers' voices are
poorly reproduced. But TV programming covers an extremely wide range
of material: interviews, voices over
crowds, concert music, sports, and

should be processed further back in the
studio, under close control of the studio
personnel. Modulation Sciences' TSG

many others. The processing must have
the variety to handle each kind of mate-

aimed at TV stereo sound, adaptable to

rial well, bringing all to a reasonable

gating for smooth in and out action.

stereo generator included processing

many kinds of input and including

latter kind need somewhat more control
of dynamics to make a sound of acceptable consistency for the listener. Orban
says that something on the order of 10

dB of compression is a good average
for TV stereo sound, and he notes that
Orban's Optimod stereo generator can
be set for anv need in this area.

Multichannel Programs Via Satellite
Nowhere was the need for high-

lites, up to eight subcarriers could be

fidelity multichannel audio transmission via transcontinental satellite link

added to a conventional video circuit. By using very low-level
subcarriers relative to the video sig-

more clearly demonstrated than at

the televised Live Aid concert.
Sending live music around the world

there is no deterioration of the vid-

and attempting to approximate the

eo signal and the audio quality is

music fidelity that most listeners are

greatly improved.

used to hearing as the result of exacting multitrack recording tech-

BrightStar's

niques was no small task. The success
of the transmission was due to a coupling of BrightStar's transatlantic sat-

transponder has two FM subcarriers
at 6.2 and 6.8 MHz that can be used
for high -quality stereo, but lacked a

to its earthstation in Andover. A
demodulated audio signal is then
transmitted on one or both of the

method of transmitting the same

narrow bandwidth, low deviation

sion signal with separate left and
right audio channels using individual,

FM subcarriers into a composite signal requiring 5.6 MHz when the vision signal is transmitted in the 525
NTSC standard. This allows
BrightStar's regular associated audio

circuit to be used as a third audio

sound quality, events such as Live Aid
would never have achieved the audio

channel over the Atlantic.
Because of the bandwidth needed
for the composite signal, transmis-

fidelity needed to insure a receptive

sion on U.S. terrestrial lines is not

audience.
A second channel was needed, not

possible. However, BrightStar's sat-

only for the growing popularity of

earthstations in the same location, so
the composite signal can be carried
over the whole transmission pa: -.h

broadcasters the option of one chan-

nel for natural sound and a second
for local commentary.
Wegener Communications had
successfully developed a frequency
modulation system that enabled several subcarriers above the video sig-

nal to be used for narrowband
services such as audio and data. The
system had gained wide acceptance
in the U.S. where, on domestic satelBM/E NOVEMBER, 1985

signal.

BrightStar transmits the modu-

in common with all Intelsat satellites,
transmits a video signal with an associated mono circuit for sound. There
is not sufficient bandwidth to allow a
second audio channel to be

televised music, but also to give

because the majority of receiving
stations in the U.S. are equipped
with low-pass filters for the video
lated composite signal from London

high -quality stereo on its transatlantic transponder that has less available
bandwidth.
The Wegener Panda II audio modulator operates by combining the vi-

with an overall improvement in

receiving company. This is possible

domestic

U.S.

ellite link with an audio modulation
system developed by Wegener.
BrightStar's direct transatlantic
system was constructed by linking
international and U.S. domestic satellites via co -located earth stations.
However, its Atlantic transponder,

transmitted, but without a second,
balanced audio channel, together

50

nal and companding techniques,

in stereo or with mono sound depending on the preference of the

ellites

are

linked

by

two

without using terrestrial lines and
therefore without problems.
With the addition of Wegener
equipment, BrightStar can provide
stereo or three audio channel transmission with video between London

and any point in North America.
Stereo material originated in the
U.K. can be received by one or several points in North America either

existing FM subcarriers on the U.S.

satellite transponder at the same

time as the composite signal.

Receiving earthstations equipped
with demodulators can then accept
the stereo audio signal that can be
used directly or may be fed into any
other stereo system such as radio or
cable. Earthstations without
demodulators take the composite

signal through a low-pass filter,
which strips the vision signal clean of
additional information, and take

their sound from the normal audio
circuits.

Stereo material originated

in

North America can be modulated at
source and transmitted directly onto
BrightStar's U.S. domestic
transponder, or it can be received by

the earthstation at Andover using
the normal FM subcarriers.
Material originated in Europe can
be fed on line as a video signal with a
separate stereo audio pair of lines to
BrightStar in London for modulation
and transmission to North America.
Three -channel audio transmission
was used in both directions between
the U.K. and the U.S for the Live Aid

concert and stereo sound was
broadcast on FM radio on both sides
of the Atlantic simultaneously with
the television broadcasts.

Every console maker in the world
is trying to build a better system
than this:

Including Solid State Logic. And we
know, better than anyone else, just how hard
that is to do. Because the SL 4000 E Series is
much more than just a mixing console. It is a
comprehensive Master Studio System which
gives the engineer command over the entire
complement of control room equipment. It
captures each artist's unique sound exactly, and
allows the producer to perfectly shape that sound
with efficiency, accuracy and the quiet confidence
that only comes from working with the very best.

From the start, SSL understood that studios must
adapt to a constant stream of new ideas. So we
created an on -going development programme to
keep our clients at the leading edge. To date, this
programme has produced a solid history of software updates and hardware innovations such as
Total Recall the SSL Integral Synchroniser,
dynamically automated parametric equalisation,
SSL Events Control, and the industry's most
complete stereo module. All of these are field
proven, retrofittable, and available today.

Solid State Logic

Special mic needs
The mic techniques for recording
music in stereo are a 25 -year -old story.

FM stereo has not added much to that
story because most of the programming
for FM is recorded programming.
But television stereo seems likely to
be originated by live microphoning in
the studio much more often, for popular
and concert music and especially for
sports. In Japan, stereo sound had been
extremely popular in televised sports,
and also in drama. In sports coverage,

phones some distance apart in front of

the music. This produces a mass of
sounds that are doubled by out -of phase repeats, because many of the
sounds reach the two mics over different distances and are added to the total.
This can make a wide, phasey effect,
but the stereo image locations tend to be
unstable because the locations are very
sensitive to phase differences.

The phase differences are likely to
make the L + R mono a disaster. Comb

filter effects will create disagreeable

with one of the three commercial
networks or with the Public Broadcasting System have more motivation to provide stereo audio and less

need to create their own stereo
programming, although they will
probably do so for a competitive
edge in the market.
PBS was first in the stereo game

with simulcasts, and now has

the stereo gives a feeling of being

qualities in the mono, as outlined

multichannel audio for Austin City

"right there," in a wide space with the

earlier in this article.
The second general stereo mic technique, the multitrack-plus-mixdown, is
the one most widely used in the music
industry. Each track is a mono recording from one small section of the music. Stereo is produced in the mixdown.

Nature, Sneak Previews, Sound Stage,

spectators and the players spread
through it visually and aurally.
Basic principles of microphone tech-

nique familiar from music industry
practice can be taken over in television

stereo. The overriding need for top grade mono imposes special requirements on TV stereo miking, aimed at
preserving the time relations of the L

Checklist for MTS

Facts Of Life, Golden Girls, Punky

'
A

Brewster, 227, and Silver Spoons. Miami Vice is also in stereo, along with
various specials such as The All Star
Game.
The ABC program The Insiders has
been offered to affiliates in stereo on

WI*

stereoscope like that above can be

a "limited basis," and CBS experimented by offering its program The

used to check channels switched to-

2. Preview the entire program with

on the air. A pattern like the oval seen
indicates a phase difference that must
be analyzed and corrected.

If the program is to be aired directly from a satellite or land line,
monitor it closely and be ready for
3.

fast adjustments. If possible, it is bet-

ter to record satellite and line feeds

prior to playback to insure high quality audio.
4. Check for polarity reversal in the

channels switched together for the
incoming program, and make sure

there is no phase inversion or
cancelling out of the L + R by monitoring it in mono. Reversals are easy
in elaborate studio setups, and the
inputs may have to be inverted.
5. Make sure the program channels

Late Night With David

111 '4.

gether before a stereo program is put

with L and R channels.)

ming with multichannel audio on its
late night variety shows: The Tonight

Family Ties, Cheers, Gimme A Break,

on -air playback.

mono sound is acceptable. (Mono
faults stand out clearly in contrast

NBC has made the strongest
commitment to stereo program-

OW

-'111'

apart" technique. uses two micro

simultaneous three -channel monitoring: L, R, and L+ R, to insure the

and specials such as Live from the Met.

Letterman and Friday Night Videos.
Also in stereo are many of its halfhour comedies: The Cosby Show,

quirement. The first, the "spaced

I. Make sure all tape heads that will
be involved in program production,
for recorded programs, are precisely
aligned, for preview, for edit and for

Limits, Cornpleat Gilbert and Sullivan,
Evening at the Pops, Great Performances, National Geographic Special,

Show,

and R signals.
The three general stereo mic techniques differ in their handling of this re-

Twilight Zone in stereo on WCAU in
Philadelphia only.

same position in the room and all

This is how NBC produced July's All
Star baseball game for stereo broadcast. This technique can produce firm
stereo images if the separate sections of
the music are well isolated acoustically
from each other. Many recording specialists follow the old "Lou Burroughs
Rule," which puts each section of the
music at least three times as far from

sounds arrive at the same time in the
two channels. There are several coinci-

dent mic techniques, but the one of
most importance to television stereo is

the M -S method. It uses an "M" or
"mid" mic pointed straight ahead toward the center of the music; the M can

be an omni,

any other section as each mic is from its
own section. Another rule of thumb is

a cardioid, or a
bidirectional. A second mic, the "S"
or "side" mic, is a bidirectional
mounted at right angles to the M, but

for at least 20 dB of acoustic isolation
between sections.

directly below or above it, on the same
vertical axis.

If enough acoustic separation

is

If the outputs of the two mics are

maintained, the multitrack technique

taken to a sum and difference matrix,
the M + S will be more or less a cardioid pattern, leaning leftward (if the S
mic is pointed left), and the _M -S will
be an identical pattern leaning right.

can produce stable stereo images. It can

also produce a good L + R if the

have enough headroom, as lack of

mixdown engineer monitors carefully
in mono during the process, and tries to
correct by ear any trouble that comes

sufficient headroom in a program

up.

L and R signals of stereo.

line as established is one of the most

The third general mic technique, coincident miking, is free of phasing dan-

M -S is an old technique, going
back to Blumlein's original stereo

gers because the two mics are in the

patents in 1931. Most engineers in au -

set up for the incoming program

common sources of error.
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Thus, the matrix outputs are the normal

this

The advent of stereo video introduced a new level
of audio post -production requirements. SSL
responded with the SL 6000 E Series. This
provides the same high standard of audio quality
and signal processing flexibility as our 4000,
adding a unique matrix to simplify the creation of
separate stereo music, efx and dialogue mixes.
The music video producers told us they needed to
move projects freely between recording studios
and post -production suites. We listened, and
made both systems totally data -compatible.

The industry's acceptance was overwhelming.
As a result, it is now possible to carry complete
Total Recall" console setups, edit and cue lists,
and dynamic mixing data between more than 250
leading music studios, post -production houses and
broadcast facilities in 72 cities and 24 countries. In
fact, this minor miracle happens every day. And to
keep it happening around the clock, we've set up
service offices and technical training around the
world. Because we believe that your business
deserves responsiveness, not promises.

Solid State Logic

only amplitude differences. The
ambience has the same spectral content
in both channels but has amplitude dif-

ferences because of the pattern
directivity: the ambience is spread
across the space for a very high realism.

On top of these advantages, M -S
has one other advantage no other mic
technique can offer: a perfectly true
mono. When the L and R are folded together to form the mono, the S micro-

phone is cancelled out-(M + S) +
(M - S) = 2M. So, the M -S mono is
from a single microphone pointed toCurrent microphone techniques on WNET's Live From Lincoln Center show
the necessities of BTSC stereo. The broadcast is going out simultaneously
with the long-standing simulcast technique and also in BTSC stereo, in order
to get stereo to all listeners who want it. In the photo, a soloist mic is visible
in front of the singer Kathleen Battle and violinist Schlomo Mintz. Approximately 12 other mics ,are in position above the various sections of the orchestra. During rehearsals mixdown to stereo is made always with three
channel monitoring-L, R, and L+R, to make sure mono quality is good.

dio know about it, but it has slipped
from attention in recent decades as oth-

er techniques, especially the
multitrack, have taken over. The great
advantages of M -S are reviving it for
MTS. It can also be used today with

top -grade microphones made especially for it.
The M -S stereo will have extreme-

ly stable images, spread across the

ward the center of the source. It is free
of the compromises and errors that affect other L +R signals, at least to some
degree. These errors have been accepted by the industry for years because the
L + R mono is central to mono -stereo

compatibility in FM stereo.
M -S has some good operational
flexibilities, too. The stereo width and

the perspective-the ratio of direct to
ambient sound-both depend on the ratio of M to S output in the mix. Thus, a
control adjusting the relative amounts

of M and S will adjust the stereo

"spread" and also the perspec-

space, because there are no phase dif-

tive-the apparent distance of the

ferences between the two channels,

sound source.

-he Time Code circLit of tha
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- record and reproduce SNFTJEBU time
code o-1 a 0.35mra center tact.
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time ccde as well as 29.97 ps
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and this.

With the dawning of stereo television, broadcast
audio requirements became substantially more
complex. Our clients asked for SSL quality in a
format that could serve a variety of highly specific
applications. The new SL 5000 M Series meets
these requirements with on -the -air reliability and
operational ease. SSL's M Series architecture is
totally modular, designed for stereo broadcast,
and data -compatible with all other SSL Systems.
It features electronic switching with Instant
Reset", and is also available with Total Recall".

Solid State Logic

None of this makes life easier for the competition.
It wasn't designed to. It was designed to make life
easier for the balance engineer, the producer, the
talent, the operations manager, the booking office
and the maintenance department. To make life
easier for the decision makers, we've put together
a series of brochures describing the entire range of
Solid State Logic systems and benefits. We'll be
happy to send you copies, and to arrange auditions
and demonstrations. We invite you to call or write
to discuss your particular needs.
Oxford, England OX7 2PQ Tel: (099 389) 8282
200 West 57th Street, New York NY 10019 Tel: (212) 315-1111
6255 Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles CA 90028 Tel: (213) 463-4444
22 Austin Avenue, Kowloon, Hong Kong Tel: (3) 721-2162
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M - S: Neumann, AKG, Schoeps, and
MiLab are among the manufacturers.
The engineer can build his own matrix
circuit, using active sum and difference
circuits rather than transformers for ex-

tremely low noise and distortion. A
very good ready-made matrix is the
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dling tape was not originally designed
with the very exacting needs of phase coincident L and R in mind. The cart
equipment used in FM had to be up-

18 V

graded before an L + R reasonably free
of trouble was available. We can expect

0 COM

further work on the audio sections

18V

of Type -C VTRs aimed in the same di-

O

-r-c

stereo sound has a parallel in FM stereo
in the sense that the equipment for han-

O

rection. Until this upgrading occurs,
IC 1,2 - 5532

Matrix For

ALL R = 1%, 1/2 w. METAL FILM
C, = 0.1 mf POLYSTYRENE
Cz = 100 mf125 v ELECTROLYTIC
= 10pf POLYSTYRENE

M -S Mic
Another flexibility lies in the fact
that the M and S outputs can be recorded directly, without going through
the matrix. Then the stereo can be produced in post -production, allowing the

operator to set the stereo width and the
perspective to match the need at each
point in the program.
There are a number of excellent twomic assemblies that work perfectly for

however, broadcasters who want trouble -free mono of very high quality may
turn to double -system audio, using top -

grade audio machines, with their precise tape handling, synchronized to the
BM/E
video machine.

Robin Lanier, formerly BM/E's senior
editor, is now an independent writer
and consultant living in New York City.

6119 THE TINY PROFESSIONAL
WITH INCREDIBLE MUSCLE
OPTIONS
FULL CONTROL EDITOR
INTERFACES

MICROPROCESSOR BOARD
RGB CHROMA KEYER
INTERCOM
ADDITIONAL PATTERNS
AUDIO FOLLOW
$2690.

STANDARD
AUTOMATIC WIPES AND MIXES (GPI TRIGGERABLE)
MASTER FADE TO BLACK, TWO KEYERS, MIX TO KEY OVER WIPE
12 PATTERNS
BORDERED WIPES
VARIABLE SOFT EDGES
JOYSTICK POSITIONER

BLANKING PROCESSOR
TEST MODE
GENLOCK SYNC GENERATOR
4 BLACK BURST OUTPUTS

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.
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DOWNSTREAM KEYER
FULL COLORIZER
AUTOMATIC PREVIEW
TWO FADER ARMS

95 PROGRESS STREET UNION, N.J. 07083
(201) 688-1510 TELEX 9104901990
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ONE LESS
ALLIGATOR
The Broadcast Engineer works with time -line
responsibilities few of us will ever experience.
He knows that equipment problems can wreck
production schedules.

That's why the Otari BII
is the most widely used
audio machine for broadcast mix -down, news
editing and production.

Three speed operation,
front panel record calibrations, a microprocessor
controlled tape counter
with LED display, and variable speed control,
coupled with "bulletproof" reliability and high
level product support all add up to one less
alligator snapping at your heels. From Otari:
The Technology You Can Trust.

Contact your nearest Otari dealer for a
demonstration, or call Otari Corporation,
2 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 592-8311 Telex: 910-376-4890
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ImproveYour Image.
Audibly.
DO Dolby
A Quiet Commitment.
731 Sansome Street. San Francisco. CA 94111 415-392-0300 Dolby and the double -D symbols are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
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It used to be that when an engineer at
the NAB said he was going to look at

time base correctors, he invariably
headed for the video exhibits to look at
video TBCs. No longer is that the only
case. More than ever, audio time base

correctors are in demand, not only at
the radio stations they were originally
designed to service, but also increasingly for use in multichannel TV sound
and satellite transmission.

There would be no need for audio
TBCs if all audio transmitted in stereo
was received in stereo. A survey by the
NAB has revealed that as much as 60
percent of all stereo audio is actually

heard on mono receivers, and that
many listeners aren't aware of exactly
what the difference is. Phase and time
errors aren't always noticeable to the

untrained ear when the reception is
stereo, but when it is in mono, the

Solutions to the
widespread but;
often ignored
problem of audio
time and phase
errors have come
about largely as a
result of MTS, AM
stereo, and satellite
audio.
a.

By Judith Gross
Associate Editor

more important in MTS and AM stereo
because stereo TVs and AM stereo radios are still scarce and most stereo audio from those sources is still listened to
in mono. If channels are out of phase,
the high frequencies, or an entire part of
the sound, completely disappears.

Time delays
The most common type of phase error associated with two -channel audio
is time delay. This occurs because the

left and right signals are received at
slightly different times. A time delay
error causes high -frequency signals to
be combined out of phase. As time de-

lay error increases, the frequency at
which it occurs and becomes noticeable
is lower. This was a characteristic prob-

lem with early stereo records, which
are inherent to stereo, where even 1.

L + R signal can be severely degraded.
Audio time -base correction first appeared as a solution to time delay prob-

slight time error between channels can
be disastrous. One of the places where

were incompatible with needle and cartridge pickup.
A time delay problem generally oc-

phase error becomes apparent is in

curs in cart machines, STLs, remote

lems such as those that occur in cart
machines, but these days, some cart
machines have phase correction built

STLs, where there are left and right mi-

right into them. The next great need for
time base correction in audio is in the
audio chain of FM radio stations, where
left and right channels with phase error

slightly different times.
Recently, other important needs for
audio time base correction have come
about with the emergence of MTS, AM
stereo, and stereo transmission via satellite, of MTS or other audio. The need
to correct phasing errors becomes even

or time delays can cause phase
cancellation.

Time delay and phasing problems

phone lines, tape recorders, CD

crowave paths and the two signals are

players, and satellite links with two

almost always subject to arrive at

channels. Digital to analog converters
or filters such as those used in satellite

transmission also cause time delay.
One case where it is an unavoidable
problem is in transmission of a live concert, either for recording or live broad-

cast. Multiple miking means that
signals from two mics placed even relaBM/E NOVEMBER, 1985
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lems could show up elsewhere in the
audio chain.
In the recording industry, time delay
problems are solved first by detection
with an oscilloscope, and then by making necessary azimuth adjustments to
the equipment and retesting. A more recent solution to phase and time delay
problems that is aimed especially at the
broadcast industry is the Howe Phase
Chaser, which has been on the market

The Howe Phase Chaser uses cross correlated signals and uses active phase
correction to address time delays.

for about four years. Originally, only
very precisely engineered radio stations

tively close to each other will invaria-

modate two -channel audio.

would see the need for the device,

Chasing phase problems

Howe explains, but lately, with MTS,
its use has been on the rise. The Phase

bly arrive at their destination at
different times. Time delay isn't always a problem in audio; some recent
digital effects equipment, such as the
Eventide Harmonizer, make use of it to
create unusual sounds.
While time delay is the most common type of error, Dave Howe of Howe

audio has defined another phasing

Chaser employs what Howe refers to as

Phase and time -delay errors show up
as loss or change in high frequencies, a

hollowness or "whirling" effect.

In

stereo, good ears can hear a phase problem. The L + R sounds like a "middle"

problem that can degrade the L + R.

speaker, and the L and R channels are
heard separately, and if there is a phase

This is a frequency -related phase prob-

problem the L + R, or "middle," ap-

lem, caused in part, according to

pears to be degraded, or in some cases,
missing altogether.
Typically, phase problems have often remained unsolved. In the past, FM

Howe, because a signal's velocity is a
function of its frequency. Another reason this type of problem could occur is
because the transmission media acts as
a kind of filter, requiring a phase shift

in order to "roll off."
When a phase shift as a function of
frequency occurs, audio at the

receiving end can be affected even
though the amplitude response may be
flat, Howe says. The phase can be seen
to advance as the frequency increases.
The problem with frequency -related

stations would live with the problem,
while the recording industry was aware
of the problem, but not particularly sensitive to it.
The awareness of the problem began
when stereo cart machines began to be
used at FM stations. Time delays began

active phase correction, inserting an
audio "model" and cross correlating it
with the actual program material to pinpoint discrepancies in time or phase.
For "first order" or time delay problems, the cross correlator delays one
channel with a fixed time delay. Specifically, a fixed time delay is introduced
into one channel, but only in the detec-

tion unit, not the correction portion.
Then the fixed time delay is introduced

into the second channel. The two signals are multiplied together, and the
multiplied signal is fed to a synchronous detector, a full -wave detector syn-

chronized to a local low -frequency
oscillator. The oscillator signal modulates the time delay of the second channel both forward and back, similar to
the way a listener tunes to an AM station, turning the dial until the "center"
of the frequency is reached. Howe explains that the modulator is tuning up
and down respective to the fixed time

is combining more and more out of

to show up, either to an engineer listening to the station or on an oscilloscope, which shows a signal's phase.
The solution at that time was to adjust
the azimuth of the cart machines, and
other detected time delay problems
were solved by aligning all equipment

phase as the frequency increases. According to Howe, the most common
places to find frequency -related phase

from source to listener. The ITC 99 cart
machine can make the necessary alignments automatically, as can the Ramko

errors are in filters, band limiting

Phase Master, but these will solve the

error, but in reverse. By adding the

equipment, processors, mismatched

problem for carts recorded on those ma-

same time delay to the other channel in

transformers, and equalizers.
A third type of phase problem is really an extreme case of time delay. Phase
inversion occurs when the two channels
are completely out of phase and L + R
is nonexistent, or cancelled out. One
case where this has occurred more often
lately is in producing stereo for MTS.

chines only, and time or phase prob-

reverse, a time correction is made. If

phase error is that it is never equal in the
left and right channels, and when combined, as in a mono receiver, the L + R

delay. If it doesn't find the center, it
means there is a time delay, and the integrator feeds the second signal to an-

other time delay device which then
corrects it by mimicking the time delay

Many TV audio technicians are not
used to keeping track of two audio
channels, and if the L + R and L -R are
inverted at the inputs, the L + R signal

can be cancelled out when combined
for mono. Most of the time, if a complete phase inversion occurs, it will be
caused by human error, or failure to
modify existing equipment to accom60
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The Phase Fixer, a digital audio TBC, inserts a stereo pilot tone to correct
time delays.

CLARITY
The purity of images

attained from the
absence of distortion
or imperfections.

Purity from using only
premium magnetic
materials and the most

advanced production
techniques. Purity
resulting in a video
tape of magnificent
clarity. Ampex 196.

AMPEX

Ampex Corpera:lon One of The Signal Compares

111
AMPEX

, (415) 367-3809

Ampex Corporation,
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AUDIOCONI
"The Intercom System"

the output of the integrator is positive,
the delay is on channel one; if negative,
it's channel two, and the corrector will
add the delay to the least delayed of the

two. If no time delay is sensed, the

uoNG

Phase Chaser leaves it alone.
Quadratic phase shifts, the so-called
"second order" or frequency -related

phase errors, are addressed after the
"first order" or time delay correction,
e,,,,I.,Rop

according to Howe. A different circuit

"models" an estimate of the error,

Now with
two channel
capability

which he says appears as a phase dispersion, and takes care of residual dispersion as it goes along. Once again,
Howe says, a "model" is introduced,
cross correlated for discrepancies, and
corrected accordingly.
"If you take care of the first order
correction, which is a time delay, and
the second order correction, a quadratic

or frequency -related error, you've
taken care of 99 percent of the problem," says Howe.

The Phase Chaser marketed by
Howe for four years is the 2100. A
newer version, the 2200 is a "beefed
up" 2100, designed more for heavyduty professional use. It has a slightly
larger time delay range as well. While

the range of the 2100 is

-± 300

microseconds (full signal period is 100
microseconds for 10 kHz and full phase

inversion occurs at half that, or 50
Intercom technology takes a giant step forward as Telex advances to PHASE 2
of its popular Audiocom Intercom System. What's more, two channel capability
and a full duplex audio system for both monaural
and binaural systems is only a small part of the
story! The new master station/power supply
shown above features built-in IFB (interrupt
feedback) and easy -to -use color coded line/
channel buttons that can correspond with
the same color of optional extension cables
for convenient visual reference. The master
station also features a brand new 20 kHz
light signaling system, interlocking pushbutton channel switches, a listen/volume
control, a mike on/off/signal control and a
power on/off LED indicator.

Belt -pack headset station has special features
The new two -channel belt -pack intercom station allows the operator to selectively

monitor one channel or both simultaneously. It has a mike on/off switch and
separate listen/volume controls for each channel as well as a special carbon
headset input and separate sidetone adjustments. There is also a rack mountable

version of this unit available with all the same features. Additionally, Telex has
developed an entirely new line of intercom headsets to accompany these exciting
Phase 2 changes. And, they are lighter and more comfortable than ever before!
The new offering consists of single/dual side units, monaural and binaural units,
a super lightweight and a new headset.
ANNOUNCING complete compatibility!
Telex introduces the CCB-1 Clearcom/Telex interface unit. This new interface and
others already in the line ends forever any problems in field compatibility between
Telex and Clearcom, RTS or Telco.
For complete technical information and specifications write or call Telex today.
Write Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420.
For quick information call toll free 800-328-3771. In Minnesota call 612-887-5550.

TELEX®
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC

microseconds), the range of the 2200 is
± 600 microseconds. A newer model,
the 2300, is the same as the 2200 except
it also includes correction for automatic
phase inversion by sensing the amount
of power in L + R and L -R (indepen-

dent of phase) and cross correlating,
since the effect of a phase inversion is
that the L + R ends up with insufficient
power.
In addition, both the 2200 and 2300

have a missing channel feature that
senses when one channel is missing
completely, and mixes the other channel into the missing channel. It doesn't
correct the stereo signal, but would allow for a tolerable signal in mono reception, and Howe stresses that such a
correction would only occur in an extreme case.
There are price differences in each of
the Howe Phase Chaser models. The
2100 costs $1250, the 2200 is $1795
and the 2300 is $2395.

Problem fixer
At this year's NAB show Harris Cor-

poration entered the audio time base
correction field with a digital audio
TBC called the Phase Fixer. It was de -

Circle 172 on Reader Service Card
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"We selected the HK -357A for

proven performance. It's a great
addition to our team?
- Bill Spiegel, General Manager Multimedia Sports Productions, Cincinnati, Ohio
The critical demands of live action
sports coverage is one reason why more
camera people choose the reliable,
proven star over rookie hopefuls.
Bill Spiegel will tell you that. And so
will the many other satisfied buyers
who have recently purchased their
HK -357A cameras.

And why not. Out of the truck and
out of the box, the HK -357A features
superb performance and a wide range of
automatic operational conveniences.
Plus the HK -357A can be set-up
using conventional manual techniques
or with optional computer assist.
Currently available for immediate
shipment, the HK -357A does more than
look good on paper.
Doesn't it make sense to get behind
a winner?
For a complete demonstration of the
HK -357A and other Ikegami cameras
and monitors, contact us or visit your
local Ikegami dealer.

Ikegami

Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.), In
37 Brook Avenue,
Maywood, NJ 07607
East Coast: (201) 368-9171
West Coast: (213) 534-0050
Southeast: (813) 884-2046
Southwest: (214) 233-2844
Midwest: (312) 834-9774
Circle 134 on Reader Service Card

veloped by engineer John Pate and is
currently being marketed by Harris to
radio and TV stations.
The Phase Fixer is designed to correct time delay problems, and instead
of using the actual program material, it
uses an encoding unit to record a 19
kHz stereo pilot tone onto tape and a decoder to detect and correct any time de-

lay that might occur.
Pate says that the encoder is typically
in the production room, and it adds 19
kHz in a complex waveform, recorded
at such a low level that it doesn't show
up on a VU meter, and doesn't increase
S/N or affect the audio. The decoder,
he explains, is inserted in program line
of station, and when the pilot tone is detected it activates the time correction;
where no pilot signal is sensed it leaves
the audio as is.
According to Pate, the 19 kHz carrier
is amplitude -modulated by a 300 Hz
sine wave, and the decoder detects 300
Hz modulation in each channel, compares the phase, and detects any time
error. Also, in the decoder are two digital delay lines, and the delay of those
lines is served to be zero, so that the air
voltage is null to zero. Pate emphasizes

5.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

Stereophonic oscilloscope patterns.
1. Left only
2. Right only
3. Left and right in -phase
4. Left and right out -of phase

5. Left and right at phase
angle of 90 degrees

We HaveYour
Console!

6. Stereo program
7. Stereo program
significant in -phase
components
8. Stereo program with
significant out -of -phase
components

Expandable

... at any time

the

9000

7000

The latest in the legacy of quality
consoles from Howe, the 9000 is

Our premier consoles are designed for simplicity and reliability. The 7012 and 7012A consoles
continue to be today's choice, al-

available from 8 to 22 channels

tailored to your needs. There is no
costly mainframe, but full modular
capability is built in. 3 inputs per
channel, mix -minus on all chan-

lowing broadcasters excellent

sound quality with efficient VCA

control, all at a cost well below
what others charge for less. 12
channels, 22 inputs, full stereo, with

your choice of metering functions.

Clearly an excellent console for
today's broadcast needs.

7512A
This console continues the Howe tradition
of simple -to -operate, reliable products, but

adds features to make the operator's job
even easier. These include: remote control
for machines, a clock and timer, 2 talkback
circuits, and much more. Comprehensive
operator control and superior sound quality make the 7512A an exceptional choice.

nels, sealed membrane switches
for channel and machine control,

and unmatched audio perfor-

mance. These features and more
combine to give the broadcaster
outstanding flexibility.

howe ouch() productions, inc.

2300 Central Avenue Suite E Boulder, CO 80301
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(303) 444-4693 For more information (800) 525-7520
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Closed captioning and teletext
are only the beginning
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How installing the new Leitch
VIP 1101N today gives you an
edge on tomorrow.
If vertical blanking intervals only meant
blanking, you wouldn't need the new Leitch
NTSC vertical interval processor. But this isn't the
case as you know. You'll see more and more use
made of the VBI in the near future.
You couldn't be better prepared than with the
new Leitch VIP 1101N. Because this is a fully
programmable stand alone vertical interval
inserter/deleter it will not become obsolete. This
innovative vertical interval processor doesn't
generate any insertion test signals. Instead it
handles with remarkable ease and accuracy a
number of external insertion signals. The
VIP 1101N is easily programmed even from a
remote location. It provides complete protection
for the VBI and the all important program signal.

LEITCH
Progressive Concepts in Television Technology

Leitch Video International Inc.
10 Dyas Road, Don Mills,
Ontario, Canada M3B 1V5
(416) 445.9640

Behind this capacity and flexibility is a
combination of advanced techniques -- microprocessor control, digital technology and the most
recent developments in analog circuit components.
The new Leitch VIP 1101N also offers
comprehensive self -diagnostics including set-up
and timing modes. Two vertical signal inputs are
standard. But the VIP 1101N is expandable to
nine inputs -- a feature unique to Leitch. It is also
programmable up to 4 fields.
Your program signal couldn't be in better
hands. Get the full information on the new Leitch
VIP 1101N now. Let us show you how you can
keep a sharp eye on the future while protecting
your bottom line.
For further
information,
contact:
Leitch Video of America, Inc.
825k Greenbrier Circle
Chesapeake, VA 23320
(804) 424-7920
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Leitch Video of America, inc.
12520 Loma Rica Drive, P.O. Box 1985
Grass Valley, CA 95945
(916) 273.7541

that the Phase Fixer is a closed -loop.
nonprogram dependent system.
One other problem that the Phase
Fixer can solve that is not time or phase

error is the existence of "wow" or
"flutter" caused by a tape not moving
at uniform speed, or capstan motors not
running uniformly, creating an elliptic-

al pattern in the tape path. "Wow" is
actually a low -frequency flutter, and to
correct it, the Phase Fixer examines the
19 kHz pilot tone for frequency modu-

lation. Frequency modulation doesn't
exist when the pilot tone is recorded, so
any subsequent frequency modulation
will be caused by wow or flutter. Then

Chaser and the Harris Phase Fixer
means that the audio industry is ready
to take the problem of time delay and
phase error more seriously. But they
also represent a difference in concept
and philosophy in how much of a prob-

lem phase error is and how much

mics will by nature cause a slight time
delay in separate channels.
Howe maintains that the Phase Chaser would only correct actual problems
and not tamper with audio effects, because. he explains, time delays of that
sort "would not fit the model fed into

should be done to correct it.
The Harris Phase Fixer requires the
encoding, so it would not be appropri-

the system." He says that the device

ate for time delays that occur in STLs or

miking, however, but believes that that
would enhance the end result for mono.
listeners. Pate maintains such time de-

satellite transmission, where it is not
possible to encode the signal with the
pilot tone.
The Howe Phase Chaser addresses
"second order" errors that are

through another closed feedback loop
the delay is fed back and corrected like
a time delay.
Pate notes that the Phase Fixer was
designed primarily to deal with problems encountered with analog tape and

frequency -related time shifts, and have

cart machines. Its cost is higher than the

Phase Chaser, with the decoder priced

problems are all time delay errors. Pate
also questions whether the Howe Phase

at $5475, and the encoder priced at

Chaser would make corrections when

$875. A typical configuration would he
one encoder for each production room,
plus one decoder for the program line.
The development of the Howe Phase

they are not needed, such as in specially

previously fallen into the realm of
transmission theory. But Pate says he
doesn't see how such problems could
be addressed by audio TBCs, and he

adds that errors which cause audio

recorded music or effects where time
delays are purposely used, or in the
case of a live concert, where multiple

ctatiguatd.

Broadcast Audio
Consoles

might correct severe time delays asso-

ciated with live concert multiple

lay correction "interferes with or destroys the original stereo image''of the
audio. Basically, Howe says the bottom line aim is to improve the mono
signal, and Pate agrees, but adds "not

at the expense of the true stereo
sound."
Their differences promise to he an
ongoing debate of the purists versus
those aiming for a more precision or
controllable audio product.
For most broadcasters, however, the
main concern seems to be putting out
the best sounding audio quality they

can, and phase problems are to be
avoided at all costs.

Performance, Value and
Reliability through
Innovative Technology
Raised. tactile feel, lighted membrane
switch panel -digitally scanned
12 stereo inputs plus optional expander

VCA controls, rotary and linear
Analog and fluorescent meters
Modular. plug in electronics
Easy punch block installation
Effective RF protection

BC8DS

8 Mixer
Dual Stereo
only $2 995
AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED
328 Maple Avenue. Horsham, PA 19044
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In an unreal world it is pleasing to
encounter a company dedicated to
reality GML is just such a company.

For many years they have been
manufacturing some of the finest digital

video equipment around - for

PAL.

Now that eq4ment is available for
NTSC markets, from GML's subsidiary
GML America Inc The first product to be
available is a remarkaole dual channel
DVE called Proteus, which combines all
the video processing needed to produce
spectacular digital effects in one unit.

Dual channel TBC/frame stores, with
four input switchers across each
charnel, freeze. mosaic, posterise,
quantize, invert, reverse, compress - the

list of features is long Add to this the
ability to handle component video
inputs and output, a really great range
of inter -channel effects, and an optional
downstream keyer and you'll realise just
how complete a package Proteus is.
Every Proteus sold will be installed by a

factory - trained engineer and comes

with a 12 month parts and labor
warranty - not that you'll ever need it.
GML's dedication to quality has resulted
in one of the most reliable DVEs around.

And if you think that this combination
of features and quality is going to be
expensive, we think you'll be due for a
pleasant surprise.

For the full story on Proteus and GML
contact:

HMIs
AMERICA INC.
8150 Leesburg Pike
Suite 910

Vienna
VA 22180
Tel: (703) 790 0101

Or come see us on Booth 1116 at SMPTE,

Los Angeles, October 27 - November 1.
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THE GAP

POSTBRIDGES

PRODUCTION

With many of
the capabilities
of the largest
post -production
systems, the
new mid -sized

video editors
are displaying

their versatility .
By Eva J. Blinder
Senior Editor

As high -quality production work becomes more and more of a necessity at

In San Francisco Production Group's CMX 330XL editor, Richard Childs (right) of
Colossal Pictures discusses an edit with colleagues Maria Rodriguez (left) and Dick
Blair. Photo by Bob Hsiang.

many television stations, interest in
mid -sized video post -production systems is growing. Matching that interest
is a spate of new midrange editors de-

signed to bridge the gap between the
full -featured on-line systems, usually
the province of production houses and
large -market stations, and the small,

may function primarily in an off-line
mode, freeing larger systems for assembly work.
According to Christin Hardman of

mostly for one -inch mastering; Suite 2,
with a 340, used primarily for 3/4 -inch
or Betacam to one -inch work; and Suite
3, with the 330, used largely for 3/4 -inch

editing or simple off-line work. These
new systems often incorporate many or
all of the features of their larger siblings
in a smaller, more affordable package.

330XL editor "to get people into the
CMX product line at a lower starting
price." Hardman states that CMX -felt
there was a gap in the market," with
nothing in the product line between a
three -machine Edge and the 340. The

They make top -of -the -line editing

four -machine 330XL carries a price tag

available to the more modest user.
Their position in the middle of the
video editing range makes these new

of $29,000 complete, compared to

mid -sized systems suited to a wide variety of applications. For some television

course, fully compatible with the larger
CMX systems and fully upgradable all

stations, acquisition of such a system

the way to a 3400. While many pur-

may represent the first step toward
quality post -production of locally pro-

chasers of the 330XL have been current
CMX customers looking for a compati-

off-line work. In addition to the CMX
suites, the facility has a Convergence
ECS-90 editor with two 3/4 -inch decks
and an edit lister, used strictly for offline applications.
San Francisco Production Group was
a pioneer user of the 330XL, buying
CMX's demonstration model off the
NAB floor last spring. According to
Ahrens, the purchase was motivated by
the desire for a flexible, smaller on-line
editor that could double as an off-line
system when needed.
"We wanted a bigger edit decision
list [than the Edge offered], the ability
to control more VTRs, and the ability to
use Its for one -inch VTRs and audio

duced shows. Because these systems

ble off-line system, a number have

tape decks," Ahrens explains. The

typically control four or more machines
and a switcher, they give users the op-

been industrial users making their first
entry into high -end editing.
One production house that recently

room can actually control any of the fa-

cuts -only controllers, relegated to news

tion of incorporating digital effects-or

CMX, the company introduced its new

$27,000 for the 340XL controller plus

$20,000 for the interfaces. It is, of

house. For larger production and post -

added a 330XL is the San Franclsco
Production Group. Facility manager
Don Ahrens says that the 330, which
replaced an Edge system, is the facility's third CMX system. CMX rooms

production facilities or large -market

include Suite 1, with a 3400, used

of controlling an audio tape recorder for
more sophisticated audio work. A midsized system may also serve as the main

editor at a modest post -production

68

television systems, the mid -sized editor
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cility's VTRs, including the one -inch
decks, via master control, so 3/4 -inch to -one -inch or even one -inch -to -one

inch edits are possible. Ahrens estimates that about half the work done in
Suite 3 is 3/4 -inch to one -inch on-line
editing. Three Sony BVU-800s are located in the 330 suite. In addition, the

tion may interface an ADO to the

grams, for "heavy-duty" promotion

Functional compatibility was an important reason for San Francisco Pro-

editors.
At present, the ACE editors are interfaced with WBBM's 12 -channel Ward Beck Systems audio console for audio
work; the editor itself has dual -channel
automatic audio fading capability. Ac-

work, and to edit material produced by
GE Video, the station's in-house production arm, which produces material
for various divisions of General Electric, KCNC's owner.

duction's choice of a third CMX editor.

cording to Upton, the WBBM ACE

"Keyboards for all the CMX systems

systems in their present configuration
control two BVW-40s and a BVW-800
as players, with a third BVW-40 as the
recorder. The station is also considering interfacing the ACEs to its Ampex
VPR-3 one -inch VTRs via RS -422.

system often controls the facility's
Otari MTR-90 eight -track ATRs.
(One -inch VTRs at San Francisco Pro-

duction are Sony BVH-1100s and
BVH-2000s .)

are pretty much the same," Ahrens
comments. Finger placement is almost
the same on all three editors, so "any
editor can walk into any suite" without
losing speed or accuracy. The 330XL,
which lacks the special function keys
found on the 340 and 3400 keyboards,

High -end mid -range

instead features submenus "that are
easier for our junior editors to learn,"
according to Ahrens. In addition, the
330's CRT display is the same as that of

Grass Valley/ISC's mid -range video
editor, the System 41, and the smaller
System 31 both control up to eight de -

the larger systems, "so the editors
don't spend a lot of time looking

The editor is interfaced with two
Ampex VPR-6s for playback and a
VTR -2B for record, as well as a 3/4 -inch

and a Betacam deck. In addition, the
System 41 edit room has access to the
station's ADO and has a Grass Valley
1600 switcher and a Chyron 4100 with
the graphics pallette and font compose
options. "Anything that's one -inch or
post -produced goes through" the Sys-

tem 41, Layne says. "We're real
pleased with it-the room just sits there
and hums along."
Another System 41 user, WTIC in
Hartford, CT, also bought the unit as its
first and only computer editor. Accord-

around." The system's expandability
was another plus in Ahrens' eyes.

ing to director of engineering Ted

Interformat uses

public

Szypulski, the 41 went into service recently for promos, commercials, and

announcements.

service

er. According to Steve Smith of

Szypulski says the station plans to use
the editor daily and assign two full-time
employees to post -production. The editor is hooked up to four Ampex VPR-3s
and a Grass Valley 300-3A switcher.
The year -old WTIC has broadcast

Ampex, one of the major applications

SAP and stereo programming since

for the Micro has been as an interformat
system for producing a one -inch master
from 3/4 -inch and/or half -inch originals.

sign -on, and Szypulski says the System

Both he and CMX's Hardman see the
addition of a third source machine as a
critical step for smaller users, since it
creates the option of controlling an effects box or ATR.
ACE editors, including the Micro,
have found a home at WBBM-TV in
Chicago, where director of technical
operations Charles (Chuck) Upton says

ently the station is still doing its

Also new at NAB was the ACE
Micro, with all the features of Ampex's

full-sized ACE editor but limited to
control of four machines plus a switch-

the three ACE systems are used for

41 will be used in preparing dual channel material for broadcast. Presdual -language editing machine -to Henninger Video's EECO EMME on-line
edit room.

the -line System 51. The 41 lacks
several of the 51's features, including a
film mode that interprets foot -frame information, and animation picture lock,

editing booths, three with Sony
BVE-3000s (two of which are

of capabilities. Along with the 31, it
can control a graphics box via a ma-

3000As), two with Videomedia Tempo

process of converting to the Betacam
format, almost all the edit booths can

chine port, and it has program motion,
which allows control of VTR slow-mo.
The 41 is a faster processor than the 31
and comes with a jog wheel as standard
(it is optional with the 31).

handle both 3/4 -inch and Beta playback.

One user of the 41 is KCNC,

Upton states that station personnel
are "ecstatic" with the performance of
the ACE systems, the first of which was

installed last June. The systems are in
use eight to 12 hours a day, sometimes
including weekends, and are interfaced
to a Thomson-CSF Vidifont Graphics 4
character generator (soon to be updated
to a Graphics 5). In the future, the sta-

programs dubbed to 1/4 -inch for off-line
editing on the station's 3/4 -inch viewing
station. From there it will go upstairs to
the GVG editor and switcher for effects

programming and assembly.

which locks the color frame of the
tions. Nevertheless, the 41 has its share

BVE-800s. Because the station is in the

system whereby all raw videotape stock

will be striped with time code and the
vices, half the capacity of the top -of -

editing of promos, documentaries, and
local programming. In addition to the
ACE systems, the station has 11 news

editors, and the remainder with Sony

machine, but Szypulski envisions a

source machine for graphics applica-

Denver, which installed the system last
January. According to manager of operations Dave Layne, the 41 is KCNC's
first computerized editor (the station

Expandability
The B VE-3000 , Sony's midrange

editor, bridges the gap between the
simple BVE-800 and the high -end
BVE-5000. It controls only three machines in its standard configuration, but

can control an additional three VTRs

with the addition of the BSBX-100
player delegation switcher. The 3000
can communicate serially with switchers such as the GVG 100 or 1600, but
lacks the "effects learn" capability of
the 5000. Unlike some of the other mid-

has a number of 3/4 -inch edit bays with

range editors, the 3000 cannot be up-

Sony controllers in its news department). Layne says the 41 is used to
build opening and closing billboards
for newscasts and local sports pro-

graded to a high -end editor, although it

is upgradable to the latest model, the
3000A, which adds such features as dy-

namic notion control (the ability to
BM/E NOVEMBER, 1985
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control dynamic tracking of Sony
VTRs) and an improved internal

three- and four -machine systems, ac-

switcher.

cording to product manager Eloy

chines, most of the sales have been

Lorimar Distribution in Los An-

Chairez. The greatest interest has come

geles, an arm of Lorimar Productions,
currently relies upon a BVE-3000A as
its sole videotape editing system. Ac-

so far from post -production facilities
and high -end corporate users. EMME
comes with a choice of user interfaces:

videotape editor, Lorimar Distribution
uses the 3000A for off-line editing and

dedicated -style keyboard with a variety

cording to Bob Souders, chief
some on-line 3/4 -inch work. The simple

configuration uses BVU-800 U-Matic
VCRs and no switcher.
"We use it to syndicate and reedit
prime -time shows such as Dallas and
Knots Landing," Souders says. He explains that Lorimar shortens the epi-

sodes by two or three minutes by
editing, then cuts a 60- to 90 -second re-

the Video Editing Workstation, a
of function keys, and the Cinemagraphic Workstation, which features a
mouse controller.

Peter Martino, editor/manager of
Centel Video Productions in the

Star editing

the future as the facility adds one -inch

off-line system that controls four VTRs
and has most of the features of the five-

and half -inch capability. Presently, a

BVU-820 with slow-mo and two

episode. This editing is done off-line on

BVU-800s are interfaced to EMME,
which is configured with the Video

production facility for effects work and
assembly.

Editing Workstation. Centel also has a
Sony BVE-800 editor, which is set up
for off-line use.

Lack of a switcher limits Lorimar
Distribution's effects capabilities, of
course, but the 3000A's built-in dissolves and wipes provide more than

has a smaller Paltex editor for -1/4-inch
news editing, but plans to use the new
Edit -Star to post -produce station

Souders terms the 3000A "a very sophisticated off-line system," but adds
Video Troupe's edit suite features the
Paltex Edit -Star editing system.

future.

cations. According to Frank Jackson,
the 204 editor, currently the top of the
line (the eight -machine 205, introduced

at NAB, has not yet been delivered),
sells for $24,000 with an 800 -event edit
decision list. The line has several mid-

range models, including the 203 and
the 202, which has a 250 -event memory and is priced in the $13,000-$14,000

range. Jackson says that despite Convergence's popularity with broadcasters (all three networks, for example,
have multiple Convergence editors),

most of the midrange systems have
been purchased by industrial users.
"Broadcasters tend to buy either the
very top of the line or the 90 [Convergence's single -source, cuts -only editor]," Jackson notes.

Interface choices
Although EECO' s EMME editing
system can control as many as nine ma70
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software, and comes with a HELP key

that displays relevant portions of the
user's manual on -screen as desired.

tem is "still in the box." The station

tional tapes that stay on 3/4 -inch.

Convergence Corp., of course,

able with the Esprit's Backtrac

chief engineer Buck Evans says the sys-

system. This consists mainly of promo-

makes a range of editors widely used in
both broadcasting and industrial appli-

machine Esprit, the top of the Paltex
line. For example, Edit -Star is avail-

was to KHJ-TV, Los Angeles, where

of in-house on-line work done on the

upgrading to a BVE-5000 in the near

The Paltex Edit -Star is an on-line/

One of the most recent Edit -Star sales

enough flexibility for the small amount

that the company is considering

ly large number of audio tracks,"
Henninger states. "One of the keys to
that is being able to run several sources
at once," which the EMME is capable
of doing.

Chicago suburb of Oak Brook, says
that Centel's three -machine EMME
system probably will be expanded in

cap that runs at the beginning of each

the 3000A, with the EDL taken to
Compact Video or another post -

can dedicate one of the Betacams as an
audio source. We put the sound effects
on it and include it in the edit." In addition, an MCI GH-110 eight -track ATR
is part of the system and can be slaved
to the master recorder (typically one inch for these applications).
"We have the ability to handle a fair-

promos and programming on Ampex
VPR-6 one -inch VTRs. KHJ has a
GVG 1680 switcher and NEC digital
video effects, which will be interfaced
with the Edit -Star when it goes on-line
early next year.

According to Martino, the Centel op-

Video Troupe, a post -production

eration "is geared toward people who
are committed to 3/4 -inch," including

house in Windham, NH, has two Edit Stars. General manager Fred Connors,
Jr., says that both systems are used online, one with three Ampex VPR-80s
and one Sony BVU-800 and the other
with one VPR-80 and three BVU-800s.
Any of the interfaced machines may be
selected for recording. Both editors are

corporate users and some small production houses. The two -year -old facility
decided to add the EMME for its highend list management capabilities.
"The EMME was really the best sys-

tem on the market for what we do,"
Martino states. He adds that EMME
helps Centel make the most of its GVG

100 switcher. "It controls the entire
panel of the 100 and lets you access the

E-MEM registers," he explains.
A larger EMME installation is found
at Henninger Video in Arlington, VA.
According to Bob Henninger, the facil-

ity keeps six machines on-line in an
interformat configuration that mixes
one -inch, 3 -inch, and Betacam decks.

Henninger praises EMME's ability to
assign any of the decks as the recorder
from the editing console, as well as its
ability to directly control an ATR.
According to Henninger, his facility
uses the EMME for audio work in several ways. For example, he says, "We

hooked up to Grass Valley switch-

ers-a 1600 and a 100, respectively-and have NEC E -Flex efx and
Chyron graphics available. Video
Troupe's clientele, which draws heavily on nearby Boston and Manchester,
NH, is about 80 percent industrial, with
the remainder of the work consisting of
local and regional TV commercials.
Connors suggests that a key element
in his success with Edit -Star has been
identifying the right technical support
people within the company to facilitate
quick question answering and problem

solving. "We can't say enough good

things about" Paltex's east coast
engineer/sales rep, Tom Belford,
Connors states. "When we have a

revolutiona
r zoom lens.
AUTO/MANUAL
EXTENDER SWITCH

PATTERN PROJECTOR
LEVEL ADJUSTMENTS

MANUAL

EXTENDER KNOB
IRIS
SCALE

BACK FOCUS
ADJUST/ LOCK

700M
SCALE

SERVO
HEATER SWITCH

VERTICAL/ HORIZONTAL
CHART ADJUST

PATTERN PHOJECTDR
HI/NORM SWITCH

CIRCUIT
BREAKERS

It wor
FUJINON's new 17X
studio zoom will permanently change the
way you use and feel
about a lens. More than
refining the studio zoom,
FUJINON has revolutionized it to give you greater
control, flexibility and efficiency than ever before.
Downtime for adjustments and repair is
drastically reduced. And
the need to remove a
shroud is virtually elimi-

nated. For instant access
to all important adjustments, just open one of
the two doors.
The new 17X zoom
incorporates more
"FUJINON firsts" than
any lens in our history.
For example, you can
pre-set limits on the zoom
range to match the lens'
outstanding ramping
characteristics to the
lighting levels of every
production. (If necessary,

FUJINON INC. 672 White Plains Road, Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
SOUTH 2101 Midway, Suite 350, Carrollton, Texas 75006
MIDWEST 3 N. 125 Springvale, West Chicago, III. 60185
WEST 118 Savarona Way, Carson, Calif. 90746

you can still override the
limit fron the pan bar.) To
change :he slow/fast
zoom speed, you do it on
the new pan bar zoom
control ilstead of somewhere irside the lens.
You alsc have the option
of adjusting servo focus
and zoom control ten-

sion-to get the exact
"feel" ycu want.
With the new 17X studio zoom, every major
component is modular to

make user servicing a
practical reality.
FUJINON's new 17X
zoom is the first generation studio lens of
the future. And it's
here, now.
For more information
on the P17X16.5ESM
studio zoom lens and
other fine FUJINON
products, contact
the FUJINON office
nearest you.

(914) 472-9800 Telex 6819115
(214) 385-8902
(312) 231-7888
(213) 532-2861

Telex 194.978
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problem, we'll call him and he'll fly up
here two or three days after we called."

Parallel/serial choice
The Magnum editor, which Video media introduced at the last NAB, can
handle a maximum of three parallel interface machines but up to six serial in-

terface machines. Parallel and serial
machines can be mixed in an editing
num includes such features as block

ca-Malvin is pleased with its features

edit moves, slow-mo VTR control, and

and will soon use it on It's Showtime, a

an eight -inch disk operating system
with CMX translation. It will operate

half-hour promo piece for the Show time cable network. "We have about
100 hours of editing to do for Show -

Seattle's KING -TV recently installed a simple Magnum system for its
news department (the station also runs a
post -production facility that has a CMX

editor). News engineering supervisor
Fred Albert says the Magnum was acquired to enable the station to do more
sophisticated news edits than had been

battery or
phantom
powering.
Easy to

hand -hold,
fishpole, or
boom mount.

Complete with
full-length
windscreen.
But the sound is
the clincher: So good
every major network has
bought A -T shotguns ...
and saved a bundle
compared to older designs.
Get the facts from your

A -T dealer or write for complete Audio-Technica AT800

Series catalog and dealer

list today.

audiotechnica.

1221 Commerce Dr., Stow, OH 44224
(216) 686-2600
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Sony BVU-820s, a Sony audio mixer, a
fully loaded GVG Model 100 switcher,
and a Chyron VP -2.
Although the System Four has done
only a few jobs so far-a project for the

MacNeil -Lehrer Newshour and some

Videomedia's proprietary Micro-Loc.

Big Guns.
Choice of

Malvin, the System Four is the facility's only editing system at present, although they may add a second in the
future. It replaced a Sony BVE-800
controller and is interfaced with two

setup. The record machine can be delegated from the keyboard, and the Mag-

with either SMPTE time code or

Improve the
sound of
your "actualities" with
close-up audio
even when
you're at
telephoto
range. Use
our Short
Shotgun or
one of our

bank, CA. According to owner Ron

possible with its previous machine -to machine editing setup.
The Magnum uses Sony VCRs, with

a BVU-820 and two BVU-800s for
playback, another 800 for record, and a

Grass Valley 100 switcher. "We
wanted to be able to do dissolves for
stories or build programs using simple
effects without having to tie up our
post -production facility," Albert relates. "The main reason we chose the
Magnum was that for the money involved, it manipulated the 820 as an
820, with its slow-mo and still frame
capability. The others we saw in the
same price range wouldn't do that automatically." The Magnum had just been
installed at press time, and "our editors
are definitely on a learning curve with

industrials for the Bank of Ameri-

time, so we'll really put the system
through its paces," Malvin adds. He
especially likes the way the system
reinitializes itself after a change of serial VTRs.

New entrant
Although its systems are widely used

in Japan, Elecon is just entering the
U.S. marketplace and recently introduced its EM -7100 midrange editor to
broadcasters here. The system can control up to four VTRs and a switcher and

features intelligent machine interface
with serial data transmission over distances of up to 1500 feet. One of the
first U.S. users is Group W Cable in

Seal Beach, CA, which got the
EM -7100 about a year ago. The Elecon
is Group W's main editor and is config-

ured as a simple A/B roll system with
two JVC 3/4 -inch VCRs and an Omi-

cron switcher. It is used to post produce local origination and leased
access shows as well as commercials.
Chief engineer Evan Guyer says that
Elecon was very responsive in dealing

it," according to Albert. He says he
was impressed with the Magnum's
software control and with its "learn"

tem, creating interfaces for the JVC
decks (the system usually works with

function.

Sonys), smoothing out some time code

with some initial problems with the sys-

problems, expanding the memory to

On the Horizon

512 events with no charge, and provid-

Not only is the Horizon System Four
editor new, but its manufacturer, Hori-

really taking care of us very well,"

zon International, is a new company
that attended its first NAB last April.
The System Four controls three VTRs
and a switcher and is designed to be
"editor -compatible" to the CMX 340,
operationally and electronically. The
editor interfaces directly to serial VTRs
and switchers.

One of System Four's first users is
Face Broadcast Productions of Bur-

ing explanations as needed. "They're
Guyer states. In addition to the Elecon,
the cable company has two small cuts -

only editors, a JVC and a Sony.
Clearly, the availability of such a variety of midrange editors gives broadcasters a range of possibilities, from
upgrading their news opens to sophisticated one -inch post -production of local

shows and commercials. They bring
high -quality video editing into the
realm of the affordable.
BM/E

TELEVISION FACILITY
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Innovative concepts, attention to
detail and competitive pricing has
identified Centro as an attractive
alternative for facilities planning,
architectural delineation, systems
integration and project
implementation.

With a decade of nationwide
service and dedication to quality,
Centro is a design and
engineering firm employing the
disciplines necessary to
implement successful television
facilities and mobile systems.

Call us today and compare our services and prices.
CENTRO CORPORATION
9516 CHESAPEAKE DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92123
(619) 560.1578
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NEITHER TIGHT BUDGETS NOR SHORT DEADLINES
WILL DETER THE AFA TEAM FROM DELIVERING
THE CUSTOM TELEVISION FACILITY OF YOUR DREAMS!

AND YOU CAN BANK ON THAT!
only how to do it well and expeditiously
but also how to do it in the most costeffective way.

HERE'S WHAT AFA
DOES FOR YOU:

The fact is, in all likelihood, AFA
can build a custom -designed
television facility for you for less
money in less time than you can

Project conception and consultation
Project management
Development of systems specifications
Coordination with facility architect,
contractor or vehicle manufacturer
Design and engineering of video,
audio, communications and control

do it yourself!
But equally important, from the moment

you tell us, "It's a go!"-you will know
The reasons are simple. We are experts

in designing and fabricating video systems of every size and configurationfrom mobile units to production studios,
one -inch editing suites, insert stages,
corporate video systems, etc. This experience has given us the knowledge of not

exactly when your new, custom -designed
system can start earning money for you.
And you can bank on that!

sub -systems

Specification and procurement of
equipment and materials
Design and fabrication of custom
equipment
Mechanical installation and pre -wiring
Custom cabinetry and metal work
Comprehensive documentation, including electronic and systems functionals
and schematics, mechanical drawings,
cable schedules, floor plans and rack
layouts

Installation of completed systems
Final systems testing
Training of customer's personnel

AFA

A.F.ASSOCIATES INC.
ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
100 STONEHURST COURT NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (2011 767-1000
1438 NORTH GOWER STREET HOLLYWOOD CA 90028 (2131466-5066
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omponent video, now a hot
topic among U.S. broadcast-

ers, began to attract attention a
few years back with the introduction
of broadcast -quality half -inch field
recorders. Since then, the market has

produced component production
switchers, component TBCs, and
other equipment exploiting the advantages of component processing.
But component processing has been a
critical part of broadcast plants since

the. introduction of RGB
chromakeyers and digital effects
boxes that operate in component

form. Looking to the future, component processing is basic to the make-

up of both digital video and
high -definition television. The excel-

fit of digital component video derived
from its component, rather than digital,
structure. That discovery prompted a
closer look at analog component signal
processing, which was easier to implement with current technology than digital component.
The real reason for the move to component signal processing, however, is
an attempt to overcome the difficulties
of NTSC. NTSC was originally developed as a transmission scheme, not for

subcarrier. The subcarrier with the color difference signals is mixed, or com-

signal processing in production. Its
purpose was to get the three signal
components-red, green. and
blue-through to a display device. It

the color signal into the luminance sig-

was designed to utilize minimum bandwidth in the process and to be compatible with monochrome.

color is a form of interference between
the luminance signal and the subcarrier
that interferes with the proper
demodulation of the subcarrier. In the
picture, it is visible as color rainbows in
areas of fine patterns in the luminance

lent signal quality that arises from
keeping signals in component, rather
than composite, form has been wide-

NTSC artifacts

ly noted, as well as component's

From the first implementation of
NTSC for transmission, however, it

freedom from the artifacts inherent in
NTSC and other encoding schemes.

The mixture of analog and digital
component techniques is a hallmark
of today's state of the art television
studio.

History
The origins of analog component
video date back to 1977, when the

was also used in the studio. Engineers

felt that since video was going to be
transmitted in NTSC, NTSC was the

posited, with the luminance and then
transmitted.
In the process, interference is gener-

ated between the luminance and color
difference signals. This interference
causes cross color and cross luminance,
artifacts of NTSC that are visible in the
picture and cause serious problems dur-

ing such processes as color matting.
Cross luminance is the interference of
nal, visible, for instance, as dot crawl
moving around the edges of colored let-

ters on a colored background. Cross

signal; e.g., the sportscaster's infamous plaid jacket. These artifacts are
also known as the NTSC "footprint."

Simply decoding NTSC doesn't

most economical way to handle the sig-

solve the problem because once the signal is encoded, it is very difficult to de-

nal in the studio despite its inherent

code it with high quality. Frequency

weaknesses.

combing or filtering can begin to separate the components of the composite

The problems, or artifacts, associated with NTSC derive from its composite structure. NTSC video is generated

NTSC signal. However, the overlapping of the spectral elements of the
luminance signal with the interleaved
spectral elements of the subcarrier's
sidebands makes it impossible to per-

movement to standardize digital televi-

as a luminance signal and two color difference signals. Luminance is a matrix

sion got underway. Digital video of-

of RGB, and the color difference sig-

fered many interesting possibilities for

nals are matrices of red, blue, and lumi-

fectly separate those signals in the

studio equipment beyond the digital
VTR. Engineers quickly saw, however, that certain kinds of digital signal
processing, such as that involved in
spatial manipulation of the video sig-

nance. After the color difference

demodulation process.

signals are matrixed, their bandwidth is
limited prior to modulating them onto a

For this reason, component signal
processing has been in use in most

nal, could not function in the presence
of the composite subcarrier. This realization led them away from digital composite video toward digital component.
It was reasoned that as long as equipment operating in the digital domain
performed its processing in component
form, it made sense to interconnect
equipment in component form throughout the system. Staying in component
would save the expense of encoders and

UNDERSTANDING

COMPONENT

EO

decoders, with the tradeoff being a
slightly more complicated distribution
scheme.
Engineers soon noted that the component signal resulted in significantly
better picture quality. Interest in component video was further encouraged
by the introduction of digital special effects devices and high -quality
chromakeyers, all of which operated in
component form. In the process, engineers discovered that much of the bene-

Component video, in its van'
ous analtedial

is an essential ingrlecoketo4 a

state of it

w'

*-- -
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Figure 1

composite environment, the composite

signal must be decoded into the

Green Signal

baseband component elements. Those
component signals can then be adjusted
in size and must be reencoded to pass
back into the composite system. Since
2
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picture manipulation often requires
several layers of processing, the picture

is degraded by the demodulation and
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remodulation process on each pass
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through the image processing system.

This can lead to footprints on top of
footprints in the resulting picture and is
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Figure I. Color bars are shown on three channels to serve as a reference for examination of the
various forms of component signals. Amplitudes are 700 mV for the video signals; 300 mV of sync
is added for a total of I V. The spectrum of each signal is also shown. A baseband bandwidth of 5.5
MHz minimum is assumed. Interconnecting RGB signals over separate channels and circuits yields
the most basic form of analog component interface.

Figure 2
A

keying. It has been demonstrated that
luminance keying of, for example, colored characters over a colored background in components for display in
composite form yields far better results
than doing the same key in composite
form for display in composite. Further-

more, doing an RGB chromakey of
component pictures yields a significantly better result than doing an RGB
chromakey of composite signals when

the result is displayed in composite

Y Signal

700

the principal cause of the degradation
we see in image processing devices.
Another area that can benefit from

form.

The promise of component video is
in overcoming the NTSC limitations

0

and eliminating artifacts in the final image. Component video consists of dis-

-300 Z
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Frequency in MHz

A

350

P.

Signal

crete elements of the signal, whether
they are RGB or color difference, that
are kept separated in time or space.
They can be on a single channel if they

are time multiplexed, or can occupy
350
2

3

4

5

Frequency in MHz

350 -

separate channels. They could, in fact,
occupy different spectra within a given
channel.

Signal

A

Analog forms
Analog component video comes in
three forms: frequency division multi-

350mV

lime

1

2

3

4

5

Frequency in MHz

Figure 2. R, G, and B are matrixed to form luminance (Y) and two color difference signals based on
B -Y and R - Y. These signals have reduced susceptibility to errors relative to RGB. The amplitudes of the color difference signals are scaled to occupy the same range as luminance -700 mW.
The scaled signals are called P8 and PR. Shown dotted are narrowband versions of Pg and PR that
have been filtered to 2.75 MHz to match the bandwidths used in several other component forms.

Figures I and 2 represent the parallel analog component signals that are being standardized.

plants for many years, even if its recent

position in the limelight has made it
seem like a new process. For example,
the RGB signals fed to chromakeyers or

color mattes are component signals.
The use of component signals to feed
chromakeyers is necessary because the
artifacts of the NTSC process make it
impossible to get a clean chromakey or
color matte with an NTSC input to the
78
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control path of the chromakeyer.
The popularity of digital video effects provides another cogent argument
for component processing. Image processing for digital effects machines demands a very clean separation of the

signal. The presence of the NTSC
subcarrier makes it impossible to vary
the size of a picture. Therefore, when a
picture is resized or manipulated in a

plex, time division multiplex, and
space division multiplex. Space division, or parallel component, video, is
probably the simplest because the signals already exist in red, green, and
blue as they exit the pickup device. The

signals can easily be matrixed into luminance and two color difference signals, which is generally a better choice
than RGB because it is less susceptible
to distribution problems. Once the signal is in parallel form, the components
are sent down three identical channels
using an individual connector cable for
each, or a connector with several coaxial circuits and a cable with several coaxial elements. For small systems such
as edit suites or small studios, parallel

Kaleidoscope:
For those whose desires
exceed reality.
You create digital effects all day. But a
home, images still dance through your mind: effects
far more spectacular than anything you saw on
the monitor.
Now your most outrageous dreams can be
fulfilled. Now there's Kaleidoscope TM
If you can imagine it, Kaleidoscope DPM-1

Digital Effects Systems can help you create it with tremendous flexibility for effects creation and
tremendous ease for on-line operation.
Yet when the monitor is off and the images
fade, what remains is equally extraordinary: the
quality, reliability and service of Grass Valley Group.
and
For years, you've been dreaming
now reality is catching up with you.
Call or write to learn more.

Grass Valley Group
\ .1'1:1:"1RONIX COMPANY

KALEIDOSC,OPE
DPM

1

DIGITAL EFFECTS S rairT E M

THE GRASS VALLEY GROU INC.® - P.O. Box 1114 - Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA - Telephone (916) 273-8421 - TRT; 16
OFFICES: Edison, NJ (201) 549-9600; Atlan a, GA (404) 321-4318; Elkhart, IN (219) 264-0931; Arden Hills, MN (612) 483-2594; Fort Worth, TX (81
Woodland Hills, CA (818) 999-2303; Palo Alto, CA (415) 968-6680.
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ur VPR-80 type "C" is just
about the lowest cost VTR
you can buy without making quality compromises. That's why
top level broadcasters, post -production facilities and corporate teleproduction studios depend on it for
"workhorse" reliability and virtually
transparent video quality. And why
smaller, but quality conscious facilities use the VPR-80 for their most
important video productions.
It also makes good business sense

to consider the VPR-80 when you're
ready to phase out your 3/4" or quad
machines. You won't believe the improvement this small but mighty
VTR can make!
You'll find VPR-80s in hundreds of
record, playback and duplicating applications, and also teamed up with
our ADOTM systems, ACETM editors,

and Ampex switchers in complete
post -production editing systems. So
whether you're on a tight budget, but
need the best - or just need a "work-

horse" that can match your best, call
your nearest Ampex Sales Engineer
for a demonstration. And remember,
the Ampex product support team
backs you up, everywhere.
Atlanta (404) 491-7112 Chicago (312) 593-6000
Dallas (214) 960-1162 Los Angeles (818) 240-5000
New Jersey (201) 825-9600 (In New York )212) 947-8633)
San Francisco (415) 367-2296
Washington, D.C. (301) 530-8800
Canada (416) 821-8840

AM PEX

Ampex Corporation One of The Signal Companies N
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component is the cleanest and most

deemed necessary to have both color

economical technique. (A single connector to carry three coaxes, in a cable
about the same size as a video cable
used for NTSC, is under development

difference signals on every line, an im-

portant consideration for chromakeying and spatial image manipulation

processes. To accommodate this, a
compression scheme was developed

and will be available in the near future.)

utilizing a 2:1 squeeze on luminance
and a 4:1 squeeze on each of the color
difference signals, yielding one-half

Another form is frequency division
multiplex (FDM), in which each of the
three components is put on a carrier and
distributed on a single cable. The various carriers can be mixed onto that cable without interference, similar to the
methods used in triax camera systems.

line for luminance and one -quarter line
for each of the color difference signals.

The result is a signal that can be
transmitted in analog form. Starting
with a 5.5 MHz bandwidth in lumi-

This method requires a significant

with scribe

nance and squeezing it by 2:1 yields a
doubling of the bandwidth to 11 MHz.

amount of bandwidth, however. It is
the least expensive form of single -cable

Similarly, starting with a 2.75 MHz

component video, but it is difficult to
equalize across the bandwidth and it is
not adaptable to existing plants. The
widest -bandwidth routing switchers

bandwidth in the color difference signals and squeezing them by 4:1 results
in an 11 MHz bandwidth. A very robust
picture results with this technique. The
signal is virtually impervious to differ -

currently in use have a bandwidth of 30
MHz. This is insufficient for adequate -

Figure 3
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Figure 3. Spectra of frequency division multiplex (FDM) schemes in both narrowband and
wideband forms. Luminance or green is carried in baseband. The other components are modulated
on carriers. Amplitude modulation is shown because it minimizes bandwidth. Frequency modulation would yield better performance and would be preferable, but it would increase the bandwidth.

ly carrying high -quality FDM signals.
It was principally for the purpose of

compatibility with existing facilities
that time division multiplex (TDM)
was developed for studio applications.
With TDM, the component signals are
placed sequentially on a single cable.
Since those signals start out occupying
the same amount of time, all three cannot fit on the cable sequentially in real
time. For this reason, the signal is time -

compressed via one of several
schemes. The original scheme uses a
3:2 squeeze on luminance and a 3:1
squeeze on the color difference signals,

with the two color difference signals
occupying alternating lines. Together,
the luminance and one color difference

signal occupy the same amount of
space as one original line. The luminance takes up two-thirds of the line
and the color difference signal the remaining third. This scheme was developed for satellite transmission.
For studio applications, it was

ential phase and gain distortions and it
degrades gracefully under conditions of
reduced bandwidth. This type of com-

ponent signal is called Multiplexed

SCRIBE
The Jltimate Text Generator
with

Analog Components for the Studio, or
S -MAC.

ANTIALIASED

Digital forms
Just as analog components come in
three forms, digital components also
come in three forms. The most basic
form of interconnection of digital component signals involves the use of mul-

tiple pairs in parallel, with separate
groups of pairs carrying each of the
components. Bit -parallel digital words

representing each sample point in the
picture are placed sequentially on each
of the appropriate groups of pairs. The

luminance group operates at 13.5
megawords per second and the color
difference groups each operate at 6.75
megawords per second. This scheme,
however, requires the use of a mini -
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8

9
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11

+ 350 mV. The time compression yields a bandwidth of 11 MHz.

mum of 27 pairs (three groups of nine)
and three connectors for its implementation; it is impractical for studio use
because of the space that it takes and its
difficulty of installation.
The next step is to time -multiplex the
digital words into a bit -parallel scheme
in which words of luminance alternate
with words of color difference information down a single group of nine pairs.
It is necessary to double the data rate on

color difference signals. That gives

CALL, WRITE OR WIRE:

7

nents, S -MAC. It consists of Y compressed 2:1, CB compressed 4: I , and CR compressed 4:1. The
CB and CR portions of the waveforms are derived from PB and PR by offsetting their baselines to

that group, however. Whereas before
13.5 MHz was the maximum bandwidth required for luminance, 27 MHz
is now needed for a luminance and two

FOR DETAILS ABOUT
SYSTEM 2600 BUILDING BLOCKS,

6

Figure 4. Waveform and spectrum for the time division multiplex (TDM) form of analog compo-

each of the color difference signals half
the number of samples of the luminance
for a digital 4:2:2 system.

sent down a single channel. If the origi-

nal parallel signal operated at 27
megawords per second and there are
eight bits of data, the resulting serial
signal is at 216 Mbits per second. Because an error protection scheme is applied and adds one bit to each word (for

a total of nine bits per word), the resulting data rate is actually 243 Mbits

per second. This signal can be
transmitted over either coaxial cables
or optical fibers.
Which of the techniques is likely to
be used in any particular application depends upon the size and structure of the

facility. If a given plant is built as a
group of "islands" that serve specific
functions (such as post -production
suites, graphics creation stations, or

The third technique is an extension
of the scheme that multiplexes the luminance and two color difference components into a single signal. It takes the
multiplexed result of the second technique and converts each parallel word

studios), it is likely to be most economical to use a parallel form of interconnection within these islands. This will
be the case whether the components are

into a serial word at a much higher

islands, or to distribute and route large
numbers of signals, then a serial form is

speed. The resulting signal can then be

in analog or digital form. When it is
necessary to interconnect a number of

LA -KART®
Dual -Channel Has Arrived
At 1/2 The Price!

Multi -Channel Systems Starting at $84,900.00
The new LA -KART Multi -Channel Broadcast
Software Package can row address up to 28
VTR's with complete render' access. For the
past 3 years LAKE'S e n g nee.s have responded

to the requirements of broadcasters for an
automated video car system with the following
features:
1. DUAL CHANNEL
2. MULTIPLE SPOTS ON EACH TAPE
3. COMPONENT PROCESSING FOR
IMPROVED SIGNAL

LAKE
The Systems Company

4. CHOICE OF BROADCAST FORMATS: 3, 4", 1, 2"

BETA OR TYPE M, AND 1" TYPE C
5. FAST MANUAL REQUE AND AUTO REVIEW
6. FRAME ACCURATE SWITCHING USING

SMPTE CODE
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8. PROGRAM DELAY SYSTEMS
9. ON LINE EDITING PER EVENT OR ELEMENT

OF EVENT
10. CATALOG STORAGE OF EVENTS
11. TRAFFIC AND BILLING SYSTEM AVAIL-

ABLE INCLUDING COLUMBINE INTERFACE

55 Chapel Street, Newton, NIA a2160, U.S.A. (617) 244-6881
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likely to be more economical. The deci-

sion between the two forms can be
made by weighing the additional cost of

converting the signals into serial form
against the cost of carrying those sig-

nals on multiple cables or pairs,
through multiple connector contacts,
through multiple parallel amplifiers,
and through multiple switching paths.

Advantages, problems
Analog components can serve as a
transition either to the all -digital studio

at standard scanning rates or to high -

graded gradually to high -definition by
extending the bandwidth of each part as
it is replaced. Once a complete path has
been upgraded to the wider bandwidth,

it can then be used to carry high definition signals. Interestingly, this
cannot be done with a digital component system because the digital clock
places an upper limit on the bandwidth
of the signals that can be carried.
Analog components are not without
their problems, however. They are subject to differential timing and amplitude

errors. For example, the three signals
may arrive out of time with one anoth-

Figure 5
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Figure 5 results from digitizing the signals from Figure 2 and sending them down eight pairs for
each signal-a total of 24 pairs carrying signal data. Each group includes a ninth pair for a reference and timing signal. All 24 bits are sent in parallel, while words representing sample locations
are sent serially through the 27 total pairs. The data rates are 13.5 Mwords/s for the luminance
group and 6.75 Mwords/s for each color difference group.

Figure 6
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Figure 6 results from multiplexing of the data from Figure 5 by alternating betwen luminance and
color difference data. Nine pairs are required: eight for data, which now include the timing signals
in the data stream, and the ninth for a clock signal. The order of transmission of data is shown, with
the Y* representing luminance samples with no corresponding color difference samples. The other

luminance and the two color difference samples are all co -sited.

Figure 7
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243 Mints S

Figure 7 is the result of taking the data from the eight data lines in Figure 6 and serializing them.
The clock is not needed as the signal is self -clocking. A ninth bit is added to the data to provide er-

ror detection. This results in a final data rate of 27 x 9 = 243 Mbits/s. The signal can be sent
through a single channel such as coaxial cable or fiberoptics.
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definition television. The use of analog

components as a step toward the all digital studio is desirable because it
allows component signals to be incor-
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more, it allows components to be
incorporated sooner because many
functions that are not yet available in
digital are available in analog. Once the
transition is made to components, then
sections of the system can be converted

to digital, as needed, with little
difficulty.
The high -definition systems current-

ly under consideration are all component systems, which so far have been

demonstrated in analog form. A
standard -definition analog component

video system, therefore, can be up-

er. For the three components to be superimposed properly over each other in

the picture, they must be properly
timed. When RGB components are out
of time with one another, the result is
similar to misregistration in a camera.
When color difference components are
out of time with one another, the results
are similar to chrominance-toluminance delay in a videotape record-

er. Consequently, it is important to
minimize differential timing between
the components.
Other problems involve amplitudes
and offsets. When dealing with RGB
components, a baseline differential offset will result in improper black balance. An amplitude differential will
result in improper white balance. In the

It's the DVE' System 10 from NEC. The digital
video effects system that puts you on-line in half
and can do as much as a system about
the tune .
twice as expensive.
And just wait till you see what it can do for you!
The System 10 is so advanced-it's easy to use.
But it's powerfully equipped. With an off-line
floppy disk storage, which stores up to 100 events.
And a 16 -bit microprocessor for the most transparent effects processing available. Plus three
itemporary memories (we call 'em scratch pads)
which can recall any page immediately. A three.

.

dimensional cube maler for 3- or 6 -sided cubes.
Forced monochrome. Full 3-D rotation and perspective effects. And an onboard combiner to control two systems simuraneously.
You get the most out of the System 10-on-line
and off-line.
But don't forget you- bottom line. That's the real
beauty of this new system; it's only $79,000.
Just call your local NEC representative for a ook
at our new video presentation. You really have
to see it to believe it. Then you won't have to use
your imagination any longer.

NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division 130 Martin Lane. Elk Grove Village, IL 10007 312-640-3792.
DVE" is a registered trademark of the NEC Corporation
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Creative
freedom,
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price.

With AT&T Truevision'" technol- Elegant engineering,
ogy, you can work with digitized in perfect sync with
video images on a personal
your needs.
computer. With incredible
TARGA is elegantly engineered
creative freedom.
for speed, performance, and
Introducing the AT&T
reliability. Its robust gen-lock
Truevision Advanced Raster
capability lets you digitize video
Graphics Adapter (TARGA)
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series. Four separate models
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address the spectrum of your
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continuous -tone imaging needs. number of sophisticated hardEach single -slot TARGA digitizes ware features, including 2X, 4X,
and displays electronic photoand 8X zoom. Smooth, indepengraphs with your AT&T PC 6300, dent horizontal and vertical
IBM or plug -compatible PC.
panning. Bit plane masking. And
TARGA captures images in
programmable options provide
real time. from NTSC composite unlimited flexibility in working
video or analog RGB sources.
with continuous -tone images.
And because the images are
digitized files of information, you All the colors in
can store and retrieve them. Dis- creation, to make your
play them with striking clarity.
pictures perfect.
And manipulate them with
TARGA provides up to 512 x
incredible subtlety.
480 pixel resolution at different
pixel depths.
TARGA 8 ($2,295): 256 levels

of grey, 8 bits/pixel. RS 170 compatible (black and white) input/
output.
TARGA 16 ($2,995): 32,768
colors plus overlay, 16 bits/pixel.
Analog RGB and RS 170A compatible (color) input/output.
TARGA 24 ($3,995):
16,777,216 colors, 24 bits/pixel.
Analog RGB input/output.
TARGA 32 ($4,995):
16,777,216 colors plus overlay
and 128 levels of mixing for
sophisticated blending of live
video and stored images, 32 bits/
pixel. Analog RGB input/output.

And sophisticated
software, to create the
perfect touch.
Digitize images with TARGA,
then put Truevision Image
Processing Software (TIPS) to
work. To airbrush and anti -alias.
To change colors, shades, and
tints. To copy portions of the

screen and blend them. Smoothly.
To magnify portions of the screen
for detailed editing. To move elements and merge images. And
to superimpose text and graphics. TIPS also lets you create
your own colorful graphics, with
drawing functions that put you
in control of lines, arcs, circles,
and polygons. And brushes,
patterns and fonts.
TIPS is available for TARGA
models 16 and 24, and is priced
at $1,250.
With Truevision, your images
will reflect your imagination.
To perfection. For additional
information or to place an
order, please write or call:
AT&T Electronic Photograph),
and Imaging Center,
2002 Wellesley Boulevard,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46219.

1 -800 -858 -TRUE.
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AThT
The right choice.
Truevision is a registered trademark of AT&T IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
Trwevision designand development by: JWHCAARAKSGKANWCCCCBHBBPJKSJSSJAW
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case of color difference components, a
baseline offset will result in black bal-

ance error, although less than in the
RGB case. An amplitude differential

will result in hue and saturation
changes, but will not affect white balance. This is one reason among many
that recommend the color difference

form of components over RGB for
distribution.
The potential errors just outlined can
be overcome through careful plant design and/or maintenance. Modern distribution equipment is very stable and,

if carefully adjusted, can yield very
high quality results. In development
currently are special control signals to
permit automatic correction of timing
and amplitude. This will allow the con-

struction of adjustment -free analog
component facilities once equipment
utilizing the control signals becomes
available.

plify the implementation of systems
and allow for easy translation of signals
from one form into another. Two working groups within the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers have
been developing four interrelated stan-

The full realization of component
technology's potential is dependent
upon the creation of standards that sim-

choices are more appropriate. This goal

largely has been achieved. The tech-

dards for component video. These in-

niques that have been standardized pro-

clude two parallel standards, one

vide the ability to move signals from
one form to another with minimum

analog and one digital, and two serial
standards, one analog and one digital.
The parallel digital standard has been
fully approved and is in effect. The two
analog standards have been approved
by the working group that developed
them and are on their way through the

approval process. The serial digital
standard will soon begin wending its
way through that process as well. In ad-

dition, the two working groups are
jointly developing other supporting

complexity and cost and maximum signal fidelity.
The use of components in studio ap-

plications eliminates the interference
of NTSC artifacts with the production
process. This promises to yield improved picture delivery to the viewer,
even when he or she views the production through an NTSC window. BM/E

standards, such as a sync scheme that
can be used for both analog and digital

At the time of writing, S. Merrill
Weiss was president of Imagex of

component systems. They are also

Emeryville, CA. He recently moved to
NBC as director of broadcast systems
engineering. Weiss is chairman of the

jointly studying the problems of

Standardization efforts

standards that will allow selection of
the most appropriate techniques for
each part of a facility, and easy interconnection with parts for which other

interfacing NTSC signals into the com-

ponent environment, in particular the
problems caused by setup in NTSC.
The goal of the two working groups
is to create a series of complementary

THE

SMPTE

Working Group on Compo-

nent Analog Video Standards and mem-

ber of the Working Group on Digital
Video Standards.

EDGE

In pro -audio,

the edge is a combination
of talent and technology.

DR1

DIGITAL REVERB SYSTEM

FULL 16 -BIT TECHNOLOGY/141(Hz BANDWIDTH

FULL FUNCTION REMOTE CONTROL INCLUDED
O OVER 100 PRESETS/USER PROGRAMMABLE

FULL MIDI CAPABILITY
O STEREO IN/OUT/FULL MIX CONTROL
SOFTWARE BASED/UPDATEABLE

#

<r'

41144**41.

Full
Function

Remote Control

Our brand new software based
DR1 Digital Reverb has 16 -bit

control

technology and 14KHz bandwidth,
giving you wide dynamic range and
frequency response. This range and
response result in high definition
performance.
Couple this technology with the
convenience of full function remote
control, over 100 user presets and
full MIDI capability. Add your talent
and you've got the edge in high
definition.
And that's not all. We've gone
several steps beyond by providing
stereo in and out with full mix

and our famous FIR
programs so that all the sound
you're looking for can be realized.
there's one more thing. Our
powerful software is updateable.
That means when you buy a DR1

today, you won't lose your edge
tomorrow.

ARE

Applied Research & Technology Inc.
215 Tremont Street
Rochester, New York 14608

(P6) 436-2720

DR1 DIGITAL REVERS 01A DIGITAL REVERS DR2 DIGITAL REVERS 1500 DIGITAL DELAY 1/3 OCTAVE EQUALIZER 2/3 OCTAVE EQUALIZER

PITCH TRANSPOSER PACKAGE
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When the Hitach HR -230's
real-time diagnostic system spots a potent al problem during operation, it
tells you what happened,
and exactly where it happened. And it tells you in
plain English.
The HR -230's computer controlled self -diagnostics continually monitors 49 d fferent operational. maintenance, and
troubleshooting parameters
during both playback and recording. And it gives you the
whole story up front on a console display and on the monitor.
Plus you don't have -o
keep your eyes glued to the
machine. Because the HR -230

stores it all in memory-along
with the exact location- so
you can go back and check
later on.
But the HR -230 has a lot
more going for it than lust a
great memory. Our retracting
tape guides and tension arms

air scanner system dramati.cally reduce head and tape
wear. It's compatible with all
major editing systems. Anc
such featt res as master/
slave operation of up to 48
VTFis through i-s built-in editor,
complete a.utcsetup, pre aligned replacement scanner,
and a built-in -BC save you a lot
of time and trouble.
Anc the HR -230 will save you
money. Because nobody offers
you so complete a machine for
so modest a Price.
For a demonstration in your
studio, contact Hitachi Denshi
America Ltd., Broadcast

and Frofessioral Division,
175 Crossway:.-: Park West,
Woodbury, NY 11797. Or phone
(516) 921-7200 or (8001645-7510.
In Canada, contact Hitachi Denshi

Ltd. tCaraday 65 Melford Drive,
Scarborougn Cntario M1B 2G6;
(416) 299-59100.

-along with a non-cortact
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THE FIRST 1 -INCH VTR THAT
TELLS YOU WHERE TO GO.
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Telecine -technique

Retain Film
Subtleties
Technological differences between the
broadcast and film media have always
complicated the airing of shows
produced on film. Now, new transfer
techniques allow for fewer losses in

translation.
By Russell McMurtray
From the earliest days of the usually happy marriage between

the filmmaking and broadcasting communities, one of the
biggest frustrations has always been the television system's
inability to translate the rich subtleties of the "film look" to
the video screen. There are variances in line resolution, contrast ratios, luminance, chroma, and even sound, to name
just some of the main areas where these two media simply
see things differently.

Many visual niceties that directors of photography
painstakingly paint with light in order to render a mood or to
make a story point are lost when film imagery is transferred
to videotape, which is then displayed on a television system.
Many a director and cinematographer has suffered much anguish when the lustrous black hair that helps to define a character turns dull brown, or a lush pinstriped suit loses its air of
authority and comes across as chalky, solid gray.

And that doesn't begin to touch the emotions aroused
when objects and characters simply disappear in shadow are-

as. Many a remedy has been tried, and some have worked
better than others. During an earlier period, a serious attempt
was made to restrict the lighting ratios that camera operators

could use when shooting film for TV. That was something
like trying to cut down on a home run hitter's strikeouts by
taking his bat away. This strategy quickly proved to be impractical since so much television film is also shown in theaters, where optical projectors can make good use of the broad

range of the tone scale.
Nevertheless, film is looking better on television today as
a culmination of various efforts that have been in the making
for a long time. ABC, NBC, CBS, and the cable television
networks are all making extensive use of the latest generation

of production telecines, which are designed to preserve the
intentions of the filmmaker during the video transfer process.
Both ABC Television and CBS Television have installed
Bosch CCD telecines at their respective facilities in the Los
Angeles area, and these machines are seeing heavy-duty use

for transferring prime -time evening programming to
videotape for airing.
NBC Television is encouraging producers to provide them
BM E
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cast operations for ABC Television in

Los Angeles, points out that people
who own VCRs have high expectations

for the cassettes they buy and rent.
"For both network prime -time programming and VCR releases, we speci-

fy that we want to make the video
transfer from an LC print which was
made from the original negative," he
states.

Transfers from negative
Not all film transfers are made from
prints, however. Many film commercials are transferred directly from nega-

tive with a Bosch, a Rank Cintel, or
another advanced telecine as part of the
Edward P. Ancona, director of film/tape post -production for NBC Entertainment, stands besides the network's Rank Cintel flying spot telecine.

post -production process. This tactic
has also been used with both episodic
TV and movies of the week, including
Fame, After MASH, Partners in Crime,

and a handful of others.
with one -inch videotape transfers made
at any of a number of post -production
houses equipped with Rank Cintel fly-

ing spot telecines. These video trans-

fers are made under the direct
supervision of Edward P. Ancona, director of film/tape post -production for
NBC Entertainment. Not uncommonly, the show's producer or director of
photography is also present.
"The objective is to obtain the most
faithful reproduction of the original intent of the production team," Ancona
says.

He estimates that Los Angeles area
post -production houses alone operate
some 75 advanced design production
telecines, the large majority of which
are Rank Cintel flying spot scanners.
The network specifies one -inch transfers for all the theatrical features it airs
and gives producers the option of providing either 35 mm prints or one -inch
tape for movies -of -the -week, miniseries, and episodic TV.
In contrast, ABC specifies that if a
program is produced on film, an air ready film print must be delivered. The
video transfer is then made with the net-

work's own Bosch telecine.

This product was introduced in late
1982 and is already in wide use for film

destined for videotape transfer.

Both Ancona and Hudson specify
this procedure, and Eliot Bliss, director
of quality control at CBS for films for
TV, recommends it in most cases. This
low -contrast print film was designed

for the specific purpose of making
high -quality video transfers. It is exactly the same as Eastman color print film

5384 in all respects except that it has

about 15 percent less upper scale
contrast.

This reduced upper scale contrast
keeps the shadows from getting so dark

the telecine "eye" can't see through
them. It does not hurt the images recorded on film, and in most cases it al-

lows the telecine to transfer shadow
details almost as clearly as they would

appear during projection of a "normal" contrast print. The timing is exactly the same for the two print films,

which saves both time and money;

Another significant development
that is favorably affecting the look of
film on network television is the rapid
acceptance of Eastman low -contrast

color print film 5380. Robert B.
Hudson, Jr., director of network film
services for ABC Broadcast Operations
and Engineering in Los Angeles, refers

to this as "telecine-optimized film."
90
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highlights on hair, and eye catchlights
exactly as they are recorded on the orig-

inal film, but it is not necessarily the
classic 'film look' that some people
may want."
"You can get remarkable image
quality [with this method]," Ancona
comments. "However, the extended
luminance scale may make it difficult
to maintain midtones."

So, with this kind of results, why
isn't more negative -to -video transfer
work being done on prime -time productions? The reasons are both subjective and practical.
"When you are shooting a commercial, you have a director who is also often the cameraman sitting there looking
over the telecine operator's shoulder,"
Bliss says. "He knows exactly what he
was looking for when the film was exposed, and what he wants now, so noth-

ing is lost in the process." For

some timers, however, claim the tracking is not always identical. Bliss

example, the hit miniseries, George

beleives this may be an experience
problem that time will solve as the

which Martha walks through a dark hall
illuminated only by the flickering can-

changes to be made in timing differ. at

dle in her hand. Bliss recalls that the
first time a test transfer from negative

least in degree, for the low contrast

New film stocks

"It's a great look," says Bliss.
"You can preserve shadow details.

print stock as compared to the normal
contrast stock.
Hudson points out that when ABC
Television produced the movie Silk wood a couple of years ago, the same
timing instructions were used to make
both theatrical release prints and a TV optimized master on LC stock for release to the home video marketplace,
where it became a very big hit.
Gus Dato, general manager of broad-

Washington, contained a scene in

was made, Martha appeared to be walking down a sunny hallway at 10:00 a.m.
"We need to be very careful to maintain the integrity of the artist," Ancona

agrees. "Very often, the people who
are shooting film are dealing in subtleties rather than absolutes."

These subtleties may include such
things as the small, flickering light on a

paneled wall that allows viewers to
"feel" the opulence of an interior, or

Four minutes ago there was a fire in this room.
When fire began moments ago, this situation could have been disastrous.
Expensive, irreplaceable assets could have been lost. Water, foam or dry chemical
extinguishants could have damaged equipment. Business could have been shut down.
But none of these things happened.
Instead, the situation remained basically business as usual because Halon 1301 put out
this fire.
A Halon 1301 automatic extinguishing system is the only type that effectively protects
against all three major classes of fire, is safe to humans, and doesn't damage equipment and
irreplaceable assets.
Halon 1301 completely fills the room, so fire can't hide. It evaporates cleanly, leaving no
residue. So downtime is minimized.
And Halon 1301 is so safe that people can remain in a room without harm for a period after
a Halon 1301 discharge.
Take a close look at this picture. If this is how you would like your fire scene to look, you
need a Halon 1301 system. Circle the reader service card number. Or write the Customer Service
Department, Great Lakes Chemical Corp., P.O. Box 2200, West Lafayette, Indiana 47906. Or call
317-463-2511.

Halon 1301 is the clean extinguishant.
It destroys fire. Nothing else.

Great Lakes
Chemical Corporation
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they shadow passing over an actor's face

made from Eastman color print film

as an expression briefly changes, indi-

5384.

cating the character's momentary
thoughts. Ancona observes that a tal-

ented cinematographer, working in
conjunction with a sensitive director, is
like a painter. The problem, he notes, is
that they are taught to paint for a display
on a theatrical screen, while television

presents a whole set of comparative
physical limitations.

Ancona believes, however, that
some cinematographers are now lighting and shooting for the video system,
though this isn't feasible for television
programming produced originally for
theatrical release. A larger part of the
answer is finding ways to improve the
technology for video display.

Cost savings

Heroic Support
For

i
Engneering
Lines Video Systems
1986 Catalogue
Find out how Lines Video Systems
supports you. Our 1986 catalogue
features everything you need:
complete studio installation, studio
modernization, LPTV station
equipment, production facilities,
remote ENG systems, mobile
production vans and more.
Send five dollars for the industry's
most comprehensive video and
electronics catalogue. The catalogue
price will be rebated with your first
order!

LINE

VIDEO SYSTEMS
Send $5.00 to: Lines Video Systems
219 South Jefferson
Springfield, MO 65806
Or call:
1-800-641-4674 and

ask for Connie
The first 100 orders will receive a
personalized copy of our "Engineering

to the Rescue" poster!
Circle 155 on Reader Service Card
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As an incentive for producers, who
after all retain long-term distribution
rights after the original network run,
ABC will allow them either to duplicate
the original tape or buy it at a moderate
cost.

Ancona estimates that it takes approximately four hours to transfer and
time a 96 -minute made -for -TV movie
from an LC print, presuming that there

are no "problems" with the cinematography, such as extreme contrast ratios and so on. In comparison, he notes
that a theatrical film released on TV

typically takes three to four days to
transfer because of the editing that
needs to be done to meet the sex, language. and violence standards of the
broadcasting industry.
As a point of reference, he adds, it
typically costs $300 per hour to rent
telecine time at a broadcast -quality

There are other important reasons
why the great majority of prime time
network programming is taking the
negative to LC print to video release
route. "There are places in the syndica-

post -production house.

tion market where you need film

comes available for video post -

prints," Bliss observes, "though tape
is being accepted more and more each
season." Another reason, CBS finds,
is that reprocessing tapes for reruns
when placement of commercials is

Bliss believes that over the longer
term, as more and better equipment be-

production, we will see more

programming shot on film and transferred directly from negative to tape for
post -production as well as distribution.
"I think that this will happen with epi-

changed is more costly than with film,

sodic TV first," he says, "because

as Moviola/editor time is less expensive than video edit room time, at least
at this point.
If you time and color -correct film
and then make an LC print for video
transfer, you are set to release in any

they will have the opportunity to gain

format, Bliss points out. You can make
a theatrical release print, or LC prints

handled this way, he adds. "Some of
the people who have tried this have

for TV markets that prefer film, or a
video transfer.
Hudson says ABC prefers to receive
edited, timed, and color -corrected LC

prints. "That saves us a lot of time in

making the transfer," he explains.
"Often we can make our transfers in
real time, since the low contrast print

almost automatically resolves any
problems with contrast."

"It would quadruple our transfer
time if we did color timing and correc-

tions with the Bosch," Dato claims.
"Our objective in making our own
transfers is to eliminate scratches and

handling problems and to faithfully
replicate the images recorded on film."
Just about the only regular ABC program scheduled in prime time that is not
following this route is The Love Boat.

"They have a well -established look
that the producer wants to preserve,"
says Hudson. These video transfers are

familiarity with the electronic post production system and learn how to
make it work for them."
It will be longer before many
miniseries and movies -of -the -week are

found that costs are higher than they expected," Bliss says. "I think that it will

be some time before there is a base of
video editing equipment, and people
who know how to use it, to support this
aspect of the production industry."
Meanwhile, the broadcasting industry has considerably improved the look
of film on TV, though it hasn't been

easy for people like Dato, Hudson,
Bliss, and Ancona. They have had to
deal with a lot of anxious producers, di-

rectors, and cinematographers who
originally had a hard time believing that
everything would be okay the first time

they looked at LC prints.
"I remember sitting in a screening
room with one guy who was just pound-

ing the desk screaming, 'That's gray;
it's never going to be black!' " says
Hudson.

It has been a educational process,
and both camps-the producers and the

Do you have a crystal
ball to help you maintain

your camera?
Probably not.

The LDK 6 with total computer
control offers you a more
practical solution with on-line
24 hour surveillance of the total
camera system. Costly downtime
is minimised and maintainability
is enhanced.

The LDK 6 on-line diagnostics warn of deviations from
normal value and approaching out -of -tolerance
conditions. It also advises when the deviations are
recovered, thereby facilitating correction of
Intermittents'. RS232 Printer output provides hard copy
of camera adjustment settings.
The LDK 6 off-line diagnostics (available on demand
using signal injection techniques) and back-up LED
indication system, complete the industry's most extensive
diagnostics.

The LDK 6 total computer control system, one bus
architecture allows physically locating the small master
contrcl panel at the camera head or CPU. This permits
one technician vs two to maintain the system.
And there are more total computer control operating
features that clearly separate the new -generation LDK 6
from all other partial control systems.
The computer system automatically adjusts for tube
ageing. Pictures from a two year old LDK 6 look as good as
day one. This is proven daily in the field.
A pickup tube can be replaced 15 minutes before air
time with no tweaking . and a matched tube is not
required. Studio light levels can be reduced by 40%, 50%
or more, without sacrificing operating flexibility or picture
quality.
These and many other LDK 6 and LDK 26 features are
why the LDK 6 family are the fastest selling cameras in
their class, with over 350 sold world wide.
Prove the total computer difference for you:self. A
demonstration will prove why the LDK 6 family is years
ahead in design, performance and cost effectiveness.
Call or write for demonstration or request the descriptive
LDK 6 or LDK 26 (2/s in2h) technical brochure.
.
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PHILIPS TELEVISION SYSTEMS, INC
900 Corporate Drive
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430
(201) 529-1550
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Broadcast Equipment

Reliability through Quality
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TV technologists-have been party to

product on the air the way that they
made it to be seen, as faithfully as
possible."
To achieve this, he believes, more

the learning. Ancona tells of the time he

was with a producer looking at an answer print for a movie -of -the -week.
The scene was shot in a bar. It was dark;

work has to be done to improve the dialog between filmmakers and the techni-

the lighting was best described as
psychedelic; the camera operator had

cal people, as well as manufacturers

used diffusion filters that caused the

and labs, all of whom make a contribution toward putting the product on the
air. "We speak in gammas, densities,

practical lights to flare; and the producer asked for the print to be made a little
more red. "We were sitting there look-

chromas, and pedestals, and film-

ing at that print, and I was wondering

makers are talking an entirely different
language.
Does it really matter? The network
representatives contacted for this arti-

how we were ever going to get the look

that he wanted on a TV screen, when
the producer asked the lab's color timer

if he could give him some more jellybeans," Ancona recalls.

Author McMurtray with ABC's Bosch
solid-state production telecine.

Translating terminology

fps used for conventional film produc-

First he had to find out what "jelly-

there and says, 'I can't see the
pinstripes in that suit,' " Ancona says.

tion], which was then transferred di-

"However,

rectly from the original negative.

subconsciously, the viewer is aware

beans" looked like. More recently,

"My own perception is that for dra-

Ancona was looking at an LC -to -video
transfer with John McPherson, the tal-

matic and action -adventure shows the
LC -to -video look has advantages over

ented cinematographer who shot Hot

negative -to -tape, and certainly over

Pursuit for NBC. "John was saying

dupe negative or interpositive to tape,"

that he wanted a more 'creamy' look,
like something else that he shot," says
Ancona. "I finally figured out that he

he says.

The main point, Ancona insists, is
that "we aren't buying color bars. We
are buying a creative product from innovative people. Our job is to get that

was talking about a commercial shot at
30 frames per second [ instead of the 24

cle all agreed with Ancona's view. "I
don't think that the average viewer sits

Ak_ea "(diva,

I

believe that at least

that he or she isn't seeing texture. They
have a feeling that something isn't right

with these pictures. It may not be
much. But it's enough. You don't ever
want that to happen."
BM/E

Russell McMurtray is an electronic
specialist in the Motion Picture and
Audiovisual Division of the
Eastman Kodak Co.
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PACO KO -120 can solve problem and give you Maximum performance with the Ni-Cad battery packs.

PACO BATTERY DEMEMORIZER

KD-120
By connecting with SONY BC -210 or Panasonic AU -B120. KO 120 will automatically switch the charger for quick charge after
dememorizing the packs.

KO -120 trickle charging system will also be engaged after quick
charging.

As the automatic switch to quick charge engages immediately
after dememorizing channel one, overall dememorizing charging

time is not much longer than charging only.
SPECIFICATIONS
4110 MOOR CODE

CONNECTABLE MAKER

Ni

Cad battery pack
SONY Be

NPR POWER

I7V

CHARGING POWER

I SAh-6Ah

210, Panasonic AU-B1/0

ACI2OV ±10%

50

60111

Trickle charge

DISCHARGE CURRENI
OOPERATIONS

3VA

100mA

Sequential discharge mode

mode. then to trickle charge mode
I X TERNAt DIMENSIONS
lb WEIGHT
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ELECTRONICS U.S.A., INC.

714 West Olympic Blvd., Suite 706 Los Angeles, CA 90015
TEL:213-747-6540/TLX:756923/FAX:213-747-3731
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'Our Ikegami Telecine Cameras give us
so much and require so little!'
T. Arthur Bone, V.P. Engineering Knight-Ridder Broadcasting, East Providence, Rhode Island
You can't help but be impressed with
Ikegami's TKC-970 high quality and
TKC-990 fully automated Telecine Cameras.
In fact, Mr. Bone was so impressed with the
first one he bought, he purchased three
more for other Knight-Ridder stations and
had this to say about them:
"We set them up every month whether
they need it or not. They usually don't."
Ikegami's TKC-970 is a professional
color Telecine camera using photoconductive 1 inch Vidicon tubes (Saticons'
are optional). Suitable for "on-line"
applications such as local viewing or direct
on -air broadcast and off-line applications
where the video signal is recorded, the
TKC-970 provides top quality pictures and
high reliability.
The TKC-990 is a fully automated high
performance telecine camera using the
fleillininansp
same optics and pick-up tubes as the
TKC-970. Consistent, highest quality 111,44rapawfwallIll A
performance is achieved by automatic set-up
of the camera operating parameters, as well
as automatic set-up of registration, level,
shading and detail correction for up to three
input projectors.
Both the TKC-970 and TKC-990 utilize
a built-in large image field lens, neutral
density disc for automatic light control and
automatic color balance circuitry. A six
vector color corrector option is available for
each camera.
With the TKC-990, a programmable
scene by scene color corrector is available
for sophisticated off-line color correction.
For a complete demonstration of the
TKC-970 and TKC-990 and other Ikegami
cameras and monitors, contact us or visit
your local Ikegami dealer.

Ikegami
Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.), Inc.,
37 Brook Avenue,
Maywood, NJ 07607
East Coast: (201) 368-9171
West Coast: (213) 534-0050
Southeast: (813) 884-2046
Southwest: (214) 233-2844
Midwest: (312) 834-9774
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PLANNING THE
NETWORK RADIO
PLANT
BY MAURICE W. WASSERMAN, AIA,
AND JANET WATERHOUSE, AIA
This summer, NBC Radio Networks completed the
relocation of their radio facilities from their old home at
30 Rockefeller Plaza to 1700 Broadway. The final move
capped two and a half years of planning, design, and construction work, supervised by our firm and a team of four
consulting firms, working in concert with each other and
with a group of extremely competent people at NBC.
As with any architectural project, careful preplanning
and communication among all concerned played a paramount role during all phases of construction. With a project of this complexity, planning is especially crucial to
success. NBC Radio Networks' new home occupies four
areas at 1700 Broadway: the 16,500 -square -foot ninth
floor, devoted to NBC Radio Networks and the broadcast
facilities; the 16,500 -square -foot third floor, occupied by
the Radio Networks' executive administrative and sales
offices; the cellar area housing the emergency generator
and fuel storage; and a portion of the roof, with antennas
and a prefabricated building for receiving equipment.

The NBC Radio Networks newsroom area was designed for efficiency in both arrangement of equipment and placement of staff.

During planning and construction, we collaborated
with several key NBC people: John Bailie, director of en-

Our role began in December 1982, when John Bailie

gineering, NBC Radio; Craig Simon, director of operations and engineering, NBC Radio Network; Warren
Vandeveer, project design engineer; Ray Weiss, manager
of technical operations; and H. Delaney Young, project
coordinator. It was this collaboration that led to the successful completion of this project.

contacted our firm to prepare a construction budget report
'on NBC's utilization of an existing broadcast facility, recently offered for lease, on the ninth floor at 1700 Broad-

Maurice W. Wasserman, AIA, was principal architect for
the NBC Radio Networks project. Janet Waterhouse,
AIA, served as project manager.

way. This facility had been designed by our firm and
constructed during the spring of 1982 for the proposed
ABC Radio Enterprises Network. That service never
came to fruition, and the ninth floor proved attractive to
NBC, which had grown beyond the limits of its home at
30 Rockefeller Plaza.
Equipped with a thorough knowledge of the floor and
the building's services, a suggested layout prepared by
BM/E NOVEMBER, 1985
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NBC, and preliminary input from NBC staff, we developed a schematic design and prepared a construction
budget. The facility already had sufficient power, as well
as a supplementary heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system to serve 50 percent of the floor,
required because the building system shut down at 5:30
p.m. each day and over the weekend. It was immediately
clear that NBC would require supplementary HVAC for
the remainder of the floor as well as an emergency genera-

tor. In addition, over half of the floor required partial or
full reconstruction, including the demolition and replacement of all utility power, technical power, and lighting.
NBC Radio Network evaluated the project and proceeded with lease negotiations during the spring of 1983.

administrative, and sales departments of NBC Radio Networks, then scattered throughout 30 Rockefeller Plaza.
The project was a challenge. We were to bring together
disparate departments with varied functional and storage

requirements, utilizing a modular "open office"
approach.
As the project progressed. we incorporated a system of

energy efficient direct and indirect lighting and central
storage shelving mounted on ball bearing rollers. Since

vertical wireways and underslab wiring were not
permitted, we developed an intricate routing of utility and
communications wiring from conduit in columnA or pe-

rimeter convector enclosures to runs of "raceway"
through interconnected workstations. From these positions the wiring would run to 30 Rockefeller Plaza and to
the ninth floor at 1700 Broadway.

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

At this time, we provided NBC Radio Networks with architectural requirements and documents to be incorporated within the lease.

As the working drawings for the third floor were completed in June 1983, we received formal notice from NBC
Radio Network to begin our preliminary design studies

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

for the ninth floor broadcast facility. At this point we
called in our team of consultants: Goldman Sokolow
Copeland (mechanical, electrical, plumbing); Hayden
McKay, AIA (lighting design); Robert Silman (structur-

While the complexities of the ninth floor lease were be-

ing ironed out, NBC's Architectural Planning and Construction Department contacted us to design and monitor

construction for the recently leased third floor space at

1700 Broadway-the future home of the executive,

al); and Robert Hansen (acoustical). During these early
months of the project, our efforts were directed to obtaining a thorough understanding of the project requirements and the available building space. We completely
surveyed the existing site, visited the existing broadcast
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Floor plan for the broadcasting and technical areas of the ninth floor at 1700 Broadway.
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Make Great News.
Hot Pod.
For on -the -spot news reporting, here

is the action tripod you can set up in
seconds and be ready to shoot while

others are still setting up. Release the cen-

tral lock lever and the legs extend automatically into a stable position, even on
steps, a ramp, or any uneven surface.

Level the camera in seconds with the fine -

adjustment lever. You can also raise the
quick -locking center -column to 6.6 feet,

to put your image right up front, even
when you are in the back. Tear down is
just as fast as set up. Grab the centrally
located handle for easy carrying. The Hot
Pod. It's quick, reliable and professional,
the perfect complement to the guaranteed leakproof Sachtler Panorama and
Video 20 fluid heads.
That's what we are known for. World-

wide. For further information, please
contact us.

Sachtler. The System.
Sachtler GmbH Dieselstr.16,
D-8046 Garching/Munchen,
West Germany.

Sachtler Corp.
400 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge N.Y. 11788
Phone (516) 231-0033
3316 W. Victory Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91505
Phone (818) 845-4446
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of lively Broadway. (This exterior location is unusual for
New York broadcast facilities.) The three control room/
studio complexes, after additional studies, were placed at

with which we would continue to struggle throughout the
project. Due to the uniform depth of beams and girders,
the maximum vertical dimension on the ninth floor was

the interior of the building. This location was advantageous for security as well as sound control.
At this point, sight lines from the newsroom, particularly the producer's desk, to each of the studios and control rooms were carefully studied and window openings
established. The area was laid out with tape edit rooms
flanking the north side of the newsroom. Sliding doors, a
window, and 30 -degree angling of the rooms permit
views of both the producer and newsroom traffic. The

nine feet, 10 inches. In several critical areas, existing

transmission room was sited directly adjacent to the news-

ductwork and conduit runs brought the vertical clearance
to a very tight seven feet, six inches. Column bays were
22 by 20 feet. Since 1700 Broadway was constructed as
an office building, the existing floor slab was four inches

room, permitting the shortest wire runs to equipment.
The newsroom workstations, designed by NBC, allow
maximum utilization of two adjacent surfaces. Each station is equipped with a TV, clock, timer, cart machine,
terminal for the Basys newsroom computer, telephone,
and output of the 125 -input Nemo audio switcher for
monitoring.
The Basys system is a major functional hub for the network operation. Through it, correspondents at each station can compose and edit stories and access wire service
copy. At various locations on the floor, laser printers produce hard copy. The central computer equipment is sepa-

facility at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, and discussed the needs
of the technical and news staffs.

The surveying quickly revealed several constraints

deep and the allowable live load 50 pounds per square
foot. The future floor loading was constantly checked
throughout the design process as each new piece of equip-

ment was introduced and located.
The greatest obstacle proved to be the routing of vertical conduit runs from the cellar to the ninth floor and on to
the roof above the forty-second floor. The original shaft

rately located in the computer/wire room with its
individual system of environmental controls. This room is

also linked to 30 Rockefeller Plaza and the NBC News
computer.
It is from the control room and Studio A that the news is
broadcast on a daily basis. The B studio serves as a support area; the C studio is the sportscasting facility. The dimensions and layout of each room are similar, altered
only by the imposition of the building's structure. The
equipment in each area is identical: McCurdy consoles,
ITC Delta cart machines, Rodgers Studio monitor
speakers powered by Bryston amps, and Sony 5002 reelto-reel tape decks.
The studios and newsroom, as well as the remainder of
the broadcast facility, are raised five inches by the instal1

lation of computer flooring. Each floor pedestal is
Producer's desk, foreground, has a clear view into
Studio A and Control Room A.
space was inadequate, and we knew from our previous ex-

perience during the construction of ABC Radio Enterprises that the vertical runs were extremely tight. Our
engineers, with the aid of the building manager, explored
the building in order to locate the required number of vertical runs prior to preparation of working drawings.

WORK PATTERNS
At this time, we carefully observed the functioning of
the existing NBC Radio Networks facility, constructed in

1955 at 30 Rockefeller Plaza. This study and ongoing
discussions with staff members revealed critical circulation patterns and sight lines that became the basis for the
area's layout. We also determined desirable locations for
equipment and local storage requirements.
We quickly decided that the large masses of newsroom,
control room/studios, and transmission area would control the layout within the U-shaped geometry of the floor.
The newsroom itself is positioned at the southwest corner
of the floor, permitting daylighting of the area and a view
100
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grounded to building steel. The newsroom ceiling is composed of 12 -inch -square acoustic tile, installed tightly to
the labyrinth of ducts running across this area. This system was continued in the studios with an additional sound
isolated ceiling.

LIGHTING DESIGN
The quadty of lighting, lighting control, and glare
through multiple panes of control room/studio window
glass was identified as a major issue. We brought our
lighting consultant, Hayden McKay, to the existing facility at 30 Rock to observe these problems and for staff
discussions regarding desired lighting and control.
Glare and lighting problems in the three studios were
solved by installing three separate systems of lighting. In
each studio, six-inch recessed fluorescent fixtures, covered with half -inch black egg -crate louvers, were placed
directly above each work surface. One side wall surface
was washed with light from a continuous recessed fluorescent fixture, again with black louver. Indirect light was
bounced off the wall above each window so that the announcer's facial expressions could be read easily. All fluorescent lighting ballasts were remotely located and the

EIGHT QUESTIONS
YOU SHOULD ASK WHEN
BUYING WEATHER RADAR.
I

Where does the
data come from?

The National Weather
Service is now fully
operational with a
series of radar transmitters called RRWDS:
it's their primary precipitation detection tool.
The Alden C2000R is
the color radar display
system which allows its
subscribers to access
any of these RRWDS
transmitters, on a direct
line or dial -up basis.
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compatibility, time
lapse and level flashing are included in the
standard C2000R. And
there's no hookup
charge to connect to
any radar.

Are there
6
. options?
You can add additional
memory, clutter
blanker, alarm, cus-

tomized backgrounds-

=

2What if I only
. want three or
four sites?
With the Alden system, there's no
need to pay for access to the
whole country if you only need
data from a few radars. You specify
the sites you want, and we program your auto -dialer phone to
receive these sites. You pay only
for the sites you need.

01 Will I get busy signals?
J. Probably not. The system is
designed so multiple users can call
simultaneously. And because we
know who has access to each
radar, we can expand the system
as subscribers increase.

4What about service?
. Of course the transmitters are
maintained by on -site government
technicians. And for Alden equipment, we maintain a nationwide

service network for reliable
operation.

a What features are included?
J. The Alden C2000R has a
number of built-in features that
are costly options in other radar
display systems. Zoom, range
rings, sweep line, NTSC/RGB
[Alden Electronics, 127 Washington Street,
Westborough, MA 01581, (617) 366-8851
Please send information on:

C2000R

C2000M

C2000R/S

Name
Title

Company

even a high -resolution
printer for color print
1
or transparency. And
for a surprisingly small
additional cost, you can
convert the C2000R
to the C2000R/S, which lets you
receive color weather graphics
from private data bases.

07 Can we afford it?
The Alden C2000R is far
less expensive than other
similarly equipped radar display
systems. If you don't need all the
features of the C2000R, the cost
is even less for our C2000M
radar monitoring system. If
you've looked at weather display systems in the past, you
will be pleasantly surprised at
the cost, lease or purchase, of an
Alden system.
8How do I find out more?

Street
City

. Just fill in the coupon, or call
State

Zip

Alden and we'll be happy to set
up a demonstration.

Our C2000R/S adds weather graphics from private data bases, such as these from Accu-Weather and WSI SUPSAT

ALDEN ELECTRONICS
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FOR ACR & TCR QUAD CARTS

VISA

Vertical Interval Stereo Audio
Upgrade any ACR or TCR to record and play stereo
audio without transport modifications.

Separate encoder and decoder modules are used;
multiplexing the two stereo chan-

nels into the vertical blanking
portion of the video signal in
Record and retrieving them
during Playback.

A workstation in the correspondents' quiet room.

MERLIN ENGINEERING WORKS
2440 EMBARCADERO WAY, PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 856-0900 TWX 910-3731782
TOLL FREE (800) 227-1980
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A SIGHT
FOR SORE EARS.

light systems controlled by individual dimmers. In addition, the color of each wall surface and the plastic laminate on the work surfaces were selected for specific light
reflectance; the reflectances varied between 20 and 70
percent, effectively controlling glare. In the newsroom,
light and glare are controlled by vertical blinds and Mylar
reflecting shades, particularly important during the afternoon hours.

ACOUSTICAL
CONSIDERATIONS
The acoustical design criteria for the studios, control
rooms, edit rooms, and adjacent support areas was estab-

lished by John Bailie for NBC and Robert A. Hansen.
Acoustical separation was defined as the value of noise reduction at 125 Hz, IA octave band measured between contiguous spaces. In his work, Hansen has found 125 Hz to
be the critical design frequency for rooms of this size because at this frequency, room partitions are efficiently ex-

cited and actually act as loudspeakers, rather than

If ears could talk, they'd scream for SONEX.
The only patented acoustic foam with a
specially sculptured anechoic design can
replace traditional studio materials for a
fraction of the cost. SONEX absorbs sound,
controls reverb, eliminates stray reflections, and kills standing waves.
What's left is true sound. Your ears know. Listen to them. Simple to
apply and economical to buy, SONEX blends with almost any decor
and looks clean, sharp, professional. Call or write us for all the facts
and prices.
SONEX is manufactured by
Illbruck and distributed
exclusively to the pro sound
industry by Alpha Audio.

AlphaAudio.
2049 West Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia 23220
(804) 358-3852

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry
Circle 174 on Reader Service Card
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deadening sound as intended.
A particular challenge arose from the close proximity
of the mechanical room to Studio C and its control room,
mandated by the location of the building's fresh air shaft
in this area. To isolate the studio from the air conditioning
units, an acoustic plenum lined with four -inch fiberglass

insulation was installed. Ducts into Studio C, Control
Room C, and Control Room B were lined with two-inch
insulation. All other ductwork was lined with one -inch insulation. Air volume dampers were deleted from room interiors and airflow was controlled upstream of each area
by motorized dampers.
The effectiveness of the acoustic design was insured by
close monitoring during construction. The sound -barrier
system was tested before construction of the isolated ceil-

ings, and at completion of all sheetrock work. Finally,

vIDEOTAPE

cvso

We wouldn't give you an inch

until it was perfect.

Maxell perfects the 1" tape.
Introducing Maxell Broadcast
Quality 1". Superior videotape
technology to satisfy the
perfectionist in you.

Perfect for mastering.
Maxell's exclusive epitaxial
formulation provides clean,
dropout -free video, with RF

output consistent to within
0.2dB from head to tail.
We've even licked the stiction
problem, with uniquely

Give me an inch.
Give me more information on
Maxell Broadcast Quality 1".

H Give me the name of my nearest

effective resistance to high
humidity and other harsh
environmental conditions.
Perfect for editing.
Maxell Broadcast Quality 1"
is made tough to resist
stretching, scratching and
head clogging. .yet it's made
gentle to minimize head wear.
So you can keep it parked in
STILL for well over 3 hours,
without taking the typical toll
on the tape, video output or
your sensitive heads.

!flaxen®

PROFESSICNALII NIDUSTR AL DIVISION

Maxell Distributor.

H Give me a sales call so I can
see for myself.

Maxell Corporation of America
60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, NJ 07074
:201) 641-8600

Perfect for broadcast.
Our superior 1" tape stays

that way for up to 2,000
passes. So not only can
ycu achieve perfection in
production, but you get more
of your money's worth when
ycu take it on the air.
Find out for yourself. Just clip
ar d mail the coupon below.
But keep in mind: If we didn't
think it was perfect, we
wouldn't have called it Maxell.
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TIME AFTER TIME
Quality Dependability. Affordability.
Microtime continues to be the industry's major
supplier of digital video time base correctors.

T-100
Unparalleled TBC performance for the price

16 H -Line Memory
4x Subcarrier, 8 Bit Digital Sampling
3.58 MHz Subcarrier Feedback
Averaging Velocity Correction
VITs, VIRs & Teletext Pass Unaffected
$5490

T-120
Best performer in its class

16 H -Line Memory
4x Subcarrier, 8 Bit Digital Sampling
VITs, VIRs & Teletext Pass Unaffected
Auto Trac 3' Circuit to Steer VTR
Stand -Alone Heterodyne or 3.58 MHz Feedback
$6990

T -120D
A dynamic TBC

16 H -Line Memory
4x Subcarrier, 8 Bit Digital Sampling
VARI-TRAK TM Operation for -lx to +3x Speed
When Used With Sony BVU-820T

E-120 Interface for Digital Effects
& A/B Roll Editing

T-220 FIT TM
Component design... keeping pace with the future

Stand -Alone Heterodyne or 3.58 MHz Feedback
Auto Trac 3TM Circuit to Steer VTR
$7990

Three Channel Component Processirg
for Clean, Transparent Performance

Multiformat Capability
Inputs:1/2"YR) Type MTM ; Y688 Dub;

or NTSC Composite
Outputs: 1/2"Y, R -Y, B -Y Beta; Y688 Dub;

and NTSC Composite

VARI-TRAKT'Operation for -lx to +3x Speed
When Used with Sony BVU-820
Interpolated Field Freeze for Flicker -Free Pictures
Unlimited Correction Window Handles VTRs with or
without Advanced Sync
Full 40x Forward and Reverse Search Performance
Built -In Color Drop -Out Compensator
$11,900

Time after time, Microtime has just the TBC you'll ever need

MICROTIME
A Subsidiary of ANDERSEN GROUP
Circle 163 on Reader Service Card

Microtime, Inc.
1280 Blue Hills Avenue
Bloomfield, CT 06002
Tel: (203) 242-4242
TWX: 710-425-1165

Northeast, Ray Bouchard (609) 896-3716
Central, David Everett (312) 934-9191
Southcentral, Steve Krant (214) 644-0232
Southeast, Jerry Rankin (404) 979-4437
West, Daniel Sofie 1-800-243-1570
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acoustic readings were taken at the conclusion of the pro-

ject after the installation of acoustic panels within each
room, identifying a number of substandard panels that
were replaced.

THE TRUE
MEASURE OF
PERFORMANCE

POWER AND
TRANSMISSION
At the core of the NBC Radio project are the transmis-

sion room, the electric power system, and the backup
emergency generator. The power is divided into three distinct systems: emergency lighting, technical power, and
general building power (lights and utility). The technical
power is conditioned by a Liebert 75 kVA unit that han-

dles all technical requirements for the ninth floor. All
technical power is distributed through conduit below the
computer floor to hospital -grade isolated ground outlets
throughout the facility. These individual grounds ultimately tie to an isolated ground from the basement. Audio
grounding is via homeruns of 3/0 copper insulated cable
that tie directly to building steel. Continuous operation of
the power system is insured by the Cummins 150 kW gen-

erator in the cellar.
Heavy structural loads imposed by the generator and
fuel tank necessitated installation of dunnage beams set
on grout beds and cut into wall pockets at the perimeter
walls. The generator was then mounted on a system of vibration isolators. Since cooling air was not available at the
cellar level, a heat exchanger system was installed, working off the building's cooling tower 42 stories above. In

ASACA/SHIBASOKU
TA35A MULTI CHANNEL TV
SOUND SIGNAL GENERATOR
The TA35A Generates the signals of the Zenith
Television Multi Channel Sound System used in
the United States

The Main(L + R), 1st Sub Channel (L- R), 2nd
Sub Channel ( SAP ), Telemetry, and Pilot Signals
may be used independently or in any combination.

A dbx Noise Reduction Circuit has been built into
both the 1st Sub Channel (L- R ) and the 2nd
Sub Channel (SAP ).
A specially designed filter to compensate for delay
characteristics due to the dbx circuit has been
built into the Main Channel Section ( L+ R).
Remote Control Operation

Measure Your Performance With The Best
ASACA SHIBASOKU TA35A MULTI CHANNEL
TV SOUND SIGNAL GENERATOR

For complete specifications, write:

ASACA/SHIBASOKU CORP. OF AMERICA
12509 Beatrice Street, Los Angeles, California 90066
Sales, Service: (800) 423-6347 (213) 827-7144

Stepped panels of glass bricks provide a dramatic entryway to the NBC Radio Networks facility.
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IMAGINE A

ONE TUBE
VHF TRANSMITTER
Imagine a powerful 35kw system, the
PCN-1435. It's one of 7 brand new PCN1400 Series VHF transmitters: 100% solidstate to 10 kw, only one tube to 35kw.
Imagine exciters with 30% fewer parts,
giving you 50% improvement in MTBF
(now 30,000 hours). And capable of
stereo sound without modification.
Now ... imagine what the new VHF
transmitters from NEC can do for you.
For more information call Joe Engle
at 1-800-323-6656.

PCN 1400 SERIES TRANSMITTERS

NEC

the event of power failure, the system can be on-line in
four seconds. Due to space constraints on the ninth floor,
an uninterrupted power system was not installed.
The transmission area is monitored by the radio operations supervisor. From this position the supervisor can
also observe remote annunciator panels for the generator
and security system as well as temperature and security
alarms from the prefabricated Bally building on the roof.
The operations desk, designed by NBC, is a model of efficiency that contains a computer, printer, typewriter, four

video monitors, clock, counter, intercom, Nemo monitor, and a Jerrold selector. Seated at the desk, the supervi-

sor has quick access to the first and second row of
racks-the transmission area where audio patching is performed. Via the two side aisles he can easily reach the re-

maining racks, which hold the mainframes for the
125x125 Datatek Nemo routing switcher and the Datatek
channel switcher, Ward -Beck intercorn/IFB system, and
RCA DATS equipment.

ADDITIONAL AREAS

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU
NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
In Illinois 312/640-3792.

When plans for the newsroom complex were approved
in September 1983, we were able to develop the remain-

der of the floor-reception, offices, shop, storage, conference, and employee lounge-as well as the technical
systems. Warren Vandeveer laid out the transmission
room and the newsroom complex while we, in turn, refined plans and sections to accommodate. At this point actual power requirements could be defined and engineered,

lighting designed, and cooling loads calculated.
With the beginning of 1984, the final design drawings
were approved by NBC and we entered an intense eight week period of working drawings production. Daily conferences among our office, Goldman Sokolow Copeland,
and Warren Vandeveer facilitated this process. The draw-

ings and project manual were delivered to the NBC
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purchasing department in time for the March 5 deadline.
The bid was awarded one month later to general contractor James E. Mitchell and Son, and we held our first job
meeting on May 15, 1984. By February 23, 1985, Phase
One construction was substantially complete, and the facility aired its first broadcast at 11:54 p.m. that evening.
Plans for Phase Two, construction of Studios D and E,
were produced during construction of Phase One. With
careful phasing of work and construction of temporary
partitions, this work proceeded within the occupied space
and was completed by September 1985.
This brief glimpse of the NBC Radio Networks illumi-

nates the great complexities of this project. Thorough
work at the planning stage provided a strong base. The
successful integration of the project was a result of the ex-

to4

cellent collaboration between NBC, our firm and

e

consultants, and all of the construction workers who

.

**

helped to build the facility.

* *
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Radio '85 Scores Some
Successes in Dallas
rdaw..... mow. lizgadm...-44

Staff Report
Some 2500 radio broadcasters, of an
estimated 6000 conventioneers regis-

IIIIIMPOI1111011m

tered, gathered in Dallas for the 100 ex-

hibits and 82 workshops devoted
entirely to radio for the annual RMPC
in mid September. It was generally regarded as a success; but the convention
was not without its problems.
The main complaint from exhibitors
was that workshops and seminars were
scheduled to conflict with exhibit floor
hours, forcing broadcasters to choose

between the two-to the detriment of
the manufacturers, who pay premium
dollars to exhibit at the show. Many
manufacturers threatened not to return
to the show next year if the scheduling
is not improved. To counter this situa-

tion, the NRBA showed a spark of
creativity in sponsoring a "free lunch"
on the second day of the show. A rous-

ing marching band led broadcasters
into the exhibit hall where tables of

Some 100 companies exhibited their wares to station general managers, program
directors, and in a few cases, engineers, during Radio '85 at the Dallas Convention
Center, which most agreed was an improvement over last year's show.

Mexican food and hot dogs were set up,

with mono receivers by Yamaha,

and where food and drink were given
away without charge. The exhibit hall
saw its biggest crowd flock in for the
food, and stay to look at the booths.
The workshops covered topics from
sales, to on -air talent, to transmitter

Jensen and Sony compared with a Sony

provement were also discussed. In response to the NAB's AM Improvement

multisystem AM stereo receiver, a

Subcommittee, the National Radio

Kahn receiver, and Pioneer and

Systems Committee, a joint NAB-EIA
effort, announced just prior to the convention that it will study proposals to

Panasonic C-Quam AM stereo receiv-

ers. The idea, according to Michael
Rau, from the NAB's science and tech-

standardize AM transmission pre -

maintenance, and the ongoing hot

nology staff, was to show that even

emphasis and AM receiver deemphasis

topic, now that the furor over ads for
beer and wine has all but receded into
the background, was how much action
should be taken to warn parents about
so-called "pornographic" song lyrics,

nonstereo AM signals sound better on
the AM stereo receivers, and that stereo
represents an improvement of the overall AM signal. That was the main point
made at the panel discussion as well,
and it appeared to be well supported
among broadcasters. Unfortunately,
panel moderator Frizzell pointed out

with the objective of establishing an
industrywide voluntary standard for

and how involved radio stations who air

such songs should become.
AM stereo came under discussion,
again, as always. A panel attended by
representatives of Motorola along with
Leonard Kahn, who market competing
systems, rallied radio broadcasters to
the cause for AM stereo as a way to improve an AM signal overall. A multimedia presentation made a strong case
for AM stereo with clear and impressive audio recorded from actual stations.
That presentation, produced by panel
moderator Ron Frizzell, whose WLAM
in Maine is broadcasting AM stereo, is
now being used by the NAB in presentations to state broadcasting associa-

tions and other groups to help

champion AM stereo's cause.

The NAB also had an AM stereo
demonstration on the exhibit floor,

both.
The Radio convention is not general-

ly considered a very equipment- and
technology -oriented show, however,
that appears to be changing somewhat,
as several manufacturers brought along

that most of those who attended the

new products to exhibit, and others

panel discussion were already won over

generated interest in equipment shown
at the April NAB.

to the cause of AM stereo, and he
would have liked to see more of those

who have not yet switched in attendance at the discussion.
Neither Kahn, nor Motorola representatives were involved in the actual
panel, but Kahn brought along a prototype of a Sony multisystem AM stereo
receiver for cars, which he says is being

marketed in Japan and will be in the
U.S. in the future. Motorola, mean-

while, had cars with C-Quam AM
stereo receivers and other receivers
from its several dozen receiver manufacturers, on the exhibit floor.

Other topics focusing on AM im-

Fidelipac Corp. introduced the CRT 10
Series cart machine, a "no -frills" version of its CRT -100.
BM E
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Fidelipac introduced the CTR 10

five or eight inputs, in mono or stereo.

Series cart machine, a no -frills version
of its CTR 100. There will be four models in the series: the CTR 11, which fea-

It has dual stereo outputs, and a

tures mono playback, the CTR 12
which has stereo playback, the CTR 13
which is a mono rec/play, and the CTR

14, which is stereo rec/play. It takes
"A" size carts, and three stereo recorders can be mounted in a 19 -inch rack.
The new machine has the same mechanics and is basically an evolution of

the CTR 100. Both include cart scan,
and can vary the cart speed. The CTR
10 also features fast forward, secondary and tertiary cue tones, audio and
test metering, 1 kHz defeat on the front

panel, and a built-in audio switcher.
The CTR 10 will be available for deliv-

ery in the first quarter of 1986.
Broadcast Audio introduced the IV
Series Extender, which is related to its

IV Series console and has the same
mixing cards. The extender adds four
inputs to a larger mixer, or can feed all

summed mono output. It also features a

raised, silent, tactile feedback back-

to L + R ratio; preemphasis; and
"punch," with aural intensity measurements. Potomac has geared it toward improving a station's bottom line.

lighted membrane switch control panel, digitally scanned and stored.
Five -color graphics are protected by a
poly -carbonate overlay on the panel.
There is an optional expander to raise
the number of inputs to 12. It's cost is
low at $2995.
One of the products exhibited at the
show may be able to play a role in the
preemphasis of AM signal issue.
Potomac Instruments showed its Quant

The QA -100 was introduced at the

Aural QA -100 audio program analyzer.
It successfully quantifies what has pre-

in what the company is calling "Telco
Busters": using STL and microwave
equipment where radio stations used to
use phone lines.
Radio Systems has new LED meters,

viously been left up to the engineer or
station manager's ear, and tries to make
comparison of the station's sound less
subjective.
The QA -100 can compare a station to

others in the market, or measure it
against an "ideal" or "target" sound

NAB and quickly sold out; there was
much interest at the Radio show, as
well.

LPB introduced a new all -digital
console. Its prototype received lots of
interest at NAB, and the company is in
the process of making it smaller, with a
production model scheduled by the end
of the year.
At the Marti booth, there was interest

that it developed as part of its other
equipment but is now selling separately. The red, yellow and light green indi-

cators show L and R channels in

four inputs of the extender into one out-

of the station itself. The device takes
audio from any source: receiver, tape

put of a larger mixer. It can be used

recorder, production output, processor,

with any Broadcast Audio mixer and is
an upgrade to the IV Series that was introduced at this past NAB.
ATI (Audio Technologies Inc.) had a
new console, their aim being to manufacture one console for those who need

and measures: maximum peak level

new for radio stations but are

(which is subject to FCC limits), the av-

generating interest at stereo TV sta-

erage level, or overall effectiveness of
processing; the peak density, or tightness of sound; the total balance, with a
four -band real-time analyzer; the L -R

BEAM Integrates Broadcast, Cable and Demographic Data
SELECTED COUNTIES IN
CONNECTICUT MASSACHUSETTS
& RHODE ISLAND

horizontal patterns, and monitor both
peak and average levels at the flick of a

switch. The company says they aren't
tions, where audio monitoring is being
taken more seriously than before.

Also from Radio Systems is the
DCX, a dc external series of small utili-

ty amps: preamp, mic amp, all modular, which fit into common boxes and
share a common dc supply.
Although not introducing new products, most of the RF and antenna manu-

facturers reported much interest in
equipment that allows several stations
to combine on one tower, mostly because of new rulings regarding antenna
radiation, and because of 80-90 docket
considerations. Dielectric, Tennaplex,
and Shively Labs each reported much
activity in this area.

Also kept busy at the show were
companies which specialize in information or consultation on new station

builds or upgrades. Dataworld and
Antek were featuring a menu of each of
their services, and Compucon, in addition to showing its other services, introduced BEAM: Broadcast Engineering
and Marketing. Computer drawings of

maps show a station's signal, demos,
and other information on transparent
map overlays. It can be used for any
CANA 111104110
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Cornpucon's BEAM service shows a computer -drawn map detailing broadcast, cable and demographic data.
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broadcast technology, and is especially
suited to stations concerned about the
recent demise of must -carry legislation
since Compucon can plot cable coverage and illustrate how much coverage

would be lost through lack of
"must -carry."
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THE ONLY
COMPANY THAT DIDN'T
HAVE TO IMPROVE
ITS CAVALIER MICS
JUST DID.
As the world's leader in lavalier microphones, pin and necklace -type clips; and a power supply
we've just taken some very important steps to en- holder that clips to your belt.
Sony lavalier microphones operate on either
sure that we retain that distinction.
For one, we've taken our mics in a new direc- a single AA battery or phantom -power. You also
tion with the addition of the Sony ECM -66 uni- have a choice between black or satin -nickel
finishes; and XLR, pigtail or Sony wireless -comdirectional. Its wide-angle cardioid pattern
provides better off -axis frequency response than patible output configurations.
So to see (barely) and hear (very clearly) the
the classic pattern-while also providing an unprecedented level of isolation from ambient noise. results of Sony's refusal to rest upon its laurels,
call your Sony representative: Eastern Region,
We've also made the least of a good thing:
The new ECM -77 is the smallest microphone in (201) 368-5185; Southern Region, (615) 883-8140;
Sony history. We've even made our new cable hous- Central Region, (312) 773-6000; Western Region,
(213) 639-5370. Or write to
ing smaller-and more durable.
Sony Professional
We've made more of some good things, too.
The new ECM -55, for one: the latest refinement of Audio Products
Sony Drive,
our successful ECM -50 series.
And we've expanded our line of accessories- Park Ridge,
NJ 07656.
with new color windscreens; pencil -type, safety ©1985 Sony Corp. of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Son, Corp. Sony Communications Products Compa n
Sony Drive. Park Ridge. New Jersey 07656.
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THE DRAKE PROFESSIONALS
Thousands of CATV, SMATV,
and broadcast operators
everywhere have placed
their trust in DRAKE's

professional equipment and for good reason. Our
name has been synonymous
with excellence and reliability
in the communications field
for many, many years.
And this proud tradition
continues with our
professional VM2410
Modulator and ESR2240
Earth Station Receiver.
Operated together or
separately, the VM2410 and
ESR2240 are an unbeatable
choice for solid dependability
and performance.

The DRAKE VM2410

The DRAKE ESR2240

Modulator

Earth Station Receiver

With the Drake VM2410 a
single modulator provides 60
channel frequency agility. A
simple push of a button will
set the VM2410 output to any
VHF Broadcast, Mid -Band,
Super -Band and Ultra -Band
channel up to 400 MHz.The
VM2410 also features video
low pass and IF SAW filteri-ig
for reliable operation in the
most crowded systems. A full
57 dBmV output ensures
maximum performance.

A true step ahead in design
technology. Some of the
ESR2240's outstanding
features include fully
synthesized transponder and
subcarrier selection, block
down conversion with our
BDC-24 Block Converter or
LNB, IF loop -through for
easy multiple receiver
installation, SAW filtering for
maximum interference
rejection and adjacent
channel performance, full
signal metering on front

panel - and much more.

-

When the bottom line is reliability, long-term service,
and simple peace of mind
demand a DRAKE!
Call or write us today for more
information.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY

DRAKE
Circle 169 on Reader Service Card

540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Ohio 45342. USA
Phone: (513) 866-2421 Telex: 288-017
©COPYRIGHT 1985 R.L. DRAKE COMPANY .

At Expanded RTNDA Show,
Spotlight Shines on
Computers, Satellites
Staff Report

Satellite newsgathering and newsroom

computers stole the show at September's RTNDA Convention, the largest

ever for that organization. The
2000 -plus attendees were greeted by a
significantly expanded equipment ex-

hibit that spilled into the parking lot,
where satellite dishes sprouted in almost NAB -like numbers.

The growth in the RTNDA exhibit
area-with many first- or second -time
exhibitors and many others returning

after a long hiatus-reflected the
increasing ability of news directors to
control their own budgets and specify
purchases. With news becoming a prof-

it center at many stations, managements are seeking the competitive edge
that state of the art equipment can give.
In the satellite field, Conus Commu-

nications and Hubcom shared the
largest indoor exhibit, promoting
Hubcom's SNG vehicles and Conus's
network of SNG-equipped local sta-

Cluster of SNG vehicles in outside exhibit area resembled a mini -NAB.

wK

tions. Almost 30 stations have joined
,

Conus so far. The booth featured a

5\01\

Hubcom SNG truck built for Omaha

*1410Ckmk

TV station WOWT, a recent Conus affiliate, along with a microwave van for

\0

LP*. twrig
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WGN- TV , Chicago, constructed by

Hubcom and Wolf Coach. Outside,
Hubcom's SNG truck built for Conus
member WTVF, Nashville, stood next
to a Hubcom SNG trailer.

Other makers of SNG vehicles
showed up in force. Dalsat exhibited

two SNG-25 satellite vans, one for
WWL-TV, New Orleans, and one for
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City. Microlink
System showed its SNG Series satellite

vehicle. Comsat General featured a
prototype Ku -band van with a roof mounted antenna for 360 -degree azimuth and maximum interior space. In
addition, GEC McMichael featured its
transportable Ku -band SNG system,
which can be carried in a truck or on an
airplane. Scientific-Atlanta described
its satellite equipment and services.
Basys showed a newsroom system based on the Compaq personal computer.

Inside,

microwave

vehicles
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system will provide all newsroom
capabilities.

Although it announced no sales,
Data Communications Corp. promoted
its BIAS Newsroom system, a modular

computer system for both television
and radio applications. The system
provides full news automation capabili-

ties, including wire service manage-

ment, word processing, automatic
reading time calculations, and producer's rundown. DCC also emphasized its
BUYLINE electronic information service, linking stations and reps for efficient spot sales. These services are now

available through DCC's Mini -Pak,

Centro's ENP microwave van.

abounded. Centro's booth featured its
ENP (electronic news production) vehicle, first seen at NAB, while Midwest

showed a spiffy black microwave van

built for a nearby television station.
Both companies, of course, build SNG
vehicles as well. Television Equipment

Corp. brought a microwave van with
telescoping mast built for Nashville's
WTVF, while Wolf Coach showed a
van built for WGN, Chicago. Other microwave vans were displayed by MZB
& Associates and by E -N -G Corp.
New technology for gathering news
was matched with the latest technology
for handling it in the newsroom. Newsroom computers are finally coming into

their own, with interest high on the
floor and in the sessions. At a panel on
radio news technology, news directors
praised the efficiency and usefulness of

newsroom computers, but cautioned

Graphics announced a new option for
NewStar, the Attached Database
Processor, or ADP, to be available next
spring.

The other major player in the field.
Basys, also announced a coup: the sale
of a Basys newsroom computer system

to ABC network news. This system
will be Basys' fiftieth installation and
gives Basys the edge in networks, if not
affiliates. Basys systems are already in-

stalled at NBC and CNN, along with
BBC Radio and ITN in the U.K., RAI
television and radio news in Italy, and

the Macquarrie radio network in
Australia.
The new Basys system for ABC will
supplement and enhance an already existing television newsroom system de-

signed by the network and will be
linked with that system's IBM mainframe computer. For radio, the Basys

that they should not be seen as a means
of reducing staff. The main benefits of

newsroom computers, panelists suggested, are information management,
especially of wire service reports, and
better writing.
Newsroom computer manufacturers

Inc. (MPI).
A new player in the newsroom field,
TUI, showed its NewsTech system, designed especially for election reporting
on TV stations. Information is fed into
the system through a high-speed card
reader, which tallies votes quickly and
accurately. The system interfaces directly with the Chyron IV for on -air
display of results. NewsTech has been
on -air at Channel 2, Nashville, for two
years.
Other companies showed a wealth of
equipment for news departments, in-

cluding a scattering of brand-new
equipment. Integrated Technologies

premiered the Weatherwand, an electronic "draw -on -screen" device for

live newscasts, for use with any
weather graphics system. JVC introduced the CR-850U 3/4 -inch editing recorder, seen as an engineering model at

NAB. Sony, Grass Valley Group,
Quantel, Chyron, Kavouras, Abekas,
NEC, Fujinon, Canon, A .F. Associates, Angenieux, Panasonic, Ikegami,
and others took aim at the burgeoning
news market.
BM/E
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CAMERAE

made several significant announcements during RTNDA. ColorGraphics

Systems said it had increased its installed base of NewStar systems from
20 to almost 40 systems during the preceding eight months, and had since received $1.5 million in new orders from

eight major stations. This year's
NewStar installations included electronically linked systems at CBS Net-

work News in New York and
Washington, seven systems at the CBS

O&Os, and a system at CFPL-TV,

London, Ont. In addition, Color 114
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Ikegami's camera display featured the HL -79E and the SC -500.

DISCOUNT

ERMS:

ayment- In Advance
r COD Cashiers
hipping:
OB Mount Prospect, IL

NATIONALLY
COMPETITIVE PRICING,
PROMPT DELIVERY, AND
FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

"AUTOMATIC" 3066
SYSTEM INCLUDES:
3066 Cine/Video
Fluid Head with Two
Handles
3051 Automatic Tripod

3067 Dolly

... $392

3069 SYSTEM
INCLUDES:
3066 Gine 'Video Fluid
Head with Two
Handles
3068 Universal Cine/
Video Tripod
3067 Dolly ... $382

JVC
BY-110/BR-1600 ONE
PIECE CAMERA/
RECORDER PACKAGE Lightweight
Portable System
Combines BY-110UP
3 -Tube Color Camera
and BR -1600 VHS
Recorder with KA-130
VTR Adaptor. Includ-

ing Battery and
Charger

BR -6200U Portable
VHS Recorder . $849
BR-8600U/BR-6400U/
RM-86U VHS Edit
$4375
System
CR-4900U Portable
U-Matic Recorder
$2465
GXS-700U Single
Tube Color Camera
with Genlock
$1385

$4095

CR-850U PROFESSIONAL
U-MATIC EDIT RECORDER
Front loading/Rack
Mountable

Dolby B Noise
Reduction

Interval Head
Switching. and Many
Other Features

42' HIGH ENDURA
MOBILE TABLE 42 h
x 24"w x 18" d. 11' .0 x 24- w x 18'd 14'
top to center shelf.
top to center shelf 16,4" center to lower
111/4" center to lower
shelf. 4" anti -shimmy shelf. 4" anti -shimmy
casters, two with
casters. two with
brakes. LE -34V . $73 brakes. LE -42 .. $75
42 HIGH ENDURA
34" HIGH ENDURA
CABINETIZED 34"h x
CABINETIZED
MOBILE TABLE 42" h 24"w x 18"d. One
x 24"w x 18"d. One
cabinet with locking
cabinet with locking
door. 4" anti -shimmy
casters. two with
door. 4" anti -shimmy
casters two with
brakes. LE -34-C.$132
MOBILE TABLE 34' h

MICROTIME

OFFER

SONY
PVM-12710 12 MultiStandard,RGB/
VO-5600 .1" Recorder IBM-PC Compatible
$1675 Monitor
$656
VO-5800 '4 Record- SONY DXC-M3AK
$3210 3 Tube Color Camera
er/Feeder
VO-5850PAC Editing
with 15X Lens
SONY VO-6800 '4'
System includes
Portable Recorder
VO-5850, VO-5800,
RM-440 Controller
SONY CMA-8 AC
$9295 Adaptor
and Cables
VO-5850 '4 Edit
SONY BC-1WA
Recorder
$5175 Battery Charger
Portable (4) SONY NP -1
VO-6800 '
Recorder
$2660 Battery
PORTABRACE
RM-440 Edit Controller C-6800 VCR Case
$1265 SPECIAL SYSTEM
CVM-1271 12'
$9595
PRICE
Receiver Monitor
INCLUDING 10 FREE
... $588 3M UCA-205 VIDEOCASSETTES
Player
$1325

VP -5000 34

,

SONY K -SERIES
$9.79
KCS-10K
$11.00
KCS-20K
$13.45
KCA-30K
$17.50
KCA-60K

SONY 3/4 BRK
.

.

.

T-120
3M 2

$6.75
BETA COLOR

PLUS
L-250
$5.20
L-500
$6.00
S7.60
L-750
BETA
SONY
DYNAMICRON
54.81
L-250
S5.76
L-500
$7.12
L-750

PVM-8020 Portable 8
Color Monitor
w/Pulse/Cross. Under scan and Blue Gun
Uses NP -1 Battery
$485
NEW

PVM-8220 8- Rack mountable Color
Monitor w/Pulse'
Cross. Underscan and
Blue Gun .... $435

NEB
PVM-8221

Super Fine Pitch 8"
Rack mountable Color
Monitor w /Pulse/
Cross. Underscan and
Blue Gun. 400 Line
Resolution

$605

$12.90
UCA-20
S12.14
UCA-20s
UCA-30
$14.23
$19.15
UCA-60
MBU-5s
$12.57
S14.17
MBU-18s
MBU-30
517.44
MBU-45
$21.21
TAPES SOLD IN CASE
QUANTITY ONLY (10
PER CASE). MINIMUM
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LAIRD
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
Laird 1500 Character
Generator
35 Nanosecond
Resolution

Over 65 Thousand
Foreground & Background Colors to
Choose From

21 Full Fonts
Included with Each
Unit (Upper & Lower
Case). Laird's

Library Contains 70
Different Fonts &
Sizes. all Loadable
from Disc. 16
Resident Fonts can
be Used At Any One
Time. Custom Fonts
& Logos can be
Composed from the
Keyboard with
Optional Font Com-

pose Kit (Scheduled
for Late 1985)

Two 3' Micro
Floppy Discs for
Recording & Storing
Font & Page
Information
Order in November
and receive the Laird
1030 Color Encoder

FREE

FC1R.L
A-400 Standalone
TBC with Freeze
Frame

$4735

FA -410 16 H Line
Window TBC-3.58
MHz
or Standalone

brakes. LE -42-C.$135

with DOC .... S5950

P.O. Box 36
Mount Prospect, IL 60056

PHONE TOLL FREE

S-230 TBC/Frame
T-100 16H Line
Synchronizer
Window -3.58 MHz
$10,799
Subcarner Feedback
$4350 Genesis Digital
T120 16H Line
Video Effects System
Window -Standalone
$17,199
$5550
or 3.58 MHz
with Act Control
T-220 Format Inter$21,999
Panel
I

NEW

NEW LOW PRICES
3M
VHS COLOR
3M 3,4 COLOR
DVW TAPE PLUS
PLUS-BDCST
55.25 UCA-10
T-30
$11.33
SALE
$5.70 UCA-10s
T-60
$10.75

dress Track, Vertical

34 HIGH ENDURA

All Sales Final

*NOVEMBgFRF'SPECIAL

Serial and Parallel
Edit Ports
47db S/N
Built-in Diagnostics purchase of every
Balanced Audio, Ad- CR-850 U

ENDURA TV TABLES

All Prices Subject
to Change

WAREHOUSE

SERIES
$11.30
KCS-10BRK
November Special:
KCS-20BRK S12.49
FREE JVC TM -13U 13" KCA-30BRK . $14.95
KCA-60BRK $19.40
Color Monitor with

LUJXOR

Quantities Limited

VIDEO

FA -420 3.58 MHz or
Standalone TBC with
Freeze Frame . $6399

1-800-323-8148
NOW IN ALASKA & HAWAII 1-800-448-0354
Circle 171 on Reader Service Card

.

I

change TBC... $9199

Pana sonic
AG -2200 VHS Player/
Recorder with Tuner/
Timer
$595
AG -6200 VHS Player/
Recorder with
Bi-Directional Dial
$1210
Search
AG -6300 VHS Player/
Recorder with
Bi-Directional Dial
Search and External
$1310
Sync
BT-S1300N 13- Studio
Color Monitor with
Pulse/Cross. Under -

scan and Blue Gun
S448

TR-930 9" Black and
White Monitor .. $124
TR-932 Dual 9"
Black and White
Monitor

$268

WV -5203B Triple 5"
Black & White
Monitor
$555
BT-S702N Studio
Dual/Rackmount

Color Monitor with
Pulse/Cross and
Underscan Blue Gun
$807
CT-110MA 10" Color
Monitor
CT -1330M 13" Color
Monitor
$356

nova
Nova 500 Times Base

Corrector
Designed for
heterodyne 3.," and
VTR's that accept
subcarrier and
advanced sync for full
bandwidth picture

correction The Unit

Transparent Picture
Performance -8 bits,
4 times subcarrier
sampling. 58db S/N

Still Mode Editing processes signal in
pause

Small. Compact.
Energy Efficient 13-4" high. 11 lbs..

features

Large Correction
Window - 32 Lines

50 watts
Untouchable Bargain
$3995
Price

Also Available from

510-32H Line Window -

Nova:
490-32H Line Window -Standalone Only
$4350
TBC

3 58MHz or
Standalone
TBC

$5150

PORTABRACE
C-4900/HB-20
Recorder Case for
JVC CR-4700/
CR-4900 and Panasonic NV -9450 with
Heavy Duty Strap
$132
C-6200
Recorder -Case for
$109
JVC BR -6200
.

C-6800
Recorder Case for
SONY VO-6800
$121

QUICK DRAW
CAMERA CASE for
Single Tube Camera
$127

QUICK DRAW
CAMERA CASE for
Three Tube Camera
$228

In Illinois Phone
(312) 299-5258

The World's Leading Portable
TV Standards Converter Bar None
Professionals demand an uncommon level of picture quality and
smooth image reproduction in TV standards conversion.
The LT1210 is the world's smallest converter able to handle
NTSC, PAL and EECAM, with PAL -M conversion as an option.

The image enhancement function ensures a high -definition picture
with outstanding image clarity. This converter is also a totally
integrated unit so no adaptor or changing of encoder/decoder modules is required
for conversion between NTSC, PAL and SECAM. The cost -performance of the LT1210 is
nothing less than outstanding. The LT1210. Check it out. Anywhere.
Oki also produces the high -end LT1015E Digital TV Standards Converter.

NTSC

sEgrini

LT1210 Digital Television Standards Converter
In the U.S.A. and Canada, contact:

In other areas, contact:

Oki America Inc. (Oki Telecom)

Head Office

One University Plaza
Hackensack, New Jersey 07601

Overseas Marketing & Sales

U.S.A.

Tel: (201) 646-0011-0015
Telex: (25) 710-990-5004 OKI ELEC HAK

10-3, Shibaure 4-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
Tel: (03) 454-2111 Telex: J22627
Cable: OKIDENKI TOKYO

Circle 179 on Reader Service Card

OKI

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Tokyo 108, Japan

interpreting the

FCC rules

regulations

Important Actions
By Harry Cole, FCC Counsel
In July, the FCC concluded that radio licensees really
don't need to file their network affiliation agreements
with the Commission or place copies of those agreements
in their local public records files. Television licensees (in-

cluding low -power television licensees) were not so
lucky. They must continue to send to the FCC copies of
their affiliation agreements with national networks, and
they must continue to place copies of those agreements in
their local public records files; the Commission did, however, eliminate the need for TV licensees to file copies of
transcription agreements or contracts for the supplying of
film or videotape recordings which specify option time.
The rule requiring the submission of network contracts
was first adopted more than 15 years ago. At that time, the

Commission thought it would be a good idea to make
available, both to the Commission itself and to the public,

network affiliation contracts. In the FCC's view, the
availability of such information could enhance competition between the networks and their affiliates. The Commission also thought that it would be nice and handy to
have the information in its files, in the event that such in-

formation proved useful in any of its policy -making
activities.
Now, however, the Commission has changed its tune,
based on a number of observations. First, the FCC has ac-

knowledged that it has not used the information in the
agreements to any great degree. Second, the FCC has not-

ed that radio network affiliation agreements are pretty
standardized, and that it really doesn't make that much
sense to have 3400 different radio network affiliates submit to the FCC separate copies of more or less identical
contracts. While the availability of the information may
still prove useful in some cases, the Commission has decided that any limited usefulness is far outweighed by the

hassle of requiring stations to submit the forms, which
then leads only to the Commission having to maintain
them in its files.
Television licensees should note, however, that this decision does not extend to them. The FCC concluded that

there are fewer national TV networks and program
sources, and that TV networks tend to provide more programming to individual stations than do radio networks.
Thus, according to the Commission, "there can be significantly more dependence of the television station on the
national network for programming and . . closer scrutiny of national network/affiliate relationships is warranted
at this time." TV licensees should be sure to understand
.

that the filing requirement involves only national networks. Those are defined by the the Commission as com-

panies (or individuals, for that matter) that offer "an
interconnected program service on a regular basis for 15

or more hours per week to at least 25 affiliated television
licensees in 10 or more states."
As far as your local public records files are concerned,

radio licensees will no longer need to place new or
updated affiliation contracts in their public files; television licensees will still have to do so. The change in the
rule for radio stations is not, however, retroactive. Thus,
if you have affiliation agreements in your public file already. you should leave them there for as long as the rules
require (although you may wish to consult with your own
communications counsel as to how long that might be).
This change is something of a mixed blessing for radio
stations. While the filing of network contracts may have
been a source of annoyance, it was certainly not a massively burdensome chore. And, on the bright side, it assured that everyone else's contracts would be available
for review, a factor that could be useful at renegotiation
time. Now, stations will not have that easy access to others' agreements.

FOB fining authority
The Commission has, within the past year or two,
started issuing fines to broadcast licensees again. This followed a brief hiatus during which virtually no such fines
were issued. As we noted about a year ago, the Field Op-

erations Bureau ("FOB-) has authority to issue fines almost on -the -spot following an inspection that turns up
violations of the Commission's rules. In exercising this
authority, the FOB was previously limited to the issuance
of fines of no more than $2000. However, the FOB has
determined that its inspections frequently turn up multiple
violations for which the appropriate fine often exceeds the
$2000 limit; in such cases, the FOB must then refer the violations to the Mass Media Bureau for handling.
The impact of this change should be apparent to all li-

censees. The FOB, whose representatives are generally
the ones who actually conduct on -site inspections, will
now have the power to issue $10,000 fines. This development obviously raises the stakes substantially when the
FOB inspector arrives (usually unannounced) at the station. Substantial fines used to be referred to the Mass Me-

dia Bureau, and ultimately to the Commission, for final
resolution. This tended to add a buffer of time and procedures which often served to soften, if not eliminate, the
seriousness of any violations uncovered by the FOB.

Now, that buffer has been removed for fines up to
$10,000 (which, it bears noting, used to be the highest
fine even the Commission itself could levy). If a licensee
decides to gamble on his ability to convice the inspector
(as opposed to the Mass Media Bureau or the Commission) that no fine is warranted, it's no longer a game.

Probably every licensee, at one time or another, has
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had to ask the Commission for a Special Temporary Au-

kWU

thorization ("STA"). These are necessary when, say, a
tornado blows your tower over and you have to operate
with an unauthorized antenna system until you can get
your station put back together again. In essence, an STA
permits you to operate in an otherwise unauthorized manner. In order to obtain an STA, you usually have to send a
letter request to the Commission setting forth the circumstances justifying the STA; the FCC's staff will then re-

view the request and act on it by telegram, often within
days of the filing of the request. Except in very limited,
emergency -type situations, you cannot begin operating
with the unauthorized facilities until you have received
the STA.

Obviously, some STAs arise from unforeseeable
events beyond the control of the licensee or the FCC.
However, the Commission's rules themselves also created the need for certain STAs. For the most part, such sit-

There are only
two reasons
to buy an
Acrodyne TV

transmitter.

Putting you on the air.
And keeping you there.
These are Acrodyne's top priorities. That's
why we can give you more than just a few
reasons to buy our state-of-the-art TV
transmitters, known worldwide for their
dependability:
A modular upconverter featuring
broadband amplifiers, synthesized L.O.
and phase -locked VCO

Extensive built-in diagnostics
and metering
IF modulation and low level diplexing
Single (Class A) solid-state, broadband
driver module
Overall AGC
Single Thomson 347 tetrode
All this plus application and custom
engineering, installation and start-up help are
your assurance that all your broadcasting requirements will be met. Write or call Acrodyne
today at 1-800-523-2596 or 1-215-542-7000 for
more information on our TRU/1KAC and
TLU/1KAC 1 kW UHF TV transmitter/translators or any of our TV transmitter
products and services.
Global

Dependability

ACRODYNE
Acrodyne Industries, Inc.
516 Township Line Road
Blue Bell, Pennsylvania 19422
215/542-7000

800/523-2596

Telex: 846358

uations involved directional AM stations. In July,
however, the FCC sought to make life easier for direction-

al AMs, at least in the STA department.
For example, AM stations operating directionally during the daytime previously had to request an STA to permit therri to operate nondirectionally during the daytime
for the purpose of performing a nondirectional proof of
performance. The same was true of stations operating
dir&tionally at night who wished to perform a directional
proof during daytime hours. The Commission has now
eliminated the need to obtain an STA for such proofs (as
long as power is reduced to a level specified in the rules).
In the same vein, directional AM licensees who were

(pursuant to a construction permit) modifying their existing facilities were required to request an STA before
they could operate with temporary facilities. FM, TV and
nondirectional AM stations in the same circumstances
could, by contrast, simply notify the Commission and
then operate with such temporary facilities for 30 days.
The rule has now been changed to permit an AM licensee
holding a construction permit that involves directional facilities and which does not involve a change in operating
frequency to utilize temporary (i.e., for 30 days) facilities
and modes of operation upon notification to the Commission. This does not extend to stations that are changing

their frequency, however; such licensees must still request and obtain an STA before commencing temporary
operation.

All permittees of AM stations, whether or not directional, used to be required to conduct equipment tests dur-

ing "experimental hours." Since "experimental hours"
are those between midnight and local sunrise, this was not
the most convenient rule in the world. In order to conduct
such tests at other, more convenient times, AM permit tees had to request an STA. Such requests were routinely
granted by the FCC's staff. Because of this, the Commission decided it was not necessary to require the filing of

STA requests in such circumstances. The rule has now
been changed to permit AM permittees to conduct equipment test during daytime hours as long as they first notify
the Commission in Washington that they are going to undertake such tests, and also as long as their antenna sys-

tems are first substantially tuned during experimental
hours.

By and large, the Commission's other STA-related
Circle 162 on Reader Service Card
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rules and policies remain intact (although the rules themselves have been streamlined somewhat). The irony here
is that, despite the adoption of these new rules to make life
easy for AM (and especially directional AM) stations, the
new rules were, during their first month, apparently generally ignored. As a result, the Commission continued to
receive requests for STA where no such requests were
necessary. Before filing for an STA, you should be sure
that you do, in fact, need one.

Female preferences rejected
Those of you who read September's column concerning the comparative hearing process may recall that, in
evaluating an applicant's comparative position, the Commission has historically awarded enhancement value to
female owners who propose to be integrated into station
management on a day-to-day basis. Also, those of you fa-

miliar with the FCC's lottery processes for low -power
television and multichannel MDS authorizations probably
recognize that an applicant's gender is not considered in

determining what, if any, preferences that applicant
might be entitled to in the lottery. These two positions are.
of course, inconsistent. In August, the inconsistency was
resolved, but not the way one might have expected.
For openers, the Commission decided that it does not
have the authority to accord women any preference in the
lottery process. This conclusion was based on the FCC's
reading of the Congressional action which gave the Comfirst
place. While Congress's language was open to various
conflicting interpretations, the Commission opted for the

interpretation that precluded any female lottery
preference.

The Commission's decision in that regard did not,
however, alter its policy according to women some
"comparative enhancement" credit in the comparative
hearing process. But as it turned out, that policy proved
not to be long-lived: in late August the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia threw out the female
comparative enhancement in Steele v. FCC, Case No.
84-1176. In the court's view, the female preference policy exceeded the FCC's statutory "public interest" mandate, since that mandate does not, according to the court,
constitute "a license to conduct experiments in social engineering conceived seemingly by whim and rationalized

by conclusory data.''
At the time of this writing, the court's decision is subject to reconsideration or appeal to the Supreme Court.
However, it does not appear likely that the Commissionthat has, after all, just concluded that it does not have the
statutory authority to give women any preference in the
lottery-will pursue either reconsideration or further appeal. And, in light of the Commission's own decision rel-

ative to lottery preferences, reversal of the court's
decision seems equally unlikely (although not altogether
impossible).
It is ironic that the court is now in effect scolding the
Commission for going too far down the road that the court
itself put the Commission on, and it remains to he seen
whether the court's apparent about-face on preferences
BM/E
will be extended any further.
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PAL -N

AITSC 443* PM -44\

PAL SECAM
NTSC

Merlin ME -888 Standards Converter
for ALL world video standards
Automatic conversion between all world
television standards - NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
PAL -M, PAL -N

and NTSC 4.43.

Digital image processing - color correction, noise
reduction, H & V detail enhancement.

Multistandard TBC, color bars,
frame synchronization and freeze
frame.

ITSERLID
MERLIN ENGINEERING WORKS
2440 EMBARCADERO WAY. PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 856-0900 TWX 910-3731782
TOLL FREE (800) 227-1980
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Grass Valley Grcup is seeking.

Field Service Engineer
Applicants should have several years' technical
experience in television post -production with
emphasis on editing and one -inch video tape systems. Systems design is a plus. Position will be
based in Los Angeles or New Jersey area and will
involve 50% or more travel.

Service Product Engineer
Contact for customers of editing systems. Also
involved in NPI, product teams and general support
of service dept. Must be familiar with Ampex and/or
Sony tape machines and at least one computerized
editing system. Based nn Grass Valley with approx.
10% travel.

Division Engineering Manager
Will direct several design and support groups developing broadcast television production and editing
systems. Candidate will have a background in
analog/digital broadcast technology, experience in
H/W and S/W project management and a strategic
business outlook.
Qualified applicants send resumes to The Grass
Valley Group, Inc., Dept. AA123, P.O. Box 1114,
Grass Valley, CA 95945. An equal opportunity
employer, m/f/h/v.

The Grass Valley Group, Inc.
A TEKTRONIX COMPANY
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QUANTEL
A totally integrated lending library at your fingertips
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Capture and present your stills with
the expandable Quantel Library
System. Create your graphics on
Paintbox. Interchange images from
one to the other and man ge up to
100,000 pictures with the otally
integrated Central Lendi g Library.
Totally digital. Only fro Quantel.
Paintbox is a trademark of Quip/fel
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MCl/OUANTEL
PO Bcx 50810
3290 West Bayshore Road
Palo Alto, California 94303

QUANTEL

Phone: (415)E56-6226
Telex: 334420 MCI PLA
Fax: (415)493-5262
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GREAT !DEO NOTEBOOK
Exact Time Check for Automated
Stations
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keys for obtaining time: one labeled

time delay circuit. When the output-

"what is," and the other simply

pin 9, IC I -B, goes low, it causes IC 2
to turn on and biases Q4 on, closing the
contacts on Rly 2, which is connected

Since the advent of satellite service to
radio stations, automation has again become a very popular and profitable sys-

circuit was built using NE555 and

tem for small stations. But there are
certain drawbacks to any automation
system, and one of the problems we
have is local time announcements. The
network gives the time in minutes be-

fore or after the hour, but never the
actual hour, since it is a service to all
time zones. An automatic "time announcer" is a very simple solution to
this problem.
I purchased a Radio Shack Duo Fone

(cat.#43-165) and with some modification was able to interface it with our
automation equipment and network.
The voice that gives the time sounds
mechanical, or computerized, but it

gives the local time in hours and
minutes a.m. or p.m.

The Duo Fone keyboard has two

"time," I brought the Duo Fone's connections out to screw terminal of these
two keys. I also brought out the positive

to the "time" key. Q4 and Q5 are

(not regulated) and negative voltage,
which I use to power my circuit. The

biased on at the same time, and this

NE556 time chips (although all 556 can
be used). These perform the same function as a finger pushing the keys on the
Duo Fone. The circuit has a small time
delay built into it to equal the amount of

time it would take to move a finger
from one key to the next. I use a tone,
the # I sent by the network, to trigger
the time announcements.
How the #1 tone works to activate

the time is simple. When the tone
comes down the line from the network,
the input to Q I goes low, causing Q2 to
give a negative going pulse to IC 1-A,
which starts the timing cycle. When the

output-pin 5, IC 1-A, goes high it biases Q3 on and Rly I contact closes,
making connection to the "what is"
key for a split second. Then pin 5, IC
1-A goes low, causing a negative going
pulse to turn on IC 1-B, which is a short

turns on IC 3 of the Duo Fone to give
the time in hours and minutes, a.m. or
p.m. The time announcement lasts approximately five seconds. The Q6 is
biased on by the output of IC 3, which
switched the clock audio onto the program lines. The circuit of Q7, Q8, and
IC 4 is an inhibit for Q6, in case someone wants to inhibit the time announcer. A low condition is placed on the

base of Q7.
The Duo Fone can also give the temperature, but unfortunately its tempera-

ture range is not low enough for our
area. In addition, the alerts could be
used to monitor other equipment, such
as the EBS monitor in the event of activation. The Duo Fone can also call up
to eight preprogrammed numbers until
one is answered. It's a unique device,

and it's helped solve our station's

problems with automated time
BM/E
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R-42 diversity receiver Now with GaAsFET's.

Improved sensitivity and system range, with ultralow noise.
Cetec Vega's top -of -the -line PRO

Measurably the highest signalto-noise ratio and widest
dynamic range.

PLUS R-41 and R-42 wireless microphone receivers have quickly
become the worldwide standard
of excellence. Overall quality of
the PRO PLUS wireless system is
equal to wired microphone systems,
with respect to dynamic range,
signal-to-noise ratio, distortion,
etc. We invite your comparisons.
Check these features of the new,
improved PRO PLUS receivers:

Quiet as a wire. With DYNEX II
(a new standard in audio processing), SNR is 101 dB (108 dB
A -weighted). System dynamic
range is 133 dB including transmitter adjustment range, from
input for maximum nondistorting
gain compression to noise floor.

"Infinite gain" receiver.

GaAsFET front end.

Improved performance in the
critical threshold region, superior
handling of multipath conditions, better SNR, and constant
receiver audio output level.

Provides the highest achievable
sensitivity for maximum system
range. Also incorporates a highperformance helical filter.

Lowest distortion.

Professional audio circuits.

0.25% maximum, 0.15% typical.

Output is adjustable from +20

dBm to -60 dBm in four ranges.
Also featured are selectable phasing and 0.2 -watt independent
headphone amplifier.

True dual -receiver diversity.
The R-42 diversity system is the
most reliable method to avoid
dropouts. The R-41 nondiversity
receiver has all of the other
features of the R-42.
PRO PLUS wireless -microphone
systems achieve the highest performance possible with today's
advanced technology.
Write or call for further information and location of your nearest
dealer: Cetec Vega, P.O. Box 5348,
El Monte, CA 91734. (818) 442-0782.

The best wireless
gets even better.
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broadcast

New Grass Valley DVE
Grass Valley Group has introduced

a new DVE system, the Kaleidoscope DPM-1. It can create up to
five channel effects, with rapid access to effects for real-time use. In
addition, systems can be configured

to allow assignment of channels
among as many as four positions.
The system's keypath has full luminance resolution, and it has a full
4:2:2 signal path. NTSC systems include a hybrid active decoder.
The DPM-1 can select video or
key inputs during an effect, and allows selection of two videos (front
and back) and two associated key
signals in each frame. The Kaleidoscope can perform translation, rotation, scale and perspective effects,
and some effects previously possible only by multipass, or not possi-

ble at all are included in the
repertoire of a single channel of the
system.
The DPM- l accepts composite

R -Y, B -Y and RGB) as well as

tegration with Grass Valley's 300

SMPTE/EBU parallel digital component standards. Input types may

switcher is standard, and an optional
tally interface is available for other
switchers.

video and analog component (R,

be mixed, and the input format is automatically accommodated. Full in-

Mitsubishi Digital

cepts up to I4 -inch reels of tape providing more than one hour recording

communications, either selective,

Recorder

capability per reel. With its digital

duplex audio system for simultaneous talk and receive functions, and
an IFB button for broadcast cueing.
Toe master station can support up to
50 headset stations, 16 speaker stations or a combination, and can operate from external power supply.
Its cost is $630 pro net.

The Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group

output ports, master multitrack

formally introduced the Model

tapes can be digitally dubbed for
copying purposes without genera-

X-850 32 -channel digital audio recorder at the AES show. Its record-

tion loss.

ing format complies with the
recently -agreed -to PD pro digital
format standard betwen Mitsubishi.
AEG and Otari.
The X-850 provides a total of 45
tracks on one -inch tape, including
two analog cue tracks, two digital
auxiliary tracks and one time code
track, in addition to the 40 tracks
used to provide 32 channels of digital audio. It features cut -and -splice
editing and overdubbing over the
mechanical splices.
Other features include the RS422/RS-232 serial interface to other
recording or synchronizing systems,
and the ability to accept sync inputs
on 9.6 or 8 kHz, 50, 60 or 59.94 Hz.
and composite video. The X-850 ac-
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or with the entire system. It has a full

The IC -2A belt pack is a new two -

New Intercom
Features from Telex
An expanded and improved line of

Audiocom intercom products
available from Telex. The line

Circle 238 on Reader Service Card

channel headset station which allows selection of either one or two
lines at the remote stations. The

is

IC -2B adds binaural headset capa-

is

bility. Each has a pro net price of

called Phase 2 and consists of modular components to be purchased sep-

arately, allowing expansion of
existing intercom systems. The line
is compatible with all major intercoms, including Clear-Com.
The new IC-2M/A two -channel
master station allows a PD to run an

auxiliary program feed over one
channel while using the other for

$240.

The new JB-2 junction box en-

ables the intermixing of two channel intercom stations in
installations dominated by single channel units.
Also new in the line are four headsets in single and dual muff/
monaural and binaural models.
Circle 240 on Reader Service Card
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TekSPANS Software

from Tektronix
The Frequency Domain Instrument

Division of Tektronix has introduced TekSPANS, the first in a line
of application software packages for
portable spectrum analyzers.
TekSPANS (Tektronix Spectrum

1111111111

Was designed for the TV broadcaster who demands the ultimate stereophonic converter. With many years of audio research in the motion picture
industry, Kintek has developed the KT -903, which automatically provides continuous dynamic conversion of mono to stereo and yet bypasses stereo originated programs. Its cognitive speech circuitry centrally focuses the dialogue,
making it sound credible. Some additional features are:

Dynamic Voice And Stereo
Width Processor
Mono/Stereo Sensing Bypass Switch
Remote Control And Monitor Circuits
Self Diagnostic Circuits

Mono Integrity

Fully Compatible With
Broadcast Standards
Rugged Broadcast Service Design
Easy Installation And Operation
2 Year Warranty

The Kintek KT -903 for quality, reliability, and performance.

KINTEK
ALL STEREO

Kintek, Inc. 224 Calvary St.
Waltham, MA 02154

617 - 894-6111
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Analyzer Software) enables engineers and technicians to automate
many measurements now done manually. The packages are designed to
run on the IBM PC and compatibles,

the Hewlett Packard 200 Series
(9826 and 9836) Controllers, and
the Tektronix 4041 Controller.
GRASP, the first menu -driven
software package, enables an engineer or technician to automatically
make a variety of spectrum analysis

measurements such as swept frequency, signal analysis, harmonic
distortion, S/N ratio, amplitude

modulation, and frequency response. It also provides for filter
tests and signal search routines. In
addition, GRASP allows the user to
graph, store, manipulate, analyze,
and compare data.
The first three software packages
are priced at $875 each, and will be
available for shipment on November
15

S26RFOO Options I and IA have

been designed to operate on the
IBM/PC and PC compatibles that
have had a TEK GURU interface in-

BROADCAST PHONO PREAMPLIFIER

REQUIREMENTS
Musicality
Serviceability
Low Distortion
Balanced XLR Outputs
27dBm RMS 600 ohms balanced
Cartridge load adjustment
High Overload Threshold
Linear Frequency Response

Reliability
Low Noise

stalled. The Option I provides

the

software on a high -density floppy
for the IBM/PC-AT. Option IA is a
double density floppy for standard
PCs and compatibles.

1 Space Rack Mountable

Accurate RIAA (± .05dB)
21dBm RMS 600 ohms unbalanced
Non -reactive Phono Stage
Fully Discrete Gain Blocks
Drive Loads as low as 300 ohms

S26RF00 Options 2 and 2A are
for the H -P Series 200 controller.
Option 2 supplies the software on a

double density floppy and Option

2A provides a 3.5 -inch micro
diskette.
S26RFOO Option 3 supports the

Tektronix 4105A Color Graphics
Terminal and the Tektronix 4041

SOLUTION

System Controller.
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BRYSTON BP -1
(BP -5 also available with 3 switchable high level inputs)
In

the United States:

Li_s

VERMONT

RFD #4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602
(802) 223-6159

In Canada:
[_j_il\_7-,fL_J _Of_

MARKETING LTD.

57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
(416) 746-0300

Magni has
Measurement

Equipment
Magni Systems has entered into the

broadcast and professional video
Circle 181 on Reader Service Card
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markets with the introduction of the
1520 Integrated Measurement Pack-

age (IMP), the 1525 IMP Display

Monitor, and the 2015 Personal
Computer Aided Television
Synthesizer (PCATS).
The 1520 IMP combines a waveform monitor, vectorscope, and pre-

cision test signal generator in a
single package, and offers an op-

to allow use of binaural headsets
for news and sportscasting

CMC Introduces DPT
Head for VPRs

applications.
A basic four -channel system with

CMC has developed a new Dynamic

Parallel Tracking (DPT) head for

one control position, one program
controller, four talent receivers, a
power supply, and all necessary cables has a list price of under $2000.

one -inch video recording. It features
a proprietary cantilevered spring assembly designed to support the play-

back head, permitting the tip to
Circle 243 on Reader Service Card

remain consistently perpendicular to

tional display device. It can be used
with the Magni 1525 IMP Display

Monitor or with an oscilloscope
with appropriate bandwidth. Other
features include an automatic "signal follows measurement" mode,
14.3 MHz, 10 -bit digitally synthesized test signals, source identification through 12 -character overlay of

test signals, and an optional audio
reference tone.
Magni's 2015 PCATS utilizes the

power of the IBM and compatible
personal computers to generate test
signals. It offers television system
flexibility, and can generate test signals from 525/60 NTSC to 1125/60
HDTV and beyond. In addition, the
2015 is able to generate test signals
for all new formats (SMPTE Paral-

lel, Betacam, and M) as well as
NTSC. It has two software selectable clock frequencies -108
MHz and 114.5 MHz-both higher
than any other NTSC-compatible
test signal generator.
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Clear -Corn Introduces
IFB System
Clear-Com has introduced a new
Program Interrupt System (IFB) that

provides on -air talent with audio
program monitoring and director/
producer cueing.

Configured in "building block"
modules (four channels each), the
IFB System permits up to 96 talent
people to monitor program and to be

accessed from up to 50 locations.
The system includes noise cancelling gooseneck microphones,
tally lights to indicate which talent is
being cued, and an ALL 1FB function that simultaneously accesses all
talent.
The IFB System's interrupt capability insures that fast -breaking stories are communicated immediately

to the talent.

It is also available
with optional split -feed operation

For AM, FM, SCA
and TV modulation monitors.

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS... COUNT ON...
Call (215) 687-5550 or write for more
information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo,
SCA and TV monitors.

A3BELAR
ELECTRONICS

'E AT DORSET DEVON. PA 19333

Circle 183 on Reader Service Card

Transmit 4 ITFS Channels
On One Antenna
With the 4630(4) Combiner
Channel filter outputs are
combined with less than 1
db loss to any channel
Available for any ITFS
channel group (4 channel)

Special models available
for extreme temperature
environments

Two and three

channel
combiners also available

4830(4) - (Group)
Only $4135

Delivery 30 days or less

The four channel combiner is detailed in free
catalog BTV/85 which also includes information on bandpass filters, traps, diplexers and
channel combiners for:

UHF

MDS

ITFS

Order your free catalog today

1-800-448-1666
(NYIHI/AK/Canada)
(315) 437-3953
Microwave Filter Company, Inc.
6743 Kinne Street
East Syracuse, NY 13057
Circle 182 on Reader Service Card
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the recorded tape, which should improve tracking.
The DPT head is designed for use
with all Ampex one -inch VPRs, and

replaces the three separate heads
Ampex requires for its five VPR
models
The DPT concept can be useful in
slow-motion editing where skewing
.

or incomplete tip contact can degrade the picture. Because the head
remains perpendicular to the tape at

all times, it produces a more uniform response across the RF bandwidth. It also eliminates the jitter

during "audio only" edits. DPT
heads are fully compatible with all
VPRs.
Circle 244 on Reader Service Card

tors, custom filters and switching
gear previously needed to do so.
The unit allows front panel entry
of mathematical formulas to define
waveshape and duration, keyed in
simply. The Data 2020 will also accept IEEE -488 buses for waveform

broadcast cartridge which offers

entry, and data can be stored in a
computer that can also be
downloaded into the system to generate waveforms.

temperature -stable, nonrotating hub

Sine, square, triangle wave and
white noise are all available functions. Ten different three -pole lowpass filters can be selected prior to
noise summing to provide a rolloff
in noise amplitude at frequencies of
20 kHz and 20 MHz.
The Data 2020 has 64K bytes of
waveform output memory that can
he extended by memory management. It is especially suited for automated device testing and its 25 MHz
version sells for $7990.

The Data 2020 from Data Precision
is a Polynomial waveform synthesizer that generates arbitrary
waveforms quickly and easily and
replaces a computer, signal genera-

circle 245 on Reader Service Card

Continental

3M has introduced the ScotchCart II

new high output, low -noise lubricated tape for recording at high levels without performance loss and
with a longer average life.

Data Precision Unveils
Waveform Synthesis

DAY and NIGHT
SERVICE FOR

New 3M Broadcast
Cartridge

FOR MORE

The ScotchCart II uses a new
to eliminate mechanical irregularities, and uses no pressure pads, to

eliminate problems with tape
steering, wear, and excessive audio
side -band noise.
A patented dynamic tension control system provides constant ten -

sion and controls the tape loop
inside the cartridge. The tape exits
from the hub center instead of curl ing up over the pack like convential
cartridge designs. There is also an
adjustable cam to control tape loop.

The cartridge cover is made of
break -resistant, rugged poly-

carbonate. The new tape is designed
INFORMATIONfor
high frequency response

on these products,Circle
use the
Reader Service Card.

.
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The AUTOMATIC

Audio Test System

That Measures..

AM & FM
TRANSMITTERS

.

Continental Electronics offers 24 -

hour professional engineering
service and parts for Continental
and Collins AM & FM transmitters.
Whenever you need service or
parts for your Continental or
Collins equipment, phone our
service numbers day or night.

Harmonic Distortion
Intermodulation Distortion

Volts

dB
Signal + Noise /
Noise Ratio

(214) 3274533
(214) 3274532 parts
Continental Electronics Division
of Varian Associates, Inc.
Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
Phone (214) 381-7161

Wow and Flutter
Stereo Phasing

Differential Gain in
Stereo Channels

111110 -.--

MODEL AT -51
AUDIO TEST SYSTEM

Ccrli-tilt-f-ILL0.1_

Contact Us Now For Complete
Details And Descriptive Literature.

CIP-411"r"-L"- vanan
i kW thru 50 kW AM & FM transmitters and related equipment

© 1985 Continental Electronics 16082
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PTOMAC INSTRUMENTS
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932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.
SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910
(301) 589-2662

BUSINESS BRIEFS
3400 Phase Two computerized editing
system and a latest revision ADO for
special effects
National Video
.

.

.

.

Center/Recording Studio of New
York City will renovate its Edison Hall,

adding a Solid State Logic SL 6000 E
console, two Otari 24 -track recorders,
and Ampex ATR-100 recorders .
Needham Heights, MA's Multivision
.

.

.

now offers four full-time network quality ENG crews, each with a com-

plete ENG/EFP rig, as well as three
one -inch edit rooms and duplication fa-

Roscor Video Rentals
cilities
was on hand at the recent Farm Aid
concert, supplying two separate
.

.

.

.

equipment packages and crews to
tape 18 hours worth of interviews for
MTV and VH-1.
Fuji Photo Film U.S.A. will move
its corporate headquarters from Man-

ISC Technologies' new computerized editing suite features the Paltex Editstar
computerized editor, Hitachi HR -230 one -inch, two Sony BVU 800s, Chyron
RGU-2, Harris HDE-I00 digital effects unit, and Yamaha's M5I2 audio mixer.

CMX Corp. has received an offer from

Chyron, its largest shareholder and
principal lender, to purchase up to 10
million shares of CMX stock. If the
purchase is approved, Chyron's equity
position would be increased from 39.5
percent to approximately 83 percent.
Ampex Corp.'s Magnetic Tape Division recently signed a three-year con-

tract to supply MTM Enterprises with
its professional broadcast quality
videotape.

The entire API Audio product line
has been purchased by Wolff Associates. The new company is called API
A joint oneAudio Products
year marketing agreement has been
reached between CompuSonics and
AT&T, calling for the promotion of
CompuSonics' telerecording equip.

.

.

.

ment and AT&T's ACCUNET Switch-

ed 56 service

Modulation
Associates will provide the satellite
.

.

.

.

data system for the MultiComm Satellite Service.
Roscor will design and fabricate two
remote televison production vehicles

for the Korean Broadcast Station for
use at the 1988 Olympic Games in
Broadcast ElecSeoul, Korea
tronics of Quincy, IL has received a
$135,000 contract from Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty to supply 110
3000 Series Tape Cartridge Machines
Century Preciand accessories .
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sion Industries has acquired Los
Angeles -based equipment case manuAlso in
facturer Stanley Cases
.

.

.

.

California, Johnston Broadcasting has
sold KMBY-FM of Seaside to C&C
Communications for $1,100,000.
Ampex is offering a free ADO 2000
to buyers of its AVC "Super" Series

hattan to Taxter Corporate Park.

production switchers. To receive an
ADO, the customer must order the

Peirce -Phelps has moved its western
office from Santa Ana to 575 Anton
Blvd., Costa Mesa, CA 92626 (714)
432-6305 .
. San Francisco's Aurora Systems has opened two regional

switcher by November 15 and pay list
price
WLBT/TV-3 of Jackson,
MS recently purchased Shook's Omega van Model 10-20 for ENG and locaMicrodyne Corp. has
tion work .
received a $500,000 order from M/A.

.

.

.

.

.

Com for 3.7 -meter Ku -band television receive -only antennas
.

.

.

.

Soundcraft has sold a TS24 console to
Saturn Sound of New York City. The
console is a fully -automated 40 -channel TS24, the first of its kind to be sold
in the Manhattan area.

Elmsford, NY by early next spring
Peter Dahl has moved into new
facilities at 5869 Waycross Avenue, El
Paso, TX 79924 (915) 751-2300 .
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sales offices in Wantagh, NY

(516/783-3650) and Atlanta, GA
(404/365-0844).

Among the personnel changes this
month, Michael Brinks has been appointed sales manager for the Equip-

ment Sales Division of Television
. At RCA Broadcast,
Nick Hudak, Richard Boyland, and

Associates .

.

.

James Gimbel have been appointed di-

switcher into the facility's multiformat
In New York City,
editing suite

rector of domestic sales, manager of
marketing operations, and manager of
marketing programs, respectively
Lake Systems has appointed

Compugraph Designs recently in-

Walter Kelly VP of Audio -Video

stalled an Abekas A-62 Digital Disc
Recorder to its 3D animation system
Allied Film & Video of Detroit
has introduced EFLM/CTAP (Edit
Film/Conform Tape), a process that
blends film and video production and
post -production techniques, does not

Sales.

Positive Video of Orinda, CA has
installed a Grass Valley component
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

require the presence of the producer or
the editor during the video conforming
stage, and results in a one -inch master

.

.

.

.

Audiotronics has promoted G.C.
Oyama to assistant vice president, New
. At Forte!,
Product Development .
George Wicker has been named south.

east sales manager

.

.

.

.

Broadcast

.

Electronics has selected Bill Harland as
its national sales manager, RF products
.

.

.

. At AKG Acoustics, S. Richard

Domain Telemedia, Carol

Ravich has been appointed VP and
Herman
general manager

Stream, IL has added its fourth post production suite that features a CMX

Schkolnick is now the new director of
marketing and sales at Panasonic.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Acrodyne
118
Adams Smith
82
A.F. Associates Products
76
Agfa-Gevaert Inc
23
Alden Electronics
101
Alpha Audio
102
Ampex AVSD
80
61
Ampex MTD
Applied Research Technology.. 87
Asaca Corp. of America ...
105

164
152 AT&T

86
72
66
26

Audio Technica USA, Inc.
137 Audio Technologies Inc,.
120 Auditronics, Inc
141

183 Belar Electronics Lab, Inc
181
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Bryston Manufacturing Ltd.

125
124

.

12-13
Camera Mart, Inc
43
Canon USA, Inc.
Centro Corp.
75
Cetec Vega
122
81
Chyron Corp
Chyron Corp..
Cipher Digital
24
Comrex
16
Continental Electronics, a Division
126
of Varian Associates. Inc
56
130 Crosspoint Latch Corp
4
103 Crown International
108
126
142
168
146
149
118
110
185

........ 84

125 Datum Inc
123 Delta Electronics

42
30
115
58
112

Discount Video Corp.
132 Dolby Laboratories, Inc
169 Drake Co., R.L
171

-

122 Eastman Kodak

28-29

Electro Rent

102 Fidelipac
140 Fuiinon Creative Services

107

1

71

138 GML America Inc.
67
144 Grass Valley Group, Inc......79
178 Grass Valley Group, Inc. ...
119
91
154 Great Lake Chemical Corp

119 Harris Broadcast Products Div
153 Hitachi Denshi American Ltd
135 Howe Audio Productions, Ltd.

25
88
64

111

128

Ikegami Electronics USA, Inc.
Ikegami Electronics USA, Inc.
Integrated Technologies Inc..
Intergroup Video Systems Div
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95

U.S. JVC Corp..

180 Kintek
148
136
155
124

-

170
173
176
113
163
182
109
106
107

Lake Systems Corp.
Leitch Video Ltd.
Lines Video System
LPB, Inc.

3M/Magnetic Tape Div
Maxell Corp. of America
Merlin Engineering
Merlin Engineering
Microdyne
Microtime. Inc.
Microwave Filter Co. Inc.

Midwest Corp..........
Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group
Moseley Associates, Inc.
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83
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32
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103
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19
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15
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105 Yamaha Combo
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Tsukiji Yasuda Bldg.,
9th Floor
15-14 TSUKIJI 2-CHOME
Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104
Japan
Telephone: 03 546 2751
S. Yasui
K. Yamamoto
Y. Yozaki

ATTENTION!
READERS!

To renew your
FREE SUBSCRIPTION

to BM/E or to obtain
your own personal copy
each month, please
fill out completely
the card on right
AND RETURN TODAY!
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Vidifont: Graphics V.
Performance that's picture perfect.
Picture crisp, clean, coordinated graphics that

capture attention, provide information and
create a distinct perspective that sets you apart.

Picture the Vidifont Graphics V. Combining the
features and functions of character generation,
graphics, animation and information displays
into a single integrated system. All the creative
tools you need for news, dial -up services such
as satellite weather and sports, commercial
spots, promos, elections and special programs.

Vidifont Graphics V allows multiple -user access
of up to eight channels. On-line creativity is

combined with off-line input, making it eesy to
update and display new information.
Vidifont. The picture of performance in over
500 TV and production studios around the world.'
Call or write Thomson-CSF Broadcast, Inc.,
37 Brownhouse Rd., Stamford, CT 06902.
Tel. (203) 965-7000. TWX (710) 474-3346. Telex
6819035 -Answer Back 6819035 TCSB UW.

THOMSON-CSF BROADCAST, INC.
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